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ABSTRACT 
In this thesis an approximation method, the method of 
spherical currents, is advanced for the determination 
of scattered fields (acoustic and electromagnetic) 
from convex bodies for plane harmonic incident waves. 
The method is worked out for the scalar (acoustic) 
case and applied to sound soft and sound hard obstacles 
of a given shape. The surface fields and backscattering 
cross sections of these obstacles are calculated 
according to the method and the results are compared 
with those of other methods. For the vector (electro-
magnetic) case only the basic theory is worked out for 
a perfectly conducting convex body. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In this thesis an approximation method, the method of spherical 
currents, is advanced for the determination of scattered fields 
(acoustic and electromagnetic) from convex bodies for plane 
harmonic incident waves. The method is worked out for the 
scalar (acoustic) case and applied to sound soft and sound hard 
obstacles of a given shape. The surface fields and back-
scattering cross sections of these obstacles are calculated 
according to the method and the results are compared with those 
of other methods. For the vector (electromagnetic) case only 
the basic theory is worked out for a perfectly conducting 
convex body. 
The emphasis on scalar theory is a natural consequence of its 
greater simplicity compared with electromagnetic theory. 
During the past few decades however the emphasis in the 
literature has been mainly on electromagnetic scattering and 
it is in this field that most of the experimental data is 
available for comparison. Since the advent of the use of 
radar as a means of target identification this emphasis on 
vector theory is understandable, and has in addition led to 
many experimental results being published in this field. 
The limitations imposed above on the incident field and the 
boundary conditions are not stringent. Not only are they 
good approximations to a wide variety of practical situations; 
they are also amenable to analytical treatment. The 
approximation method investigated here is however not 
intrinsically limited to plane incident fields and soft or hard 
or perfectly conducting bodies. As will become clear in the 
following chapters, the method can be applied to a convex 
body for arbitrary incident fields and boundary conditions 
provided that the surf ace field for a sphere under the same 
conditions is known. Being based on the solutions for spheres, 
the method is limited to convex bodies. 
1 
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In the following paragraph a survey of the field of study is 
given with particular reference to the scope of this investigation 
as outlined above. 
(1.1) Methods for the determination of scattered fields. 
The basic equation of acoustics is the scalar Helmholtz 
equation 
0 --- (1.1.1), 
where ¢ is the velocity potential of the sound field 
and k = 2rr/A is the wave number. 
Two fundamental problems of particular relevance to 
this investigation is to find solutions of (1.1.1) 
exterior to a closed, bounded surface S of sufficient 
smoothness on which either (a) ¢ assumes a pre-assigned 
value on S (the exterior Neumann problem for the Helmholtz 
equation) or (b) the normal derivative of ¢ assumes a 
pre-assigned value on s (the exterior Dirichlet problem 
for the Helmholtz equation). It is further required 
that these solutions satisfy the Sommerfeld radiation 
conditions 
I l\f I==- oc I (fZ) 
~(~+c kf )-= o(·VR,) 
o-R--
--- (1.1.2), 
to ensure a unique solution in the infinite exterior 
region. 
It can be shown that the second equation of (1.1.2) 
implies the first. 
The Dirichlet and Neumann problems outlined above are 
the mathematical formulations of the physical problems 
of finding the scattered fields produced by respectively 
sound soft and sound hard bounded obstacles. [Honl, 
Maue and Westpfahl (1961), Stratton (1941), Kellogg (1929)]. 
Proofs of the uniqueness and existence of the Dirichlet 
and Neumann problems proceed from the Helmholtz integral 
representation of the field, here given for points 
x. exterior to S. 
1, 
--- ( 1. 1. 3) 
In (1.1.3) n. is the point of integration on Sand 
1, 
a/an= n. a/an. is the normal derivative with n. the 
1, 1, 1, 
outward pointing unit normal on S. 
Let t;,. be a point on S and take the limit x. -+ c-. in 1, . 1, c,1, 
(l.1.3). The resulting equation makes it clear that 
it is not possible to assign arbitrary values to ¢ 
and a¢/an on s. Consequently there must exist a 
functional relationship between ¢ and a¢/an. If 
however we assign a value to either ¢ or a¢/an, the 
limiting process creates integral equations in resp. 
a¢/an and ¢. It is on the uniqueness and existence 
of the solutions of these integral equations that the 
uniqu~ness and existence of the exterior Dirichlet and 
Neumann problems for the Helmholtz equation ultimately 
devolve. ~hese problems have received considerable 
attention and have recently been studied by Ahner (1975), 
Ursell (1973) and Kleinman and Roach (1974). 
Solutions of these integral equations may be substituted 
into (l.1.3) with the pre-assigned values of ¢or 
a¢/an to provide the scattered field exterior to the 
obstacle. The analytical solution of these integral 
equations are however limited to but a few obstacles -
those for which the scattered field may be determined 
by the method of separation of variables. The scattered 
field exterior to a obstacle can be solved by the 
method of separation of variables for only those cases 
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where the surface of the obstacle coincides with a 
coordinate surf ace in a system of coordinates in which 
the scalar Helmholtz equation (1.1.1) separates, i.e. 
in which it is possible to separate the second order 
partial differential equation into second order ordinary 
differential equations, each involving a single 
coordinate as independent variable. Notable examples 
of closed, bounded obstacles for which exact solutions 
have been found are the sphere and the spheroid. Even 
in those cases where an exact solution is obtained, 
these solutions are of limited practical value for large 
values of ka, where a is a significant body dimension. 
This is due to the fact that the solutions are found in 
the form of infinite series which converge progressively 
more slowly with increasing ka. To obtain insight in 
the high frequency behaviour of scattered fields for 
which an exact solution is known, these exact solutions 
have to be asymptotically approximated. Basically what 
is needed here is a series representation of the solution 
in increasing powers of l/ka. Asymptotic representations 
of the exact solutions of the cylinder [Franz (1954)] 
and sphere [Imai (1954)] problems were obtained by 
representing the series solution as the sum of the 
residues of a contour integral, and then applying the 
Watson transform. Kazarinoff and Ritt (1959) developed 
an alternative method applicable to separable scalar 
problems and applied it to the prolate spheroid. Here 
the theory of complex resolvents of Sims and Philips 
was used to replace the Watson transform. 
By assuming that ¢ in· (1.1.1) has an asymptotic expansion 
for k + 00 of the form 
04 
~ rv ~It S()(~/ \ A~ (XL) 
~ L_ ( L b)n.. 
It ==-o I'\.. 
__ ..;. ( 1. 1. 4) ' 
•• 
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Keller, Lewis and Seckler (1956) managed to obtain high 
frequency solutions of a large number of scalar 
scattering problems, of which the leading term is the 
geometrical optics solution. 
By directly finding the asymptotic expansion it is 
avoided to first find the exact solution and then expanding 
it asymptotically. However the calculations involved 
become laborious except for the simplest geometries, 
and the results are incomplete where diffracted rays 
occur. Lee (1975) has generalized and developed this 
method for the case of electromagnetic scattering from 
a conducting surface. 
On inserting (1.1.4) into (1.1.1) and equating to zero 
the coefficient of each power of k, the following equations 
are obtained: 
--- ( 1. 1. 5) 
and ~c\:, Ai-v dis+ 4 ~Ji )l ~ =- -'d(_'dc_A 11-1 
'" o r R = o VL = J ; .:i.; - ; -r 
Equation (1.1.5) is the eiconal of geometrical optics, 
and determines the phase function S. 
A field of the form (1.1.4) is called a ray field and 
the functions A are amplitude functions. In the case 
n 
of electromagnetic scattering these coefficients are 
vectors. The first term in (1.1.4), A eiks, is the 
. 0 
geometrical acoustics (optics) fieid, and describes 
the behaviour of scalar (vector) wave fields in the 
limit as the wavelength tends to zero. The problem of 
geometrical optics is therefore to find these phase-
and amplitude functions. A brief description of the 
geometrical optics field as applied to scattering problems 
is given in sections (2.2) and (3.6). The value of the 
methods of geometrical optics in the determination of 
5 
scattered waves lies chiefly in the near field. The 
specular returns of the reflected rays in the far field 
contains a minimum of information about the shape of 
the scattering object. 
The results of geometrical optics may be extended to 
lower frequencies by general asymptotic methods such as 
those described above, or by generalizing Fermat's 
principle so as to include "diffracted" rays. The 
eiconal (l.1.5) is a direct consequence of Fermat's 
principle, and if this principle is applied to incident 
rays not tangentially striking a smooth interface, 
"reflected rays" are created at the point of incidence 
in accordance with Snell's laws. These reflected rays 
are the scattered field of geometrical optics. According 
to geometrical optics no contribution is made by points 
on the interface situated (a) where the incident rays 
are tangential to the surface, (b) at vertices and 
(c) at edges. Keller (1958) postulated the creation 
of diffracted rays at such points and generalized 
Fermat's principle to include them. This method has 
been applied to a variety of shapes, and a brief 
description with special reference to the spheroid is 
given in section (3.6). 
Geometrical optics and its extensions into the resonance 
region are generally referred to as "ray optics", for 
which even wider applications is being found. Recently 
particular attention has been paid to the problem of 
diffraction by a wedge, and the fact that Keller's 
geometric theory of diffraction solution is not valid 
near to a shadow boundary. [Lee and Deschamps (1976)]. 
Apart from asymptotic methods and those of ray optics 
improvements to the geometric optics solution can be 
made by utilizing and modifying the surface field 
predicted by it. The method of spherical currents belongs 
to this class of approximation method. 
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According to geometrical optics, the surface field on 
an ideally reflecting object is twice the incident 
field on the illuminated region and zero on the shadow 
side. Physical optics (Kirchhoff theory) uses the 
surf ace field predicted by geometrical optics in the 
Helmholtz integral representation (1.1.3) to predict 
the field exterior to a scattering object. This method 
is obviously also a high frequency approximation, but 
it is a great improvement on geometrical optics, 
especially as far as the determination of scattered far 
fields is concerned. The method of physical optics is 
discussed in section (2.4) and applied in section (3.6) 
to calculate the backscattering cross section of a hard 
prolate spheroid for axial incidence. Physical optics 
has been extensively used for a wide variety of shapes 
in cross section estimation. In this regard see the 
survey by Senior (1965). and the reports by Sleator (1964) 
and Kleinman and Senior (1963). 
The main weakness of physical optics is the discrepancy 
between the assumed surf ace field and the true surf ace 
field. Two aspects may be singled out here. In the 
first place the surface field assumed by physical optics 
on the illuminated part of the obstacle is a good 
approximation only at such points at which the radii of 
curvature are large compared with the incident wave-
length. In this regard see section (2.4). A second 
weakness lies in the discontinuity of the surface field 
at the penumbra, i.e. the neighbourhood of the shadow 
curve. 
This is a violation of the true boundary condition, and 
Jones (1957) avoids this discrepancy by assuming that 
the penumbra of a smooth convex body is locally that 
of a cylinder whose generator is tangent to the shadow 
curve and whose radius of curvature is that of the given 
body in a plane normal to this tangent. Another method 
to estimate the contribution of the penumbra was developed 
7 
by Fock (1946), and is based on the surface field induced 
on a paraboloid of revolution. 
A third weakness of the surface field assumed by physical 
optics is that it does not discriminate between objects 
having identical illuminated surf aces but different 
shaded surfaces. For example, physical optics predicts 
the same radar cross section in the backscattered 
direction for axial incidence for both f latbacked and 
double-backed cones with identical illuminated surfaces. 
According to Blore (1964), Adachi (1960) derived an 
approximate general solution for the backscattering 
nose-on cross section of axially symmetric thin bodies 
having sharp apices. Blore states that "essentially 
this approximate solution is the physical optics 
solution, but the physical optics current ~s assumed 
over the whole surface of the scatterer". Unfortunately 
the author has not yet received a copy of Adachi's 
report, but presumably Blore means that the approximation 
of twice the incident field (for ideal reflectors) is 
used over the whole surface of the scatterer. If 
this is the case Adachi's theory removes the latter 
two of the three weaknesses of the physical optics 
surface field mentioned above. In this respect see 
also section (2.4). As the method is applied to long 
thin bodies, at least one of the principal radii of 
curvature is large compared to the incident wavelength 
over most of the surface. This restriction should 
bring the assumed surf ace field closer to the true 
surface field. Blore confirms that for such bodies 
Adachi's theory gives an accurate prediction of the echo 
area in the resonance region. 
The approximation methods mentioned above are all 
essentially high frequency methods which to a lesser or 
greater extent successfully penetrate the resonance region 
of s.cattered fields for different bodies. 
8 
Dawson and Turner (1960) proposed a cylindrical current 
method to predict high frequency scattering with greater 
accuracy than physical optics. This publication is 
classified, but a condensed version of this method is 
given in the report by Klei~man and Senior (1963). The 
method is based on the exact solution for the infinite 
circular cylinder, is limited to bodies of revolution 
and cannot be used for axial incidence. 
None of these limitations apply to the method of spherical 
currents, which in addition circumvents the latter two 
of the three weaknesses in the surface field of physical 
optics mentioned above, and at least partially, compensates 
for the finite radii of curvature of smooth convex bodies. 
The examples of approximate solutions mentioned above 
clearly emphasize the importance of exact solutions. 
Although rigorous solutions of scattering problems have 
been obtained in but a few examples, many features of 
these solutions can be applied to more complex shapes. 
At the other end of the frequency spectrum we have the 
Rayleigh region, that is the long wavelength at low. 
frequency region where the wavelength of the incident 
field is large compared with the body dimensions. A 
brief outline of Rayleigh theory is given in section (4.1). 
Kleinman (1965) gives a definition of the Rayleigh region, 
and an outline of general methods is given for obtaining 
successive terms in low frequency expansions. Basically 
the problem consists of finding a series in ascending 
powers of k for the scattered field satisfying (1.1.1). 
The first term in the Rayleigh expansion can be obtained 
by several methods, notably the empirical method of 
Siegel (1958). 
Low frequency techniques have also been applied success-
fully to penetrate the resonance region from the low 
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frequency end of the spectrum, and to provide information 
in other directions than the backscattered one. In this 
respect Senior (1973) for scalar scattering from soft 
and hard objects, and Keller, Kleinman and Senior (1972) 
for electromagnetic scattering from perfect conductors 
must be mentioned. 
An approximation method not easily categorized is impulse 
analysis, iniated by Kennaugh arid Cosgriff (1958). This 
method has been applied to predict the radar cross section 
in the backscattered direction for several shapes, 
notably the spheroid [Moffatt and Kennaugh (1965)] and 
the cone sphere [Kennaugh and Moffatt (1962)]. Con-
siderable success has been achieved with this method in 
the resonance region for some simple shapes [see 
Blore (1964)]. The limitations of the impulse 
approximation technique are discussed in the survey by 
Senior (1965). 
Recent attempts [Burnside, Yu and Marhefka (1975)] to 
bridge the resonance region gap have used the moment 
method [Harrington (1968)] in combination with Keller's 
geometric theory of diffraction. 
Finally it should be mentioned that although rigorous 
solutions by analytical means are obtainable for few 
shapes, the direct num~rical solution of the integral 
equations satisfied by the surface field for other 
shapes may lead to estimates of scattered fields which 
for practical purposes could be considered exact. 
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Over the past few years this problem has received the 
attention of several authors, e.g. Burton and Miller (1971). 
(1.2) Summary of contents. 
In Chapter II the method of spherical currents is 
developed for the scalar scattering of a plane incident 
wave by bounded convex acoustically soft and hard obstacles. 
As the method uses the exact surface fields on spheres, 
a reasonably detailed account of the scattering of a 
plane wave by soft and hard spheres is given. The 
method is then applied to approximate the surf ace field 
on arbitrary bounded convex so~and hard obstacles for 
plane incident waves. The Helmholtz integral 
representation is then used to obtain expressions for 
the near and far scattered fields. These results are 
finally specialized for bodies of revolution for axial 
incidence. 
It was felt to be essential that the method should be 
compared with results obtained from a shape for which 
an exact solution exists. Such a body is the spheroid, 
and the surf ace field and backscattered cross section 
for axial incidence by a plane wave according to the 
method of spherical currents was compared with exact 
results for the spheroid in Chapter III. In this chapter 
comparisons are also drawn between the method of spherical 
currents and physical optics and the geometrical theory 
of diffraction in the high frequency range. 
In Chapter IV the method of spherical currents is applied 
to the f latbacked cone and the cone sphere and comparisons 
are made with Siegel's empirical formulae in the Rayleigh 
region. The method is applied to these shapes to test 
its applicability in the presence of vertices, edges, 
plane surfaces and surf aces on which one of the principal 
radii of curvature become infinite. As results are 
obtained in the Rayleigh region, it is doubtful whether 
any meaningful conclusion can be drawn from the way in 
which edges and vertices are accomodated in the method 
of sp~erical currents. 
The basic theory of the method in the case of electro-
magnetic scattering for a plane wave incident on a 
bounded, convex perfect conductor is developed in 
Chapter v. The surface current is constructed for 
the general case and then specialized for the case of an 
11 
axially incident wave on a body of revolution. The 
far field is then derived for bodies of revolution for 
axial incidence by using the integral representation 
of the electromagnetic field. 
In Chapter VI the results of the previous chapters are 
summarized and integrated, and some conclusions are 
drawn from them. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE METHOD OF SPHERICAL CURRENTS SCALAR CASE. 
The main purpose of this chapter is to explain the application 
of the method of spherical currents to the problem of deter-
mining scattered scalar waves, in particular for plane inci-
dent waves impinging on acoustically soft and hard convex 
obstacles. This is done in section (2.4) for the surface 
field, and in section (2.5) for the exterior field by using 
the surf ace field according to the method of spherical 
currents in the Helmholtz integral representation for the 
scattered field. As the method of spherical currents is 
based on the exact solution of the sphere problem, a fairly 
detailed account of the scattering by hard and soft spheres 
for plane incident waves is given in section (2.2). As 
background to this, and partially also because some of the 
motivation behind the method of spherical currents demands it, 
it is necessary to give an account of the basic theory of the 
boundary value problem of acoustics in section (2.1). As it 
appears in section (2.5), it was not possible to complete 
analytically the integration over the surf ace of the scatterer 
in order to determine the scattered field, far or near. As 
a consequence of this recourse had to be taken to automatic 
computation to determine e.g. far fields and cross sections. 
This involves the computation of the surface fields on spheres 
and consequently also of spheiical BesseL functions and their 
derivatives over a wide range of argument so as to maximize 
the frequency range over which the method is applicable. An 
account of the methods of computation used for the surf ace 
fields of spheres and spherical Bessel functions is given in 
section (2.3). 
(2.1) Basic theory - the boundary value problem. 
For monochromatic, harmonic scalar waves in isotropic, 
homogeneous media the wave equation reduces to the 
scalar Helmholtz equation 
13 
--- ( 2. l. l) 
The time dependency of ¢ is expressed by the factor 
exp(-iwt), where w = 2nv is the angular frequency, 
and v the frequency. In (2.1.l) k = 2n/A is the 
wave number where A is the wave length, and ¢ represents 
the velocity potential of acoustics or the scalar 
potential of electromagnetic theory. 
The fundamental problem of the scattering of harmonic 
waves by bounded obstacles (scatterers) is to find a 
solution of (2.1.l) exterior to the obstacle of which 
¢ or its normal derivative (or a linear combination 
of both), assumes pre-assigned values on the surface 
S of the obstacle. These boundary conditions may be 
reduced to two fundamental types: 
on S (2.l.2s), 
or, Ocp- = O on S 
--- (2.l.2h)' 
-oVL 
where a¢/an is the normal derivative of ¢ on S. If 
S divides space into an interior region D and an 
exterior region D', we assume the normal derivative 
to be taken in the direction pointing away from D. 
In acoustics scatterers on which the field exterior 
to S satisfies (2.l.2s) or (2.l.2h) are respectively 
referred to as "sound soft" (e.g. air bubble in water) 
or "sound hard" (e.g. a rigid body in air). 
The problem relevant to scattering or diffraction, that 
is finding a solution of (2.1.l) with the boundary 
conditions (2.l.2s) or (2.l.2h) at points exterior to 
S, is referred to as the "exterior problem". It is 
convenient to approach this problem by way of the 
"interior" problem: find a solution of (2.1.l) with 
14 
boundary conditions (2.l.2s) or (2.l.2h) at points 
interior to S, i.e. in D. 
Let x., (x.sD) be the point at which a solution of 1., 1., 
(2.1.l) is sought, and let y. be any other point such 
1., 
that yisD, then 
where 
and 
, in Cartesian tensor 
notation. 
We now apply Green's Theorem to the two scalar fields 
~ and G in D bounded by S. 
(2.1.4) 
In (2.1.4) dT is the volume element with yi as variable 
of integration, n. is a point on Sand df. = n.df is 
1., 1., 1., 
the vectorial surface element where n. is the unit 
1., 
normal vector to S pointing away from D. 
Let a be a small sphere of radius 6 ,centred at xi, with 
interior region d. Applying ( 2. 1. 4) to the region D - d 
we have: 
--- (2.1.5) 
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In (2.1.5) n. now also refers to points on a, on which 1.,, 
n. points towards x .. 
1.,, 1.,, Now (2.1.1) is valid in D, and 
in D - d 
) hence (2.1.5) becomes: 
(2.1.6) 
By introducing spherical polar coordinates centred at 
x. for the integral on the left hand side it is easily 1.,, 
shown that 
4-rr ~Cxi:) 
Hence, from (2.1.6) 
"' -inf ( ~ ~~ - b ~~) c{ f --- ( 2. 1. 7 I 
s 
In ( 2. 1. 7) O £ = rl L 0 ~ was used. 
d ~ 01_c: 
For the exterior problem let x.£D 1 , where D' is the 
1.,, 
region exterior to S but interior to the arbitrary 
closed surface L. On applying (2.1.7) to D' bounded 
by Sand L, we get: 
(2.1.8). 
In (2.1.8) the normals to both Sand L are directed 
into n'. 
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Consider the case wnere 6 is taken to be a sphere of 
radius R = jx. - n.j. By choosing spherical polar 1,.. 1,.. 
coordinates centred at x. it is 
1,.. readily shown that 
0 ) 
Ii"'- { ( f ~ - b-Of )d::f' 
t\,-7oO JL o Vt. on.. 
provided that 
I R.451 = 0( I/ f\.) 
fl(O~+ckG))= 0C1/1Z.) 
0 R, -
--- (2.1.9) 
The conditions (2.1.9) are the Sommerfeld radiation 
conditions which give expression to the physical 
requirement that there can not be any contribution to 
the field from infinity. These conditions are also 
sufficient to guarantee a unique solution of (2.1.l) 
exterior to S. 
Hence, for all fields satisfying the radiation conditions 
exterior to S, we have 
--- (2.l.10) 
The integral .on the right hand side of course vanishes 
identically for all x.ED. 
1,.. 
Let us refer to the prevailing (given) field prior to 
the introduction of the obstacle as the incident 
field ¢(i). By introducing, the scatterer this field 
is modified, and we refer to the resultant field exterior 
to the obstacle as the total field, ¢(t). The 
scattered field ¢(s)is now defined by 
--- (2.l.11) 
The boundary conditions (2.l.2s) and (2.l.2h) refer to 
the total field, and they may now be written as: 
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I ____ _ 
on S 
--- (2.l.12s) 
on S 
--- (2. l.12h) 
It is of course required that all these fields satisfy 
the scalar Helmholtz equation exterior to S. If the 
radiation conditions apply to both ¢(s) and ¢(i), 
then (2.1.10) applies to all three fields. 
On using (2.l.12s) and (2.l.12h) equation (2.1.10) 
becomes for the scattered field: 
;;ncs) 
~(X.:,) = -' Jc ;r;cs> oG- + b-o~cc:J) ft-Tr :! a~ - d_-:f 
s 0 n. 
--- (2.l.13s) 
--- (2.l.13h) 
--- (2.l.14s) 
--- (2.l.14h) 
Should the radiation conditions not apply to the 
incident field, then (2.l.13s and h) continue to hold 
for the scattered field, but (2.l.14s and h) are no 
longer valid for the total field. The plane wave is 
an example of a field which is a solution of (2.1.l), 
but which does not satisfy the radiation conditions. 
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However, as it is a good approximation of an incident 
field reaching a target from a distant source, it is 
of great importance. Only plane incident waves will 
be considered here. Let the plane incident wave ~ 
be defined by 
1 Tr (_ ~u.i: Xi, 
·':r == e 
--- ( 2 • l. 15) I 
where u. is the direction of propagation. 
1.-
The equations (2.1.9) do not apply to ~. 
however easily shown that 
It is 
--- (2.1.16) 
This may be shown directly or by using (2.1.8) for the 
incident field. In this case the integral over S is 
zero - this integral is related by Green's theorem to 
a volume integral over D which vanishes owing to 
x .¢D. 
1.-
Hence for a plane incident wave (2.1.8) becomes for the 
total field: 
~ (t: ) 1 ' ~ (-t:) ~(Xi:)=-~ G-o~ d_'=f-
Lf s -ovi . 
_L j ~ltJ () G- ._p 
4--rr I ~ d.t 
- 0 Yl 
s 
--- (2.l.17s) 
+f 
--- ( 2. l. l 7h) 
On using (2.1.11), (2.l.17s) and (2.l.17h) become for 
the scattered field: 
--- (2.l.18s) 
. --- (2. l.18h) 
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Equations (2.l.13s and h) could be used to calculate 
¢( 8 ) (x.), x.ED', if respectively 8¢( 8 )/an and ¢( 8 ) are 
-i -i 
known on S. In the sound hard case we may find 
( 8) 
¢ (~.), ~.ES, from a singular integral equation of 
-i -i 
the second kind obtained from (2.l.13h) by taking the 
limit as x. -+ ~ . . Similarly we may obtain an integral 
-i -i 
equation of the second kind for 8¢( 8 ) /an (~.),~.ES, 
-i -i 
from (2.l.13s). In this case however we first operate 
with n. a/ax. on both sides of the equation before 
-i -i 
taking the limit as x. -+ ~ .. 
-i -i 
However, we may also use (2.l.18s and h) to calculate 
¢( 8 ) (x.), x.ED', if we respectively know the values 
-i -i 
of the normal derivative of the total field and the 
total field itself on S. These may be obtained from 
integral equations arising from (2.l.17s and h) as 
we take the limit as x. -+ ~ . . Owing to the simpler 
-i -i 
nature of the "free" term (that is the term not con-
taining the unknown function) in (2.l.17s and h) compared 
with (2.l.13s and h), this latter procedure is followed. 
Operate on both sides of (2.l.17s) with n. a/ax., where 
-i -i 
n. is the unit normal to Sat~., the line segment 
-i -i 
x. - ~. being normal to S at ~. , and take the limit as 
-i -i -i 
x.-+~. of the resulting equat1on as well as of 
-i -i 
(2.l.17h). 
Hence we have: 
or 
(2.l.19s) 
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and 
~lt,1 := '!! (~J +iii ll~_;\;: { ~ ~ ( ~•11,) f i'7 <l elf 
-,-- (2.l.19h) 
For the limits of the integrals in (2.l.19s and h) we 
have (see Honl, Maue & Westpfahl (1961) pp. 233 - 236 
or Kellogg (1967) Chapter VI, Theorems VI and VIII 
with G = l/lxi - Yil): 
~i:" i YI, ~~cxc11JOiPRJtff ~-d11 ocn~·i+jnl a G-(~ .)1 .>o~~t~ .) jJ) l.. 11.. J L 0 Yl - ' '). ~ ' '- - IL l{ t 
s an v · on s (. 
Using these equations (2.l.19s) and (2.l.19h) respectively 
become: 
--- (2. l .20s) 
--- (2.l.20h) 
The problem of the exterior boundary value problem 
with sound soft and sound hard scatterers has therefore 
been reduced to solving the singular integral equations 
(2.l.20s) and (2.l.20h). The integrals in these 
equations, though improper, do exist. 
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It can be shown that the kernels n. aG/a~. and 
. ~ ~ 
aG/an = n. aG/an. have the same properties as the 
~ ~ ' 
analogous kernels of potential theory where 
G = I/l~i - Yi!. Kellogg (Kellogg (1929), Chapter XI) 
has shown that the kernels of potential theory behave 
like continuous kernels. 
Although the equations (2.l.20s and h) are indispensable 
for proofs of existence and uniqueness, they are of 
little value where an analytical solution to a particular 
problem is sought. Other methods, such as separation 
of the variables, are more convenient for the achieve-
ment of such results. 
(2.2) Scattering by sound soft and sound hard spheres. 
As the method of spherical currents is based upon the 
exact solution of the scattering problem for spheres, 
a derivation of this solution is given below. This 
procedure is that of Honl, Maue and Westpfahl 
(Honl, Maue and Westpfahl (1961), pp. 532 - 535) .which 
ties up with the theory of the preceding paragraph. 
Consider a sound soft or sound hard sphere of radius 
a being illuminated by an incident plane wave. The 
origin of the system of axes is chosen at the centre 
of the sphere, and sph~rical polar coordinates are 
introduced defined by the equations 
(~, J ~d-J ~ 3 )::::. ( Q ~e~q,) Q ~·t:/;).,_·q,; Cl~@) 
C ~, 1 '1.J..) '1) =- (Cl~ e' ~<P 1 >a.._ ~·91 ~cp1 ; C?<... Ce:,d) 
(2.2.1) 
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The direction of propagation of the incident wave is 
chosen to be that of the negative 3-axis, hence 
(u1 , u 2 , u 3 ) = (O, 0, -1) in (2.1.15) and we have 
--- (2.2.2) 
With this choice of coordinates the equations (2.l.18s 
and h) for the scattered field, now independent of the 
azimuthal angle, become: 
- .lTf . J. 0 . ~(~) ~s ,, (~) I (. '\ f\., 
::r<r19)= -~ o~ Ce') ~·e'd.e' e d<f;' 
.JfTT' 0 Vl 0 /{, 
where 
0 
11 (t:) i:t.,l.J ~Cd J ~e' d.e' 
J+7T 
0 
--- (2.2.3s) 
--- ( 2. 2. 3h) 
R_ = I )'(_ l. - vi ~ l - ( x t. x. L + 1 ~ ~ ~ - ;)._ >1. l.0 '1. i ) Y.i 
( r .i. + CLJ.. - cl ~ r ~ G ) V~ 
and 
Cos®= "><..:.tf.~/o..v- =- ~s)...;.e'{~r;c.n¢ 1 +~·¢}i..·¢') 
+ ~G>~~I 
:::: ~eG;,e' + ~ e S:~ .. :e' ~ ( f- <b') 
--- (2.2.4) 
E) is the angle included between the pqsition vectors 
~ . and n .. 
1, 1, 
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In (2.2.3h) we used a/an= n. a/a~.= a/aa. 
1,, 1,, This result 
is directly obtained by expressing the gradient operator 
in terms of spherical polar coordinates. 
The surface fields a¢(t) /an and ¢(t) in (2.2.3s) and 
(2.2.3h) respectively are now determined by means of 
(2 .1. 20s) and (2 .1. 20h). 
With the choice of coordinates (2.2.l), and using (2.2.2) 
and n. a;a~. = a;aa, (2.l.20s and h) become: 
1,, 1,, 
--- (2.2.4s) 
-'- .:nr ·k J ,,- _ 
(t) ill (f) s [ L t<_ ~- 4).) (9 J <Qce)=-a_)._ ~(e')~e'tle' __£__ e _ d.¢>' 
d.Tf . Oa. 0-.. V :l_ - GP © 
0 0 . 
. . -(_ k~~~ 
+-~ e . 
--- (2.2.4h) 
Owing to the similarity of these two equations, only 
'the procedure by means of which the latter is solved 
is given. The method consists of representing the 
functions in the integral equations by their expansions 
in terms of Legendre polynomials. For the kernel of 
the integral equation this is achieved by means of 
the expansion. 
oll ' 
== i k L ( ~ l'H I) ~>t ( Ca:>(f)) j >t( ka.J h ~ ( k r) ) r :> ct 
I'\ =o 
(2.2.5) 
(Magnus and Oberhettinger (1954), p.21) 
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In (2.2.5) P (x) is the Legendre polynomial of degree 
n 
n, and jn(z) and h~l) (z) are respectively spherical 
Bessel functions of the first and third kinds. The 
function h(l) (z) is related to j (z) and y (z), the 
n n n 
spherical Bessel function of the second kind, by means 
of the equation 
I (I) • 
Vlft. (z_) = J (-z..) + ( j (-;_) 
. ~ 1-L 
--- (2.2.6) 
These functions can be expressed in terms of the half-
order Bessel- and Hankel functions as follows: 
--- (2.2.7) 
As series of ascending powers of z;j (z) and y (z) are 
n n 
defined as follows: 
~Iz_) = 1.3.5.···Cc:lvt-i)G _ ±-21 + C±z'-r'-
z 11-t ' L' I ! (I - :2 ..,_) .,2 '· (I - J 11.( ~-Jn) --._ J 
--- ( 2 • 2. 8) 
(Abramowitz and Stegun (1965), Chapter 10) 
( 2 5) f e ikR/R., i't i·s With the representation 2. . o G = 
necessary to define 
in (2.2.4s and h). 
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From (2.2.5) we have: 
cX) 
fi·vn o G- :::: ck_]_ LC~ri-t1>r~(C())~)J~e)nc~(c-) 
r-?Cl o Y- >-t = o 
and 
where 
f; = k_~ 1 \ I ( & ) = ft_ j. ( E) 01-1.. d.E h. ) etc. 
Hence 
where 
--- (2.2.9) 
is the Wronskian determinant of the functions j (E) and 
n 
h (l) (E). It follows that 
n 
We define 
--- (2.2.10) 
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With Cos® defined by (2.2.4) the Legendre polynomial 
Pn(Cos@) may be expanded in terms of associated 
Legendre polynomials PR (Cose) and pR (Cose') by means 
n n 
of the addition theorem for spherical harmonics 
(Magnus and Oberhettinger (1954), p. 55): 
--- (2.2.11) 
By means of (2.2.10) and (2.2.11) and using 
, we get 
The plane incident wave is expanded in terms of Legendre 
polynomials as follows: 
o.6 . 
L_c-ovt c~ 1-t-+1 )jSk r) -P ~ C0r.:,e) 
1.1. =-0 
--- (2.2.13) 
For ¢(t) on the surface we assume an expansion 
o/J ~u) =- L (- (_) Vl ( J Ill T 1) d Vl--p ~ ( (p e) 
Vt.=o 
--- (2.2.14) 
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We have to find the expansion coefficients as functions 
of ka = £. Substitute the expressions for 
and 
<P(t) (8), given respectively by (2.2.12), (2.2.13) and 
(2.2.14) I into (2.2.4h) I and then integrate W.r.t. 8 1 I 
using the orthogonality 
+I 
relation· 
f '°P>c(x) 1',Jx-! c:lx =3--. O:~ --- (2.2.15) 
-1 ~n-rt 
We get, for each n, 
Solving for a, we get, by using (2.2.9): 
r.. 
hence the total surface 
field is, from (2.2.4): 
( 2. 2. l 6h) 
By following the same procedure we obtain the following 
expression for a<P(t) (8)/an, the normal derivative of 
the total field on the surface: 
(2.2.16s) 
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The expressions for the surface fields are now substituted 
into (2.2.3s and h) respectively, and after integration 
w.r.t. e• and ¢' we get the following solutions for the 
scattered fields exterior to sound soft and sound hard 
spheres respectively: 
--- (2.2.17s) 
OD 
L_c-i)n.(J~+1Jj~Ct-J h_~(kr) r"'-C~e) 
~:::o ~~ {t=J 
--- (2.2.17h) 
The far field S of a field ¢(xi) is defined by the equation 
/,·Jt,t, 4(4)-==- ec.kx_ . $' 
7(~o6 kx --- ( 2. 2 . 18) ' 
where x = 
I C1J . (-(..·)"\+! e~kr 
Using VLK, Ck r) '\} - ) r .:>> l'L 
kr --- (2.2.19), 
the following expressions are found for the far scattered 
fields of sound soft and sound hard spheres: 
o<'.l 
See>= i. Le- 1) V\.< ~ Yl+t1 jlf\,C'f J p ~ c ~ &) 
>t= o h(~(E) 
--- (2.2.20s) 
(2.2.20h) 
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The backscattered direction is the direction opposite 
to the direction of incidence, and in this case is 
defined by e = o. Hence, on putting P (1) = 1, we have n 
for the far field in the backscattered direction: 
oD 
SCo)= i_) (-1/1.Cal-1+/)j~<t-J 
--- (2.2.2ls) 
1tt =-o ~~(E-) 
--- (2.2.2lh) 
The backscattering cross section a is defined by the 
equation 
CJ = Ii' Wt. /f-Ttr )-
\r ~~ 
wcs)I 
wru1 --- (2.2.22) 
Here W(s) is the power flux density of the scattered 
field at a distance r from the obstacle in the back-
scattered direction and W(i) is the power flux density 
in an incident plane wave field. If ~(s) is the 
scattered wave and ~ the incident wave, then 
;!( I <J?CS) p(~)1 
I ip_ Lfr"' l , where the asterisk 
indicates the complex conjugate. With ~ defined as in 
(2.2.2) and using (2.2.18), (2.2.22) becomes 
--- (2.2.23) 
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It is frequently convenient to use the normalized back-
scattering cross section a/a0 , where 0 0 is the back-
scattering cross section according to geometrical optics. 
Hence, if ~~~b) is the scattered field calculated according 
to geometrical optics, then 
--- (2.2.24) 
In geometrical optics the scattered field at a particular 
point is the sum of the fields of the reflected rays 
intersecting at that point. Hence only surface elements 
perpendicular to the incident beam can contribute to the 
backscattered field. The points at which the incident 
direction of propagation is perpendicular to the surf ace 
are known as specular points. 
smooth convex body has only one such point for a given 
incident plane wave. Consider a narrow bundle of 
incident rays striking the surf ace very nearly perpendi-
cular around the specular point. The area of the surf ace 
element containing the specular point can be written as 
dS 1ds 2 = p1 p2de 1de 2 , where p1 and p2 are the principal 
radii of curvature at the specular point, and dS 1 = p 1de 1 
and dS 2 = p 2de 2 are arcs taken along the principal 
directions which are perpendicular to each other. 
Each incident ray of the bundle now gives rise to a 
reflected ray according to Snell's Law. 
Hence the rays reflected from the extremities of the arc 
dS 1 diverge with an angle of 2d8 1 , and those reflected 
from the extremities of .the arc ds 2 diverge with an 
angle 2de 2 . At a distance r >>p 1 and p 2 from the surface 
element the cross sectional area of the incident bundle 
remains dS 1ds 2 = A(i), but the reflected rays now have 
a cross section~l area of approximately 4r 2de 1de 2 = A(s). 
Let w(s) and W(~) respectively be the power flux 
densities of the reflected (scattered) and incident waves 
at the distance r from the surface element, then energy 
conservation demands that \;J ($) IJ (s) = qi liJ A.{i), 
w(s} 
VJ ll.) 
(2.2.25) 
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From (2.2.22) and (2.2.25) we now have: 
\Jo = Tl f, f.;t 
--- (2. 2. 26) 
.. for the sphere --- ( 2. 2. 2 7) 
From (2.2.23) and (2.2.27) we therefore have for the 
normalized backscattering cross section 
--- (2.2.28) 
(2.3) The computation of spherical Bessel functions and the 
surface- and scattered fields of sound hard and sound 
soft spheres. 
As the method of spherical currents is based on the 
surface fields of spheres it is essential that efficient 
methods for the numerical computation of these fields be 
used. The methods have to be accurate over as wide a 
range of ka as possible, and preferably also uniform. 
Fortran programs were written for execution either on 
the UNIVAC 1106 of the University of Cape Town or the 
UNIVAC 90/30 of the University of the Western Cape. 
These programs are listed in Appendix A, and the page 
numbers are prefixed by an A. 
The formulas (2.2.16s and h) were used to compute the 
surface fields. These involve Legendre polynomials and 
spherical Bessel functions of the third kind and their 
derivatives. 
The Legendre polynomials were computed by means of the 
recurrence formula 
(2.3.1) 
with -p (x_) -6 and 
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The program PLEG is listed on p. Al. Excellent 
correllation was found between values computed with this 
subroutine and those listed in existing tables [British 
Association Math. Tables, Part-volume A, (1946}]. 
Very close agreement was also found between values of 
Pn(x) computed by means of PLEG and the subroutine LEGEN 
from the standard Univac software package MATH-PACK for 
-1 < x < 1 and n = 0, 1 , . . . 11 O. 
No restrictions are indicated for LEGEN. 
By utilizing (2.2.6) and the equations 
--- (2.3.2} 
--- ( 2. 3. 3} 
·(fi (:z_) = ,· (2), u (2). 1J1){z). I (~J( J \ 
Lt.. dll\. ) J"t. ) vi"'- ./ Yll\. Z ) 
(Abramowitz and Stegun (1965), Chapter 10), the computation 
of h(l} (z) and h(l}' (z} is reduced to computing jn(z}, 
n n 
y ( z ) , j ' ( z } and y ' ( z } . 
n n n 
Initially j (x) and y (x} (real argument} were 
n n 
by using the power series expansions (2.2.8}. 
values (see subroutines PSI and ZETA on pp. A2 
computed 
Computed 
and A3) 
were compared with existing tables (N.B.S. Math. Tables 
Project, Tables of Spherical Bessel functions, Vols. I 
-2 
and I I} . For 10 _: x _: 1 agreement with tabulated 
values (0 _: n _: 30} was established up to 8 significant 
digits. With increasing x the computed values become 
less reliable - at about x = 8 there is agreement to 
5 - 6 significant digits (depending on the order) and this 
decreases to about 4 significant digits at x = 10. This 
error spreading is caused by the iterative factor x 2 
when x > 1. 
The lowest value of x for which jn(x} and yn{x) can be 
computed using PSI and ZETA is determined by the under-
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and overflow limits of the computer - j 0 (x) diverges as 
x-+ 0 and jn (x), n ~ 1 tends to zero more rapidly with 
increasing order as x-+ 0. The functions y (x) diverge 
n 
more rapidly with increasing order as x-+ 0. 
The derivatives were computed by using (2.3.3). The 
subroutines DPSI and DZETA for the respective compu-
tation of j 1 (x) and y' (x) are listed on pp. A4 and AS. 
n n 
The reliability of these values is entirely dependent 
on those of j (x) and y (x). 
n n 
Subsequently the subroutine BESJ from MATH-PACK was used 
to compute j (x) and y (x). The output of BESJ was 
n n 
compared with the tabulated values in the N.B.S. Math. 
Tables. Excellent correllation was found. The sub-
routine BESJ basically uses the recurrence equation for 
regular and irregular Bessel functions fv{x): 
--- (2.3.4) 
[Goldstein and Thaler (1959)]. 
For large values of the argument the so called phase-
amplitude method is employed. [Goldstein and Thaler 
(1958)]. The definition of the Hankel functions (or 
Bessel functions of ~he third kind) in terms of Jv(x) 
and Y (x) viz. 
v 
H(I) -. . Y. i> Cl.) -=- -1 -v (x.J + L -o ( X.) 
H~~J(x} =- jv (x.) - i Yv(x.J r 
suggest an alternative definition in terms of an amplitude 
function Av{x) and a phase function ~v(x): 
H-. (I) A . C.;fl) 'Y ==- ve 
11(.Z.) - ll -:--c.'~)I 
nv - rive 
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It then follows that 
Differential equations are obtained for A and ~ from 
v v 
Bessel's differential equation and the Wronskian of J 
v 
and Yv. It turns out that these equations are readily 
solved for large x. 
It was found that subroutine BESJ gave incorrect values, 
of Jv(x) = Jn+~ (x) for x > 50, n ~. 64 - for these values 
of x the magnitude of the computed values of Jn+~(x) 
increased with increasing n where it should decrease 
as n increases. This is clearly seen from (2.2.7) and 
(2.2.8) with v = n + ~. In fact, if v >> x/2, the 
. -v function Jv(x) - (2v/x) decreases very rapidly with 
increasing order. Hence if given Jv(x) and Jv+l(x), 
(2.3.4) will give poor accuracy for Jv+n(x). On the 
other hand if Yv(x) and Yv+l(x) are given then (2.3.4) 
can be used to generate Yv+n (x) as for v >> x/2, 
Yv(x) - (2v/x)v increases extremely rapidly with increasing 
order. 
If however one is given J+ (x) and J + +l(x) where v ~ · v n 
n>> (x/2), one might recur without loss of accuracy 
provided it is done in the direction of decreasing order. 
Such a method is derived by Goldstein and Thaler (1959) 
on which BESJ is based. However, for x > 50 it was 
neglected in BESJ to recur for Jv(x) in the direction of 
decreasing order. This explained the erroneous values 
of Jv (x) and the correct values of Yv (x) for v >> x/2, 
x > 50, as computed by using BESJ .. · The. subroutine BESJ 
was then modified to ensure recurrence in the direction 
of decreasing order for J (x) . 
. v 
The output of the 
modified BESJ (pp. AG - A8) for x > 50 was then compared 
with the Debye asymptotic approximations of j (x) and 
. . . n 
yn(x) (Honl, Maue and Westpfahl (1961) pp. 501 - 503): 
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( I- { t. f 'I~ C(f";) \J ( vt L X - } ) 
){ 
( t.i - I )'I 4 e 1..2 .1L ( VL > }{_ - ±_ ) 
( ( -t ' ) - '11 ~ \f 
n_ 
- (t.i-JJ l/'f e'-/X 
In ( 2. 3. 5) and ( 2. 3. 6) 
t ~ (.;} .-\_-rr) Ix 
r:r = x cv-1-tz_ - -t MC &.it J- rr1Lj-
-c == x ( t ~ ( t + rj t L_, ) - {tG) 
(2.3.5) 
(2.3.6) 
(2.3.7) 
These asymptotic approximations are obtained by applying 
the Saddle point method to the Sommerfeld integral 
representations of the Bessel functions. 
The computed values of y (x) for x > 50 using the modified 
n 
BESJ were the same as the values computed when using the 
original BESJ and agreed with values obtained by using 
(2.3.6) to two significant digits. The computed values 
of j (x) for x > 50 using the modified BESJ displayed the 
n 
expected behaviour of dedreasing with increasing order 
when v >> x/2 and agreed with values obtained from (2.3.5) 
to two significant digits. In BESJ the restriction 
0 < x < 88. 028 is placed on x, and it is mentioned that 
care should be exercised when calculating Bessel functions 
of high orders for x < 2. 
The derivatives j' (x) and y' {x) were computed by means 
n n · 
of the subroutine DBES (p. A9) based on (2.3.3). 
The surface fields on hard spheres were calculated by 
means of the subroutine POTAS (p. AlO) based on (2.2.16h). 
The output of POTAS is QR and QI respectively, the real 
and imaginary parts of the surface field. As the terms 
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of the real and imaginary parts of the surf ace f J_eld 
involve the same functions, and as the two serief_; 
converge at roughly the same rate, they are computed 
in the same subroutine and the two series are te1~minated 
by a single convergence criterion. To be able 1~0 
apply the method of spherical currents to surfaces with 
vertices [see section (2.4)], it is essential to compute 
surface fields f6r very small values of ka, if possible 
including £ = ka = 0. Owing to the restriction on the 
argument of the Bessel functions, this cannot be achieved 
by using (2.2.16h). However from (2.2.16h) a power 
series expansion in increasing powers of ka may be obtained 
by taking the inverse of the power series expansion of 
j 1 (x) + iy 1 (x). This expansion (2.3.8) was used, 
n n 
neglecting terms of the fifth and higher degrees in ka, 
to compute the surface field for 0 ~ ka ~ . 01 
(2.3.8) 
Surface fields computed using POTAS were compared with 
existing tables [Schwarz (1943)]. Complete agreement 
with the tabulated values of the real and imaginary parts 
of the surface field was established. In Fig. (3.1) 
the graph of the surface field amplitude of a sound hard 
sphere (ka = 5) is plotted as a function of the polar 
angle. 
For sound hard sp~eres the normalized backscattering 
cross section was computed by utilizing (2.2.28) and 
(2.2.2lh), the latter equation giving the far field 
amplitude in the backscattered direction. Subroutine 
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SP on p. All generates PR and PI, respectively the real 
and imaginary parts of the far field amplitude. The 
graph of the normalized backscattering cross section 
for sound hard spheres for 0 :_ ka ~ l 0 is given in 
Fig. (3.6). As far as can be judged, this graph is 
identical to the one given by Senior (1966), Fig. 5 
p. 660. 
For sound soft spheres the normal derivative of the 
surface field (real and imaginary parts) was computed 
by means of subroutine PUT, p. Al2, based on equation 
(2.2.16s). The normalized backscattering cross section 
for sound soft spheres was computed by using subroutine 
SPS, p. Al3, to generate PR and PI, respectively the 
real and imaginary parts of the far field amplitude. 
This subroutine is based on equation (2.2.2ls). The 
graph of the normalized backscattering cross section of 
soft spheres as a function of ka (0 ~ ka S: 10) is given in 
Fig. (3.5). This graph agrees with that given by 
Senior (Senior (1961) Fig. 1, p. 657). 
( 2 .4) The method of spherical currents - the surface field. 
In what follows a method is 'described by means of which 
the surf ace field of an obstacle is approximated by 
utilizing the surface field of spheres with the same 
physical properties as the given obstacle and illuminated 
by the same incident field. For this reason the method 
is referred to as the method of spherical currents. 
The particular way in which the surf ace fields of spheres 
are used to approximate the surface field of a given 
body makes it clear that the method.is applicable only to 
convex bodies possessing a continuously defined normal 
except at certain isolated points (vertices) or lines 
(edges). Methods are devised to deal with the field 
at vertices and edges. As far as physical properties 
(apart from shape) and incident fields are concerned 
the method is limited only in as far as the corresponding 
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problem for the sphere has been solved. 
The method of spherical currents is outlined below for 
sound hard convex bodies impinged upon by a plane incident 
wave. A similar argument applies to convex bodies with 
different surface properties subject to different incident 
waves. 
Consider a sound hard obstacle scattering a plane incident 
wave. If¢(~.) and~(~.) are respectively the total 
1, 1, 
and incident fields at a point 
obstacle, then¢(~.) satisfies 
1, 
(2.l.20h): 
~·on the surface S of the 
1, 
the integral equation 
--- (2.4.l) 
In view of the singularity of the integrand at ni = ~i' 
the major contribution to the integral in (2.4.l) can 
be attributed to a surface element a of S (~.,n.Ea) 
1, 1, 
of which the points n. are situated in the immediate 
1.-
proximity of ~i. 
Hence f ( ~c.·) X l{ ( ~'-.) --- ( 2 • 4 • 2) t 
where U(~.) satisfies the.integral equation 
1.-
--- (2.4.3) 
In (2.4.3) 
J 
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Should a be a plane surface element, then (n. - s.) n. = 0, 
'L 'L 'L 
and (2.4.3) becomes 
u(si) = 211' (si) --- (2.4.5). 
The assumption that (ni - si) ni = 0 has approximate 
validity over the whole of the convex surface only to the 
extent to which the radii of curvature at s· can be 
'L 
considered as large compared with the wavelength. Under 
these conditions we may write 
--- (2.4.6) 
The approximation (2.4.6) for the surface field is based 
on local considerations. In physical optics the 
approximation (2.4.6) for the surface field is used 
only on the illuminated part of the convex body. On the 
part in the geometrical shadow of the body the surface 
field is taken to be zero. Hence physical optics, while 
using the correct form of Huyghens' principle [equation 
(2.l.18h)] for the scattered field exterior to the hard 
obstacle, approximates the surface field by that predicted 
by geometrical optics, i.e. zero in the shadow region 
and twice the incident field in the illuminated region, 
in accordance with Snell's laws. 
Equation (2.4.3) defines an approximation of the surface 
field at the point;. of an arbitrary, smooth convex 
'L 
body. It follows that any two bodies with identical 
boundary properties sharing the same surf ace element 
a at s· will have the same approximated surface field 
'L 
at s·· Construct a sphere passing through S· with its 
'L 'L 
centre in the region interior to S and situated on the 
normal to Sat S·· 
'L 
The radius p of the sphere is now 
chosen in such a manner that if a be taken small enough, 
it can be considered as common to both S and the sphere, 
henceforth referred to as the representative sphere. 
The equation (2.4.3) now defines the same approximate 
surface field for the obstacle and the representative 
4-0 
sphere at t;, .. 
i. 
The method of spherical currents now 
consists of approximating the surface field of S at 
t;,. by the surface field of the representative sphere at i. . 
t;,., thus compensating in a sense for non-local effects 
i. 
which would be ignored should the approximate field as 
defined by (2.4.3) be used. Hence 
IF\u-.)~ Cf c'-.) ~ 'St -csc; Sc. --- (2.4. 7), 
where, on using (2.2.16h) 
In (2.4.8) p is the radius of the representative sphere 
(as yet undefined) and a is the angle between the normal 
to the representative sphere (and S) at t;,. and the 
i. 
direction of propagation of the plane incident wave. 
In the special case where S is the surf ace of a hard 
sphere of radius a and the incident wave is propagated 
in the direction of the negative 3-axis (origin at centre 
of sphere), then Cosa = Cos(n-8), where 8 is the polar 
angle, and (2.4.8) reduces to (2.2.16h)Jafter using 
The choice of p, the radius of the representative sphere, 
must obviously depend upon the principal radii of curva-
ture at the point t;,. on S. As a first approximation 
i. 
a can be considered as so small that for all 
n,,.£0, (n. - t;,.)n. = O. As one moves away from t;,,,., 
" i. i. i. " 
the most rapid deviation from planeness will occur in 
the principal direction associated with the least of 
the principal radii of curvature. Hence a sensible 
choice for p would be the least of the principal radii 
of curvature. In addition, surface fields of sound 
hard spheroids were computed by the method of spherical 
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currents using the least principal radius, the maximum 
principal radius and the Gaussian curvature. These 
surface fields are graphically compared with those 
obtained from exact solutions for sound hard spheroids 
in Figures (3.1) to (3.3). The choice of least princi-
pal radius of curvature for the surface field according 
to the method of spherical currents gives the best 
approximation of the surf ace field on sound hard 
spheroids. The least principal radius of curvature is 
also chosen when one of the principal radii of curvature 
tends to infinity. At vertices or sharp points both 
principal radii of curvature tend to zero. At such 
points and in their immediate neighbourhood the low 
frequency expansion of (2.4.8) is used. From (2.3.8) 
we then have 
--- (2.4.9) 
At points where the surface of the scatterer is locally 
flat, that is where both principal radii of curvature 
tend to infinity, the approximation (2.4.6) for the 
surface field is used. 
As far as edges are concerned, a surface field will be 
assigned to points in the neighbourhood of the edge 
in accordance with the procedure outlined above. The 
presence of an edge will therefore introduce a dis-
continuous change of surface field across the edge. 
By the same reasoning as outlined above it follows that 
in the sound soft case the normal derivative of the surface 
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field is given by 
(2.4.10) 
For a sphere (2.4.10) becomes (2.2.16s) with a= n-8. 
It now remains to derive expressions for Cosa and p for 
an arbitrary convex scatterer with a continuously defined 
normal except at certain isolated points and lines (edges). 
Choose a Cartesian system of axes with origin in the 
interior of s. Let n. be an arbitrary point on S with 
'I, 
polar angles e and ¢, then the parametric equations of 
S can be written as 
~,-= ic~/cf)~eCo<f> 
vt.2..== 1 (lJJ 4') ~@; ~</> 
~1> = ico,4; ~e 
--- (2.4.11)' 
where n is the distance from the origin of the coordinate 
system to the point n .. 
'I, 
Every point on S is uniquely characterized by a pair of 
parameters e and ¢ of which the respective parametric 
lines are ¢ = const. and e = const. 
The tangent vectors 8n./88 and 8n./8¢ along the para-
-i 'I, 
metric lines satisfy the equation 
(2.4.12) 
The vector product of the vectors 8n./88 and 8n./8¢, 
'I, 'I, 
respectively the tangent vectors to the parametric 
lines¢= const. and e = const., in this order, defines 
an outward pointing normal vector 
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(2.4.13) 
The outward pointing unit normal vector n. is defined by 
1.-
(2.4.14) 
If the incident plane wave is propagated in the direction 
of the unit vector u., then 
1.-
(2.4.15), 
and (2.4.16) 
In the particular case of an axi-symmetric obstacle we 
choose the 3-axis of the coordinate system to coincide 
with the symmetry axis. Now n is a function of e 
only, and (2.14.12) becomes 
--- ( 2. 4 . 1 7) . 
If in addition the incident direction of propagation is 
Parallel to the 3-axis, i.e. (u.) = (0, O, +l), then 
1.- -
(2.4.16) simplifies to: 
( n oe. == ± 1, 1 ~ ·s + 'l ~ e 
J t) + '1!~ --- (2.4.18) 
In (2.4.18) the positive sign is taken if the incident 
field is propagated along the positive 3-axis, and the 
negative sign is taken if the incident field is propagated 
along the negative 3-axis. 
differentiation w.r.t. e. 
Cosa is independent of ~-
The prime indicates 
It follows that in this case 
The curvature of a surface at a given point can be 
investigated by considering the radii of curvature of 
the normal plane curves of the surface at the given point. 
These curves are the intersections of the surface with 
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those planes containing the normal line through the 
given point. 
From the differential geometry of surf aces we have that 
the reciprocals of the roots of the 2nd degree equation 
in A below are the least and greatest radii of curvature 
of the normal plane curves (i.e. the principal radii of 
curvature) with parametric equations n. = n.(8,¢) at the 
i. i. 
point (8,¢) on the surface. It can be shown that these 
roots are real. This equation has the form: 
(LN-M~)- ~(EN - ;)_FM+ GL)+ A~ CE&- FJ) =0 
--- ( 2. 4 . 19) 
(Duschek and Hochrainer (1961) pp. 37 - 44). 
In (2.4.19) 
E = 2>;z(.· oJtl· 
~Ji} 
--- (2.4.20) 
The vector n. is the unit normal to the surface defined 
i. 
by (2.4.14) and (2.4.13). With this choice of unit 
normal the roots of (2.4.18) will be negative. This is 
due to the fact that n. has an opposite orientation to 
i. 
) 
the unit normal to the normal plane curves at the given 
point. Let A1 and A2 (I A1 I ~ I A2 I be the roots of 
(2.4.18), then the greatest and least principal radii of 
curvature, resp. p 1 and p 2 , are given by 
--- ( 2. 4 . 21) 
In case of axial symmetry with the choice of axes as 
above,n in (2.4.10) is not a function of ¢. All the 
quantities in (2.4.20) become independent of ¢, and in 
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addition, F, G, M and N simplify considerably. 
! 
The unit normal now becomes 
--- (2.4.22) 
the scalar product 
' 
is independent of ¢. 
Also 
( ?J~1 . \ OeO~} = f/ 'L ~e)C - ~¢ J G-:,,p / 0 ) ; 
:. J,)1 l· == _Q__( 'l '>~~:&) () 1 (.,. / 2 ~:e ~& t3cp ;Je .-o C/ . 
As n. involves the vector product of an./a¢ with an./ae, & & & 
it follows that 
From ( 2. 4 .12) we have that F = OJ[,; O 't l, = 0 
oe ZJ¢> 
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For axial symmetry (2.4.20) becomes: 
) F= o } 
--- (2.4.23) 
For axial symmetry the coefficients in (2.4.19) are 
independent of ¢ and it follows that the principal 
radii of curvature are independent of ¢. Consequently, 
bearing (2.4.18) in mind, w~ have from (2.4.8) and 
(2.4.10) that the surface fields are also independent 
of ¢. 
(2.5) The scattered field. 
The equations (2.l.18s) and (2.l.18h) respectively define 
the scattered fields exterior to sound soft and sound 
hard obstacles illuminated by a plane incident distur-
bance. 
--- (2.l.18s) 
~(~~")" ~ 1")~: 4_{ 
s <_- kJ)('-_ 0 ·I In these equations G =- e.- l" 
(2.l.18h) 
/lti.-'1,:1 
x. is exterior to S, n. is the point of integration on s: df is the surface element and o(f(t~[.:}/On.. a..111..d. <E(te~,) 
are respectively the normal derivative of the surface 
field in the sound soft case and the surface field in the 
sound hard case. 
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We now introduce a system of axes as in the previous 
section. Then 
( )(~) ==('I s-.-·e~ cp) r ~e<;;~ q, ) 'r~e) 
( ~~) == ( t ~o' ~ 4'; 1, ~&/~ cp'; 7., 6Pr7') 
In general n is a function of 8' and~·. 
(2.5.1) 
With this choice of coordinates we have df = ldf .I, 
-i 
where df. is the vectorial surface element defined by 
-i 
--- (2.5.2) 
--- (2.5.3). 
where R = (Y L+ 1.2..- :1..t-1.,(<;;..:._e5.:.,e 1Cn(q;-r:p')+~r;~e')) 11.J.., 
--- ( 2. 5. 4) 
Also 
where n. is the outward unit nor~al to S. 
-i 
Hence, from (2.4.14) and using 
o G- = e '-. k R ( c· k l<v - r ) 
of<v R l-
and ~ ( ( 1 i - ')('--) / fL J 
-;; 1 l· 
we have: 
oG- == I 
--~----
(5 YI, I ZC:jk. 0 ~ i & l 
oe' ~ (/)' 
(2.5.5) 
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We now replace a¢(t) /an and ¢(t) in (2.l.18s and h) 
by their values calculated according to the method of 
spherical currents. These functions are defined by 
(2.4.10) and (2.4.8) respectively and are in both cases 
indicated by F(8' ,¢'). 
Hence FCe~ct>')=-_;_ ~(Jvi-r1J (vi. 'P~C~o<.J 
k f<. L I Cl) 
· vt==o 11..,,_(kf) 
in the sound soft case and 
in the sound hard case. 
--- (2.5.6s) 
--- . ( 2 . 5. 6h) 
If the scattered fields according to the method of 
spherical currents are indicated by ¢(sc) (r,8,¢), then 
we have from (2.l.18s and h), (2.5.6s and h), (2.5.3) 
and ( 2. 5. 5) 
Tl 271 fl ~Cr) &J cp) = -~7Ts J et R Fl& ¢>') /zc.:J· k. °-li o'1 ~Id. e' dcpl 
(<;cJ R.- J iJo' O<f>' 
0 0 
--- ( 2. 5. 7 s) 
in the sound soft case and 
--- ( 2. 5. 7h) 
in the sound hard case. 
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These equations are now specialized for the case where 
a plane wave travelling in the direction of the negative 
3-axis [ ( ui) = ( 0, 0, -1) ] impinges on an axi-symmetric 
obstacle with choice of axes as in the previous section. 
Cosa is now given by (2.4.18), taking the negative sign. 
Also, pis now independent of¢', and consequently the 
surface fields in (2.5.7s and h) are independent of¢' 
and indicated by F(8'). The integration w.r.t. ¢' can 
be performed if the representation (2.2.5) for the 
Green's function is u~ed in (2.5.7s) and in (2.5.7h) 
before taking the normal derivative. In (2.5.7s) put 
--- (2.5.8) 
where Cos <fI> = ~ e Cu:.e' + ~<9 ~' L'es ( ¢-<(> 1) and, 
according to (2.2.11)~ 
/IL. . 
7.cU>®) =- L_(-1).e 'P~.eCGneJP-eC~eJ') e:_R.C<f-¢1) 
"" .e. =-n.. It. • 
In the axi-syrrunetric case 
(N~) = (£~fl 6YLi ~ tt) 
0$' 0¢>' 
l/J~e'f-A(Vi~e')~</J'J-d...('1~&1)~;1'; L Ci_ ~e') l {_, l de L tJ.9' [,, --;fet J 
--- ( 2. 5. 9) 
;.,. __ (2.5.10) 
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On using (2.5.8) in the sound hard case the normal 
derivative a/an= n. a/an. must be expressed i.t.o. the 
1.- ?, 
variables n, 8' and <P'. In the case of axial symmetry 
n. is defined by (2.4.22). In spherical polar 
'/, 
coordinates (n, e' , <P') 
--- ( 2 • 5 • 11) I 
where 
( e ~ ) :::: ( ~ e' c ({) rf ~ 'h...'rJ ~-q/) ~£3') 
~f c c ec:.) -==- ~f/ [p 1/,1 en e ~4> ~- ~e J --- (2.5.12) 
( €{) = c - ~4>1; Gr., </> 1; 0) 
From (2.4.22), (2.5.11) and (2.5.12) we have 
Ldt J_) 
'i d 81 091 
--.- (2.5.13) 
<-'k{/ 
On substituting for e !{, and ( t .. L O J'/.i 01 ~ ( 
<-;1<. ~e, -P<t>~ 
according to (2.5.8) and. (2.5.10) and integrating w.r.t. 
i-'Tf J_ ( ¢-¢') <PI Where e ticP/ ;:::= :2 T{ ~ O () is used, 
(2.5.7s) becomes: 
P .tf-rrS ob c£~19! ~ -';,, "l {=~"•+1)/l~(o1)t',._(&..e) h~Ur! Sd11 1 
A-.,_fo1J = -P.[Uis') jik'L) F{e')J'[-trfif 'L 5...rt' --- (2.S.14sJ 
(r ~v 
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For the sound hard case we get for the external field 
according to the method of spherical currents from 
(2.l.18h), on using (2.5.3), (2.5.10), (2.5.8), (2.5.13) 
and integrating w.r.t. ¢': 
l£~8e} = i} 5] [~" •+1)Anfo~ 'P.._CU,s) h~1Ch) }de' 
H ...c e1 J = ( k 1~ P ... c &.,,; J j~ kzJ + S.:e'*7 t'J Cbtl} J2V ) Fr6') 'i...e' 
( t > '?__) 
--- ( 2. 5. l 4h) 
Equations (2.5.14s and h) can also be written in the 
following form by interchanging the processes of 
integration and summation. 
J: 00 OJ 
r_<rieJ = -c·k. L_Co?n-t-r)13Y\.1>>i-Cc,;H9)~""'c~..-) 
]S~: ('fl k(e') :, lt~o J0 J ( 2 . 5 . 15 s ) 
where A (B') is defined in (2.5.14s). 
n 
o6 
pcr;e) ~ck L.Co1vi+1)1, ~ C~o) I (i)(lt_r) 
(SC) 1 It\,. !-\.. Yl k. 
,....,, Vl .:::..o 
elt ~ fA.(d) tli> 1 I 
() . 
where A (8') is defined in (2.5.14h). 
n 
--- ( 2. 5. l Sh) 
Hence, in agreement with symmetry considerations, the 
exterior field is independent of the azimuthal angle. 
(2.6) The far field. 
The far fields can be obtained from (2.l.18s) and (2.l.18h) 
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by replacing G and aG/an by their asymptotic values 
for lx.j >> ln·I 
'/, '/, 
r; =- (.. k_ I ;r L - '1 (, I , _ _. kr - G k '1 . €!. e . e e lt.. (. '\/ . 
f-x ~-- 1(.· I T 
~/ ·L ~k.r r -c"k.-1.er· ~f\/-<-10e n e e t. (.., 
oil, r 1. (.., 
--- (2.6.1) 
(2.6.2) 
In (2.6.1) and (2.6.2) r· = jx4 1, e~ = x./r and n. is 
" '/, '/, '/, 
the outward unit normal vector to the obstacle surface 
s. If the far field amplitude [see (2.2.18)] by the 
method of spherical currents is denoted by S(sc) (6,¢), 
we get from (2.l.18s and h), using (2.6.1), (2.6.2) and 
(2.5.3): . 
rr ;;,, 
~~S~1¢>) = --1j je il1,.e~ F (e' ¢>')_/£ .. o-1i o k~ [ d.. e' d.. ),I 
J.t..TT 1 '-J k. o&' ocf>, ir 
c) 0 
--- (2.6.3s) 
--- (2.6.3h) 
These results are now specialized for axially symmetric 
obstacles with the incident plane wave travelling in 
the direction of the negative 3-axis coinciding with the 
axis of symmetry. On using (2.5.10), (2.4.22) and 
(e~) = (Sin6Cos¢, Sin6Sin¢, Cose), (2.6.3s and h) become: 
1{ ~ t.. 1-- -<1 ulr.,e[n IJ' . ~£~)=--it; l/ e1e1) F(~') e i Jf-t(~Ji.' l ~e1d(} 1 
0 
--- (2.6.4s) 
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In (2.6.4s and h) 
JJiJ . I -I (e Bt)-=- "°<-iii ~e~e'~C<f,-¢ 1) I J L.- d cj> I .J 0 
. (Jn- _c_ k"' ~ ~e' &.>C cfi- c/>') 
l,;i.(&1 e1)= J_Cn(¢-f)e (, d.c/; 1. 
0 
In Appendix B it is shown that 
--- (2.6.5) 
--- ( 2. 6. 6) 
From (2.6.4s and h), (2.6.5) and (2.6.6) it follows that 
the far field amplitude is independent of ~-
Formulae for the far field can also be obtained from 
( 2 5 14 d h) b . I ~''C' v}~, l .... L·J n:tl e C.:~ r /k .... J 
. . s an y using ~~ ~· ·v L /, , 
but the equations (2.6.4s and h) are simpler and more 
suitable for automatic computation .. 
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CHAPTER III 
SCALAR SCATTERING BY A PROLATE SPHEROID. 
(3.1) The exact solution. 
In scattering problems the prolate spheroidal shape 
occupies a position of prominence. Not only does it 
approximate a finite rod (a simple antenna) in its 
limiting form, but since the advent of radar its importance 
has increased as many aerodynamically efficient shapes 
are more or less prolate spheroidal. 
Perhaps most important of all, the prolate spheroid 
can be identified with a coordinate surface belonging to 
a set of coordinates, the prolate spheroidal coordinates, 
which separate both the scalar- and electromagnetic 
wave equations. 
The prolate spheroidal coordinates s, n, ¢ are related 
to the Cartesian coordinates x 1 , x 2 , x 3 of a point by 
the transformations 
-x.1 = FLC~ 1-r)Ct-'f'")]Y.iero<f> 
xoi = F [C ~ L ~ ')C 1- it )]11<- ~cl> --- ( 3. i.1) 
){!> = F-~~ 
With 1 ~ S ~ 00 1 - 1 :s_ n :s_ 1 1 • 0 :s_ ¢ :5_ 2 TI • 
The surfaces s = const., n = const. and¢= const. are 
respectively confocal prolate spheroids of major axis 
2a = 2F s and minor axis 2b = 2F (t~ 2 - 1) ~, two-sheeted 
hyperboloids (one sheet corresponds to a positive n, 
other. to a negative n), and azimuthal planes originating 
in the z...,axis. 
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Let the surface of the prolate spheroidal obstacle be 
defined by the equation 
then _L 
E 
- a_ 
Ja..t- tf 
--- (3.1.2)' 
--- ( 3. 1. 3) 
where £ is the eccentricity and a and b are resp. 
the semi-major and semi-minor axes. The interfocal 
distance, 2F, is related to a and b by the equation 
3 
a 
2 
b 
ae - ae 
.,___ _ +- 2F _. 
-b 
(3.1.4) 
-a 
In the prolate spheroidal coordinate system the scalar 
Helmholtz equation v2 <P + k 2 <P = 0 becomes: 
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[~(t.l.-1>~ +2-C1-tl-)1-+ ~)_-t.t L ~cc~-1-1~f ==0 o~ o~ oi oi c~.i-1X1-t)-O<r.i J 
--- (3.1.5) 
The separation of (3.1.5) is achieved by putting 
<I>(t,;,n,¢) = U(t,;)V(n)W(cjl). 
The resulting ordinary differential equations may be 
written as follows: 
(3.1.7) 
--- (3.1.8), 
(3.1.9). 
im¢ The functions W(¢) are therefore of the type e , where 
m is an integer to ensure single-valuedness. 
notation of Flammer (1957) 
In the 
[{_(~) =- fv~f c_)~) 
V ( /) = 5w.n,c_ C1 L) } --- (3.1.10) 
where the prolate spheroidal wave functions R (c,s) 
mn 
and Smn(c,n) are respectively referred to as the radial 
and angular solutions. The separation constants A mn 
are to be determined so that R (c,s) and S (c,n) are 
mn mn 
finite at s = ±1 and n = ±1 resp. 
The incident and scattered fields are now expanded in 
prolate spheroidal wave functions and the unknown 
coefficients of expansion for the scattered wave are 
determined by means of the boundary conditions (2.l.12s 
and h) which, for the prolate spheroid (3.1.2) become: 
--- (3.1.lls) 
--- ( 3. 1. l lh) 
With a time-dependency exp(-iwt), the incident plane 
wave travelling along the 3-axis in the negative direction 
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is defined by 
--- (3.1.12) 
The expansion of this wave in terms of prolate spheroidal 
wave functions is given by 
-ic.~i 
e = 
(Jones (1964), p. 89). 
--- (3.1.13) 
The notation used in (3.1.13) is that of Meixner and 
Schafke (Meixner and Schafke n954D. 
SO(l) (~,c) is the radial solution of the first kind and 
n 
is denoted by R~~) (c,~) in Flammer's notation. The 
angular solution ps 0 (n,c 2 ) is denoted by s 0 (c,n) in n n 
Flammer's notation. The normalization convention for 
the ~ngular functions differs in the two schemes. 
(Abramowitz and Stegun(l96~, Chapter 21). 
In the Meixner-Schafke scheme 
+( s [ ps~ ( LJ c ~J-<-d.1 
-1 
In the Flammer scheme 
s 0n(c,O) = Pn(O) if n even, 
s~n(c,O) = P~(O) if n odd) 
and 
Hence in the Flammer scheme (3.1.13) becomes: 
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ec h ;z, t (_- (, l''' s o ... c C; I) s;,,y) '1) IZ~~ ( C; ~) 
VL. :::o Nott,, 
--- ( 3. 1. 14) 
Let the expansion for the scattered field ¢(s) be given 
by 
-Cs) oD .. \'l.- rO OJ er ( ~) 1)-= ;0 L C:-l) A-jtt, <;;o !-\,(_CJ '1) n_,, o_ ti, L () ~) 
I\ = o N fM.,,-
--- (3.1.15) 
Here 
(3.1.16) 
is the radial function of the 3rd kind and R6~) (c,~) 
is the radial function of the 2nd kind. The choice of 
R6~) as radial function in (3.1.15) is dictated by the 
radiation conditions which R( 3 ) satisfies. On 
For large c~ 
R,c 1 )(c1~) I\/ J_~[c~-:1;-Cn-t1)rrl 
. ()It., c {s ""-" ~ 
R;~ cc)~ J 'V c\ S;.._ [~. - !i_ c n-t1>11 J 
--- (3.1.17) 
Hence, from (3.1.16) and (3.1.17) 
tJr~;(C ~) ( . )11+1 c'c~ 
it follows 
11\,0ri. J5 tV -L e_ ') 
(~ 
where c~ ~ kr follows from ( 3. 1. 1) (r 2 = 
( ·;"1.+I Lk r--(. e 
~-;:-
--- (3.1.18)) 
x .x.) . 
1, 1, 
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From (3.1.14), (3.1.15) and the boundary conditions 
(3.1.lls and h) we get 
--- (3.l.19s) 
q~ === - S 0~Cc,11) C>fL~'~(C;~,,)/d~o 
6 R,~~ ( c) ~.,)/o ~ .. 
--- (3.l.19h) 
These latter equations give with (3.1.15) the following 
expressions for the scattered fields: 
--- (3.l.20s) 
--- (3.l.20h) 
Let ~(t) (n) be the surface field in the sound hard case, 
then 
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and from (3.1.14} and (3.l.20h} we have 
where 
LI CRcrJ olsJ) - Re'' o ol~J oC~) -:_\R'-'J VV 0111. / T\01t. - OI\.. _t\_011.. - r\,o.,_ ~
o~ a~ 
is the Wronskian of R6~) and R6~). 
From (3.1.16) we have 
L r( o c ,, tV w) _ . w ( R c 1) o c~J) 
VV f'\o"' I '\oi,. - L o.,,, 1 J\oi.t. 
--- (3.1.21} i 
--- (3.1.22) 
--- ( 3. l. 2 3) 
It is easily shown that if ~and w2 are two independent 
solutions of 
c{r)tv +- b(z..) d.tv + ~ (z) lJ =- o, 
d...z._ 2 r trz_ v 
then ol l1'f ( ~, 1 lJ.i.) ::::: _ h (z) lJ 
dz_ r 
I , w = Jz.. e-s p~z_ 
, where k is a constant. 
(3.1.6) we have that for the radial functions 
p (~ ) = 4 ( ~ '--1 ) I ( ~ L - I ) ) 
w =- t/(~1--1) .. (3.1.24) 
From 
It remains to find k for the two solutions R(l) and R( 2 ) On On 
of (3.1.6). 
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On using ( 3. 1. 1 7) we find for c~ -+ oo 
, hence, 
comparing with the asymptotic value of the right hand side 
of (3.1.24), we have {\, =- 1/C.. 
W ( f\. c 1; o c~ J ) _ 
Ok.- ) V\,O "- -
and from (3.1.23) 
l.r( n cu ~C3)) · / vv t\ 0 =-- G C (~ '-- I' 0111,,) 11... ~ J --- ( 3. 1. 2 5) 
Hence, using (3.1.25) in (3.1.21) we get for the surface 
field on a sound hard spheroid 
--- (3.1.26) 
The far field amplitudes [see (2.2.18)] are obtained 
from (3.l.20s and h) using (3.1.18) and n - Cose for r-+00 • 
--- (3.l.27s) 
--- (3.l.27h) 
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(3.2) The method of spherical currents applied to the spheroid. 
Let n. be the Cartesian coordinates of a point on the 
i. 
surface of the prolate spheroid ~ = ~O, where ~O is 
related to the semi-major and semi-minor axes a and b 
through (3.1.3). With the choice of axes as in the 
previous paragraph the Cartesian equation of the spheroid 
is given by: 
~ &-
+ tt_~ + itt ( 
-- -lc,..L k~ Cl J. 
Now (2.4.11) becomes: 
'tr :: lllJe) ·~c9 &.,o/ 
~). ~ i_(O) ~·e ·~·~ 
1l>~'t(&)Cne 
--- (3.2.1) 
--
--- (3.2.2) 
where (n,8,¢) are the spherical polar coordinates of a 
point on the spheroid. From (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) the 
equation of the spheroid in spherical polar coordinates 
is obtained: 
1 --- (3.2.3) 
The normal derivative of the surface field in the sound 
soft case and the surfac~ field in the sound hard case 
are respectively defined by (2.4.10) and (2.4.8), now 
written as: 
O~ Ce) 
(51:..) == 
---
0~ 
--- (3.2.4s) 
f Ce) 
-(Sc..) 
--- ( 3. 2. 4h) 
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It remains to calculate Cosa and p for the prolate 
spheroid. 
For the incident plane wave propagated parallel to the 
3-axes and in the negative direction, we get from 
(2.4.18) and (3.2.3) 
~ol- -6o2~e-
(ttl/-~ e + t/f-~~e-)Y.;t, 
--- (3.2.5) 
The principal radii of curvature are found as functions 
of e by solving (2.4.19). 
(2.4.23) become: 
Using (3.2.3), the equations 
-3 
E =-ct ~J. ( cL'f~e-+~ 't~ ;/.e-)Cct ~~e-+~..l~).e) 
F =- o 
G- :::: « kd- ~9 ( ~ ~ & + la L ~ 2 & )-1 
L == -d bi (a.J-~e+ k <-t&lt7)_,~~ ( ~~e--t ta.i.~Ae)¥o(, 
M :::: o 
N "' -c.C b ~o (IL 'f 'k&+ ~ 'f Cr.»&/_,_c K ~& + i,.i.&.,•et1"-
___ (3.2.6) 
On substituting these expressions for E,F,G,L,M and N 
into (2.4.19) and solving for \we get: 
and hence from (3.4.21) 
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--- (3.2.7), 
where p = /p 1 p2 is the Gaussian curvature. 
The scattered fields according to the method of spherical 
currents are defined by (2.5.14s and h), with n defined 
by (3.2.3). These equations now become: 
f1 11(r1) = Re') -r~ C &, eJ) J! ki) d b.,l( a_'t ~e 1 + ~ <t-(8}.te~V.2 
Ca_~~ e' +k 2- ~"2-e' >a, 
F(e') == o ~(tc e'J /~ YL-
. <Sc) 
Tl --- (3.2.8s) 
fr~}~) = i;J: J j ~(a~ -ti) IT ,.Le'rP i..C Cm>-) h ~1 Cb-) i ~ &1 
f( (I:,} e-') = cp (e-') 
-(sq 
--- ( 3. 2. Sh) 
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The far field amplitudes are obtained from (2.6.4s and h) 
in conjunction with (3.2.3). We get: 
A-( B;e') = _f_ (a. 't ~-i fJ 1 + k 't ~ J_ e') ·~ L ( e;e') ~ b;. I 
(3.2.9s) 
. (t) 
F{e'J ~ ~ (e') · 
(SC) 
--- (3.2.9h) 
I I In (3.2.9s and h) I 1 (8,8 ) and I 2 (8,8 ) are defined by 
equations (2.6.5) and (2.6.6). 
(3.3) The surface field on a sound hard prolate spheroid. 
In this section surface fields on sound hard prolate 
spheroids computed by means of the exact expression 
given by ( 3. 1. 26) are graphically compared with those 
computed by means of the method of spherical currents. 
The graphs of the surface field amplitudes according to 
(3.1.26) given in Figures (3.1) - (3.3) are from 
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Senior (1966), Fig. 7. The expression used by Senior 
in this paper differs from (3.1.26) in that i should be 
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replaced by -i. 
exp(-iwt). 
This is due to assuming a time dependency 
The graphs of the surface field amplitudes in Figures 
(3.1) - (3.3) are plotted as functions of the angular 
position n on the surface for c = 5 and a:b = 2:1; 5:1 
and 10:1 :. from (3.1.3) i;: 0 = 1,155; 1,021 and 1,005 
resp.) This choice of c is in the resonance region, at 
least as far as the major dimensions of the spheroids 
are concerned. 
For the method of spherical currents the surface field 
amplitudes were computed by means of equation (3.2.4h) 
with Casa given by (3.2.5) and p by the equations (3.2.7). 
The real and imaginary parts of the surface field were 
computed as the output of subroutine POTAS (p. AlO). 
The main program calls on subroutine RAG (p. Al4) to 
provide the different radii of curvature and Casa as 
functions of c, b:a and n as input for POTAS. Subroutine 
RAG is based on the formulas (3.2.5) and (3.2.7) with 
On comparing the surface field amplitudes according to 
the method of spherical ~urrents with those according to 
the exact theory for the various eccentricities it is 
immediately apparent that the choice of least principal 
radius of curvature as radius for the representative 
sphere affords the best approximation under the given 
conditions. With this choice of p the following 
correspondences with the graphs according to the exact 
theory are observed: 
For a given eccentricity (or choice of a:b) the surface 
field amplitude has a maximum at the front tip (n = 1) 
where the incident wave is perpendicular to the surface. 
As n decreases, so does the surface amplitude decrease at 
progressively more glancing incidence of the impinging 
plane wave. Apart from slight undulations this decrease 
continues nearly monotonically until well in the 
geometrical shadow region ( n < 0) where the surface field 
amplitude reaches a minimum just before the rear tip 
(n = -1) after which it rises more sharply to a value ~ 1 
at n=-1. 
With increasing eccentricity the surface field curves 
level out, the amplitudes near the front tip dropping 
most rapidly. The slight undulations referred to above 
are more apparent in the fatter obstacles, but they are 
still visible on the curve of the 10:1 spheroid in Fig. 
(3.3). According to Senior these undulations are due 
to interference with a backwards travelling wave on 
the surface. With increasing a:b the minimum in the 
surface field amplitude in the geometrical shadow region 
near the rear tip becomes less pronounced. 
The main differences between the surface field amplitudes 
as resp. calculated according to exact theory and the 
method of spherical currents using the least principal 
radius of curvature are the £allowing: (a) For a given 
eccentricity the intensity of surface activity in the 
shadow region relative to the illuminated region is 
greater in the case of the method of spherical currents 
than in the exact theory; (b) the decrease in surface 
field amplitude with increasing eccentricity is much more 
rapid in the method of spherical currents than in the 
exact theory. At the front tip the surface field 
amplitudes for a:b = 5:1 and 10:1 are both practically 
equal to 1 according to the method of spherical currents -
below the front tip surface field amplitude according to 
exact theory for the 10:1 body. 
The fact that the surface field amplitude is relatively 
more intense according to the method of spherical currents 
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may be accounted for as follows. The point at which 
the surf ace field is calculated is closer to the shadow 
boundary of the representative sphere measured along 
the surface than the shadow boundary of the spheroid; 
consequently waves travelling along the surf ace from 
the shadow boundary suffer less attenuation on the 
representative sphere than on the spheroid to reach the 
same point in the shadow region. 
The principal radii of curvature of the prolate spheroid 
have their (equal) minimum values at 8 = O,n and their 
maximum values at 8 = n/2 [see eq. (3.2.7)]. For 
c == 5, a:b = 2. l,44_:::kp 1 _:::11,54 
l,44,s_kp2,S, 2,89 
c = 5, a:b = 5 0,20 ,s. kp 1 ,s. 25,5 
0,20,s_kp 2 _s. 1,02 
c = 5, a:b = 10 0,05 S kp 1 S 50,3 
0,05 s kp2 s 0,50. 
With increasing eccentricity the method of spherical 
currents utilizing the greatest principal radius of 
curvature therefore involves progressively more of the 
high frequency behaviour of spheres, while the choice of 
least principal radius of curvature tends to involve more 
of the low frequency behaviour of spheres. 
The effect of creeping ~aves on spheres, though noticeable 
at fairly low frequencies becomes more prominent at higher 
frequencies. This accounts for the more undulating 
behaviour and sharper fall-off of the surface field 
amplitudes. 
For all subsequent calculations the least principal radius 
of curvature will be used as radius of the representative 
sphere in the method of spherical currents. 
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(3.4) Scattering patterns of hard prolate spheroids for axial 
incidence. 
In Fig. (3.4) scattering patterns, which show the 
directional behaviour of the scattered radiation, are 
reproduced. The curves give IS(8) l/c; 0 = js(e) l/ka 
as a function of 8 for different values of ; 0 and c. 
The solid lines are the scattering patterns according to 
Spence and Granger (1951) and are based on the exact 
expression for the far field amplitude S(8) given by 
equation (3.l.27h). The notation for the prolate 
spheroidal wave functions used by Spence and Granger is 
that of Stratton, Morse, Chu and Hutner (1941). 
The dashed curves represent the scattering patterns 
according to the method of spherical currents with S(8) 
given by (3.2.9h). The spheroids chosen are ; 0 = 1,020 
(a:b = 5,07) and ; 0 = 1,077 (a:b = 2,69) with c values 
of 1,2 and 3. For ; 0 = 1,020, 1,020 < c; 0 = ka < 3,06 and 
for ;
0 
= 1, 077, 1, 077 < c; 0 = ka < 3, 23, hence just beyond 
the Rayleigh region for spheroids. 
On putting Cos8' = z, (3.2.9h)can be written in the form 
I 
s c 9-) - Jc F K CD J 1;,/a..) $) z.) + (, FI c ])_, b/tt) $;JL) )d.z_ 
LscJ 
-1 
--- (3.4.1) 
where 
Fl{ -t FT== 
( (j>R.C J>;b/4-/z.) +- c <}) r C D)ll{;i))(~R.(D;h/li/9-Jl-) +- L H-I( D)l"}}Jz.)) 
--- ( 3. 4 . 2) ) 
and D = ka. 
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In (3.4.2) QR and QI are the real and 
the surface field F(8 1 ) = ~(t) (8 1 ). (SC) 
of subroutine POTAS (p. AlO). 
Furthermore 
where 
\!\. =-- I 
imaginary parts of 
This is th~ output 
--- (3.4.3) 
--- ( 3. 4. 4) 
The functions HR and HI are computed as the output of 
subroutine HASH (p. Al6) which calls on subroutine 
RAD (p. Al5) to provide kn as a function of D, b/a and 
z. The real and imaginary parts of the integrand in 
(3.4.1) are computed by subroutine GRIND (p. Al7) which 
calls on HASH and POTAS to provide HR, HI, QR and QI 
as input. GRIND also calls on RAD to provide kp and 
Cosa as functions of D, b/a and z, as input for POTAS. 
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In subroutine GREAT (p. Al8) the real and imaginary parts 
of the integral in (3.4.1) are computed using Simpson's 
1/3-rule. The summation process is terminated by applying 
a convergence criterion to the sum of the squares of the 
real and imaginary parts, which forms the output of 
GREAT as a function of D, b/a, e and the limits of 
integration. 
The main 
as input 
t:o and e 
program calls on GREAT to provide IS(sc) (B) 1 2 
and computes Is( ) (B) l/D as a function of c, SC · 
by utilizing the equations 
which are readily obtained from (3.1.9), (3.1.4) and 
(3.1.3). 
It is clear from Fig. (3.4) that the best correspondence 
between the scattering patterns according to exact 
theory and those according to the method of spherical 
currents are obtained for the lowest frequency (c = 1) 
on the illuminated side of the scatterer. Except for 
c = 1, o0 < e < 90°, IS(B) l/D is less than ls(sc) (B) l/D. 
The fact that IS (sc) (B) I /D > IS (B) I /D for 
90° < e < 180° for all values of c could be attributed to 
the relatively greater surface field intensity in the 
shadow region in the case of the method of spherical 
currents, observed in the previous section. 
The method of spherical currents displays the lobed 
structure of the scattering patterns, but to a much less 
marked degree than the exact theory. 
The computation of the scattering patterns according to 
the method of spherical currents were checked by computing 
ls(sc) (B) l/ka with ka = 1 and a= b and comparing the 
results with jS(B) l/ka, where S(B) is the far field of 
the sound hard sphere defined by (2.2.20h). Good 
correlation was established. 
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Fig. (3.4) / S ( 8) I /ka as a function of 8 for t; 0 = 1, 020 and 1, 077, c = 1, 2, 3. 
Exact theory (Spence and Granger) (--), Method of spherical currents (---). 
(3.5) Backscattering cross sections for sound soft and 
sound hard prolate spheroids for axial incidence. 
The backscattering cross section according to geometrical 
optics, a 0 , is defined by (2.2.26) where p 1 and p~ 
are the principal radii of curvature at the specular 
point. For axial incidence on a prolate spheroid we 
have from ( 3. 2. 7) for e = 0 (the specular point) 
2 p 1 = p 2 = b /a, hence (2.2.26) becomes for both hard 
and soft spheroids: 
--- ( 3. 5 . 1) 
The backscattering cross section according to the exact 
theory of section (3.1) is denoted by a and defined by 
(3.2.23): 
--- ( 3 . 5. 2) 
In (3.5.2) S(O) is the far field in the backscattered 
direction and is obtained for the soft and hard cases 
from ( 3. 1 . 2 7 s and h) by put ting e = 0 : 
--- (3.5.2s) 
--- (3.5.2h) 
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From (3.5.2) and (3.5.3) we get for the normalized 
backscattering cross section o/o0 : 
--- (3.5.3) 
where D = ka = ci:0 • 
The normalized backscattering cross sections of soft 
and hard spheroids were calculated by Senior (1966) 
using ( 3. 5. 2s and h) and are shown as functions .of 
D, 0 ~ D~ 10, for a/b = 2, 5 and 10 in Figure (3.5) for 
soft spheroids and Figures (3.7) - (3.9) for hard 
spheroids. 
Using the method of spherical currents the normalized 
backscattering cross section is indicated by a(sc1 ;a0 
and defined by 
--- (3.5.4) 
where s(sc) (0) is the far field in the backscattered 
direction and is obtained from (3.2.9s) and (3.2.9h) 
by putting e = 0. These equations become: 
--- (3.5.Ss) 
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and 
Tl 
~Co)=-~ F(e 1)-e 1.- vi~~e'~e'de' c · ).., 2..j -c.'F..11 &,r/ 
c..sc.) .2 J.. L ~ 0 
(3.5.5h) 
The graphs of a/a 0 in Fig. (3.5) with S(O) given by 
(3.5.2s) are taken from Senior (1966), Fig. 1. 
a(sc)/a 0 was calculated using s(sc) (O) in (3.5.5s) 
after putting Cose' = z. From (3.5.5s) we then get: 
ti ~.«~) = ft<jlf{ CD)/•,z.;+C: <j)ICD)t .. ,i-JY{lt~ ('D)/~/-!+( 111 (])J!r'•i-Jf r{z_ 
-1 
where 
#Rv=~k_j]3_ (n(ktz._) 
~ J).;l.( b/~)). 
H-I-= -:.<~1t_ ~(k"l_:z_) 
· c2D.J..C k/a./' 
--- (3.5.6)' 
--- ( 3. 5. 7) 
and QR and QI are the real and imaginary parts of 
-pF(8') = -pa<P(t) (8')/an. 
--- (3. 5. 8) 
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The functions QR and QI are computed as the output 
of subroutine PUT (p. Al9). PUT calls on subroutines 
PSI (p. A2) and ZETA (p. A3) to provide the spherical 
Bessel functions. As mentioned in section (2.3) PSI 
and ZETA are accurate to only four significant digits 
at an argument value of about 10. However the 
largest value attained by kp is 5 for a:b = 2:1 at 
e = n / 2 with o = 1 o . 
Subroutine HURI (p. A20) calls on RAD (p. Al5) to provide 
kn as a function of D, b/a and z, and has HR and HI of 
(3.5.7) as output. 
The subroutine SYMINT (p. A21) calls PUT and HURI 
to compute the integrand of (3.5.6) and then integrates 
this function by using Simpson's 1/3-rule. In 
SYMINT use was made of the fact that HR is symmetric 
in z and HI anti-symmetric in z. This did not lead 
to a significant reduction of CPU time. The summation 
is terminated by the same method as in GREAT (p. Al8). 
The output of SYMINT is Is( ) (O) ] 2 as a function of 
. SC 
D and b/a. The main program calls on SYMINT and 
computes cr/cr0 . The subroutines involved in computing 
cr/cr0 for soft spheroids were checked by computing 
cr/cr0 for a= b and comparing thi~ with the output of 
subroutine SPS (p. Al3) which gives cr/cr 0 for a soft 
sphere as a function of D. Very good agreement was 
found. The normalized backscattering cross section 
for a sphere as a function of ka is reproduced in 
Fig. (3.5). 
The following points of agreement between the curves 
of cr/cr0 and cr(sc)/cr0 can be observed in Fig. (3.5). 
For a given eccentricity the normalized cross sections 
have a maximum at D = 0 and display a sharp fall-off 
with increasing D. The oscillations in the curves 
also tend to flatten out progressively with increasing D. 
With increasing a:b the normalized cross sections 
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Fig. (3.5) 
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increase (in the case of a/a0 this is entirely due to 
the normalization) and the oscillations become more 
pronounced. The separation (in D) between adjacent 
maxima and minima also tend to become more constant 
after the first maximum is ignored. 
The main differences between a/a 0 and a(sc)/a 0 is 
firstly that a(sc)/a0 > a/a 0 - this difference increases 
with increasing eccentricity - and secondly that the 
separation between adjacent maxima and minima differs 
considerably in the two cases for fixed a:b. It is 
a peculiar fact that the separation distance for 
a(sc)/a0 is very nearly double that of a/a0 - this is 
especially noticeable in the thinner bodies (a:b = 5 and 
10) . 
In spite of these differences it is perhaps fair to 
say that the method of spherical currents discriminates , 
between the various soft spheroids in qualitatively the 
same way as exact theory. 
In Figures (3.7) to (3.9) the normalized backscattering 
cross sections for hard spheroids according to 
Senior (1966) (Figures 4, 3 and 2 resp. in this paper) 
are plotted as functions of D for 0 :::_ D :::_ 10. The far 
field in the backscattered direction is defined by 
(3.5.2h). 
a(sc)/a0 for hard spheroids was calculated using S(sc) (0) 
as defined in (3.5.5h). On putting z =Cose' in 
(3.5.5h) we get: 
'S Co) ==- (-tS F f\,(J>r6la.j'1--)+~ ~ T (l)b/~ 1z.J l O..z_ (~c.) J 7__ 5 
-, 
--- ( 3. 5. 9) 
where 
--- (3.5.10) 
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In (3.5.10) QR and QI are the real and imaginary parts 
of ~(t) (8') and form the output of POTAS (p. AlO). (sc) 
l+tt - ( k. '/__) 't-:z_ $,, ... :_( k.12) 
;;i_ );;i_ 
ltI (Rvt)'f-z_ ~(k~z) 
;J_]) .;i_ --- (3.5.11) 
The functions HR and HI are computed by means of 
subroutine FAR (p. A22) which calls on RAD (p. Al5) to 
provide kn as a function of D, b/a and z. The real 
and imaginary parts of the integrand in (3.5.9) are 
computed by subroutine GRAND (p. A23) which calls on 
FAR and POTAS to provide HR, HI, QR and QI as input. 
GRAND also calls on RAD to provide kp and Cosa as 
functions of D, b/a and z as input for POTAS. 
In subroutine GRATE on p. A23 the real and imaginary 
parts of the integral in (3.5.9) are computed and 
combined in the single output Js(sc) (0) J2 . This 
subroutine is very similar to GREAT (p. Al8) which has 
been discussed in section (3.4). The main program 
calls on GREAT to provide ls(sc) (0) 12 as function of 
D and b/a and then computes a(sc)/a 0 • 
The subroutines involved in computing a(sc)/a0 for hard 
prolate spheroids were checked by computing a(sc)!a 0 
for a= b and comparing the result with a/a0 for spheres, 
using (2.2.28) and (2.2.2lh). Subroutine SP (p. All) 
has the real and imaginary parts of the far field in 
the backscattered direction as output. The graph of 
a/a0 for a hard sphere as a function of D is shown in 
Fig. (3.6). This agrees well with a(sc)/a 0 with a=b. 
For purposes of comparison the graph of a(sc)/a0 for a 
a:b = 100:99 hard spheroid as a function of D is also 
shown in Fig. (3.6). 
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In Fig. (3.7) cr/cr 0 and a(sc)/a0 are shown plotted as 
functions of D, while in Figures (3.8) and (3.9) cr/cr0 
and cr(sc)/200 are plotted as functions of D. 
Superficially the differences in backscattering cross 
sections according to the two methods employed are 
quite marked. There is however a fair agreement for 
ka < 1, hence in the Rayleigh region, which improves as 
the spheroids become fatter - for the 2:1 spheroid 
[see Fig. ( 3. 7)] there is close agreement for ka < 1. 
Regarding the curves of a/a0 against D, Senior 
[Senior (1966)] comments as follows: 
"Taking first the 10:1 spheroid, we observe that the 
curve oscillates between maxima that, after the first, 
are slowly decreasing in magnitude as cs 0 (ka) increases, 
and minima that are indistinguishable from zero. The 
oscillation is extremely regular and if the first 
maximum is ignored, the seperation (in cs 0 ) of adjacent 
maxima and minima averages 0,780 with a standard 
deviation of only 0,008. This value is compatible 
with the interference between two individual sources 
of scattering whose phase centres are coincident with ( 
the ends of the spheroid. If the phase of excitation 
were the same as that of the incident field, the 
separation of the maxima and minima would be 0,785 
(i.e. TI/4). This is quite close to the value deduced 
from the data, and since the distance from tip to tip 
measured along the surface exceeds the straight line 
distance by only a factor 1,016, it is almost impossible 
to distinguish between direct excitation of the rear tip 
and the excitation through a travelling wave supported 
by the surface. 
The results of the 5:1 spheroid are similar, but the 
maxima now decrease more rapidly and the minima are no 
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longer zero. When a:b = 2, the differences from the thin 
body behaviour are very marked, and since the minima 
increase with c~ 0 , the two dominant sources of the 
scattering are no longer of equal magnitude". 
The conclusion is that for the fatter spheroids the 
scattering is no longer determined by travelling waves 
whose attenuation can be ignored. Here one must turn 
to the sphere where a second contribution (the first is 
the specular return) arises from waves creeping along 
the surface from the shadow boundary and back again. 
Concerning the curves of a(sc)/a0 against D, much the 
same remarks may be made. For the 10:1 spheroid 
this curve also oscillates between maxima that, after 
the first, are slowly decreasing in magnitude with 
increasing D and minima that are indistinguishable 
from zero. If the first maximum is ignored the 
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oscillation is very regular. However here the separation 
between adjacent maxima and minima average about double 
that of exact theory. This value is compatible with 
the interference between two individual scattering 
sources separated by an optical path length of 2ka and 
not 4ka (i.e at the tips of the spheroid) as is the 
case in exact theory. 
The results for the 5:1 spheroid are similar to that 
of the 10:1 spheroid. As in the case of exact theory 
we observe that the maxima now decrease more rapidly and 
the minima are no longer zero. Again, the average 
separation between adjacent maxima and minima is about 
double that of exact theory. 
For the 2:1 spheroid we find, as in the case of exact 
theory, an initial decrease of maxima followed by an 
increase, and a steady increase in minima with increasing 
ka. The separation is also less constant than in the 
case of the thinner spheroids, but here too we find that 
the separation is roughly double that of exact theory. 
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For the three spheroids considered here the corresponding 
maxima and minima of a/a0 and a(sc)/a0 can be brought 
practically in phase by plotting cr(sc)/cr 0 against ka/2 
on the same system where a/a 0 is plotted against ka. 
Although the maxima of a/a 0 and a(sc)/a 0 differ markedly 
and increasingly so as the bodies become thinner, there 
is nevertheless, for a particular eccentricity, a fairly 
constant relationship between these maxima. 
Let the i-th maxima of a/a0 and a(sc)lao resp. be 
denoted by a. and Ai for- a fixed value of a:b. It is 
1, 
then found that for 
a:b = 10 Al/al = 3,85; A2/a2 = 3,82; A3/a3 = 3,80 
a:b = 5 Al/al = 3,56; A2/a2 = 3,43; A3/a3 = 3,36 
a:b = 2 Al/al = 2,35; A2/a2 = 2,15; A3/a3 = 2,40 
By affecting two simple scale transformations it is 
therefore possible to bring cr(sc)/cr 0 and a/a 0 into 
fairly close correspondence for a particular value of 
a: b over the range 0 ~ ka ,::: 10 • This correspondence 
should increase with increasing a:b. 
It should also be noted that as the only difference 
between exact theory and the method of spherical currents 
lies in the surface field, there should be close 
correspondence between the backscattering cross sections 
. 
if there is a small variation between the surface fields. 
In Figures (3.1) to (3.5) the surface fields are shown 
I 2 2 
with c = kF = kv'a - b = 5 for a:b = 2, 5 and 10 respective-
ly. The respective values of D = ka are 5, 77, 5, 10 and 
5,03, and the respective values of a(sc)!a0 - a/a 0 
are approximately 0,07, 1,9 and 0,58. For a:b = 2 and 
c = 5 it can be seen that there is a close correspondence 
between the surface fields, especially in the illuminated 
region. For a:b = 5 the variation between the surface 
fields is larger and this is reflected in the larger 
value of a(sc)/a0 - a/a0 . For a:b = 10 there is a 
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smaller variation between the surf ace fields than in the 
5:1 case and the normalized backscattering cross sections 
have a corresponding smaller difference. 
Finally it can be said that the method of spherical 
currents discriminates between hard prolate spheroids 
of different eccentricity in qualitatively the same way 
as exact theory. 
(3.6) Backscattering cross sections of hard prolate spheroids 
at high frequencies for axial incidence. 
One of the classical high frequency scattering theories 
is physical optics or Kirchhoff theory. As explained 
in section (2.4), this consists of replacing the 
surface field with twice the incident field 6n the 
illuminated side and zero on the dark side of the 
scatte~ing object. L~t the direction of propagation 
of the plane incident field be u., then we have from 
'/, 
(2.l.18h): 
--- (3.6.1)' 
where S' is the illuminated part of the surface S of 
the sound hard obstacle. 
With (u.) = (0,0,-1) and using the asymptotic expression 
·?., 
for aG/an given by (2.6.2), the following equation for 
the far field according to physical optics is obtained: 
5 
(l'O) 
--- ( 3. 6 . 2) 
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In the backscattered direction [(e~) = (0,0,1)] 
1, 
this becomes 
--- (3.6.3) 
If the obstacle has axial symmetry, we choose the 
3-axis to coincide with the axis of symmetry. 
The equation of the surface of the obstacle is 
defined by 
where .f 2 IA ;L . "1 L - 11 l- (' . 2 
==- -L1 + l;i... = L Ji-.. e 
--- (3.6.4) 
Now 
Vl ot-t = £ . a vt; h~ &Cf c{,./._ = f °'-f tJ..!h 
t ~a~ of o <P '"r 't' 
--- (3.6.5), 
and ( 3. 6. 3) becomes after integration w. r. t. cf> : 
--"'.'" (3.6.6) 
The limits of integration a and S are so chosen that · 
the integration extends only over S', the illuminated 
part of S. 
Equation (3.6.6) is now specialized for a prolate 
spheroid with centroid at the origin, semi-major axis 
a and semi-minor axis b. In the form (3.6.4) the 
equation of the spheroid is . 
--- ( 3 • 6 • 7) t 
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---------- ---------------------------------. 
and (3.6.6) becomes 
b S c 0 ) ::= _ c_ k.ol. J e_;) '-. R. ca; b; v h ~ - e l. 
(po) f d.f 
0 
After integrating w.r.t. p we get: 
--- ( 3. 6. 8) 
From (2.2.23) with S(O) = S(~o) (0) we get for the 
backscattering cross section : 
--- (3.6.9) 
F (3 5 1) h = rrb4/a2, rom . . we ave a 0 
(3.6.10) 
From (3.6.10) it follows that~!~ a(~o)!a0 = 1, 
and that the normalized backscattering cross section 
according to physical optics cannot distinguish between 
spheroids of differing eccentricity. In Fig. (3.10) 
cr('Po)/cr0 is shown plotted as a function of D=ka for 
io.:o.:so with a(sc)/a0 for a:b = 5. cr(-Po)/a0 was 
computed by means of subroutine PHYSOP (p. A25). 
A significant high frequency scattering theory is J.B. 
Keller's geometric theory of diffraction [Keller (1958)]. 
This theory was applied by Levy and Keller (1959) to 
smooth objects, and these results wecre specialized 
for spheroids by the same authors [Levy and Keller 
(1960)]. 
The geometric theory of diffraction is a generalization 
of geometrical optics in the sense that Fermat's 
Principle is extended to apply to "diffracted rays", 
in addition to reflected and refracted rays. 
If Fermat's Principle is applied to optical paths which 
must pass through two fixed points, it is found that 
these extremals obey the eiconal equation. This 
equation may also be obtained by applying Maxwell's 
equation in integral form to the discontinuity across 
the wave front of a propagating electromagnetic 
disturbance. The rays of optics are the extremals of 
Fermat's Principle as well as the orthogonal trajectories 
of the wave fronts of an electromagnetic field. If 
Fermat's Principle is applied to two fixed points on 
the same side of a surface of discontinuity with the 
additional restriction that the optical paths must 
touch the surface of discontinuity, it is found that, 
in addition to the eiconal, the rays must obey Snell's 
laws of reflection at the point of incidence on the 
surface. Thus an incident ray gives rise to a ray of 
reflection. This method however breaks down if (i) a 
normal to the surface.cannot be defined - hence at 
edges and vertices, and (ii) if the incident ray strikes 
the surface at a tangent. By postulating the creation 
·of "diffracted" rays in such cases of incidence and 
applying Fermat's theorem to them, Keller succeeded 
in generalizing geometrical optics and also extending 
its range of applicability to lower frequencies. 
As the spheroid is a smooth body, diffracted rays can 
only be produced by tangentially incident rays. A 
tangentially incident ray gives rise to a surface ray 
which travels around the body, continuously shedding 
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diffracted rays and becoming progressively attenuated. 
The rate at which diffracted rays are shed at a 
particular point is determined by the incident field, 
the material properties of the surf ace and the curvature 
of the surface at the point. The phases and amplitudes 
of the diffracted rays at the surf ace are found by 
matching them with those of the surface rays,usihg 
the boundary conditions. The phases and amplitudes 
of the surf ace rays are found by calculating optical 
path lengths from the point of incidence and applying 
energy conservation, taking continuous attenuation 
into account. 
The exterior field at a given point is found by adding 
together the fields of each reflected and diffracted 
ray passing through the point. The amplitude and 
phase of the field associated with each ray is determined 
by applying energy conservation to bundles of rays and 
calculating optical path lengths from the given point 
to the point on the surface which gave rise to the 
rays. 
If the.point at which the exterior field is to be 
calculated is situated on a caustic of the diffracted 
rays, the field becomes infinite at the particular point. 
By a modification Levy and Keller however succeeded in 
obtaining a finite field on caustics (Levy and Keller 
(1959), pp. 186 - 187). In the particular case of 
the backscattered field for axial incidence, the axis 
of symmetry is a caustic of the diffracted rays. 
From Levy and Keller (1960), equation (16), we have for 
the total backscattered far field from a hard prolate 
spheroid for an axially incident plane wave: 
S (o) 
( 6-Tl>) 
--- ( 3. 6. 11) 
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In ( 3. 6 . 11) : 
L= 
(3.6.12) 
In ( 3. 6. 11) ka_( b/et.j .t ~.:2.c.. "-"'-~ e .l.<..k.tL 
oZ... ~a_ 
is 
the contribution of the geometrical optics field. 
The notation used here differs from that of Levy and 
Keller. The spherical coordinates used by them are 
defined by the equations: 
?(_ l ~~~vi,, 
~ - ~~l~~~~1 
7- =- ~ µ~ ~-vi-~·cr 
In addition, a few corrections have been made, mainly 
printing errors. The factor in front of the square 
brackets in (3.6.11) is erroneous in Levy and Keller -
they give the factor appropriate for an oblate spheroid. 
The integrand of the elliptic integral in (3.6.12) is 
computed by subroutine ELLIP, p. A26. The elliptic 
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integral is computed by means of subroutine GREER (p. A27), 
using Simpson's 1/3-rule. The output of subroutine 
AMPLI (p. A28) is the real and imaginary parts of the 
far field as functions of D = ka and b/a. The main 
program calls on AMPLI and computes the normalized 
backscattering cross ~ection a(GTD)/a 0 according to 
(3.5.3). 
In Fig. (3.10) a(GTD)/a 0 is shown for the 2:1 hard 
prolate spheroid plotted as a function D = ka, 
10 .S D .S 8 0. a (GT D) I a 0 for the 5: 1 and 10: 1 spheroids 
are not shown, as the results were poor. For the 
5:1 spheroid values of a(GTD)/a 0 were found which 
were of the order of 20, while for the 10:1 spheroid 
values of the order of a few hundred were found. 
This is in agreement with the finding of Kazarinoff and 
Ritt (1959) that Keller's theory is applicable only 
when the wavelength is small relative to the radius 
of curvature at the tip of the spheroid, i.e. for fat 
spheroids in the high frequency range. 
To compute a (sc) /o0 for 10 SD S 80 the same sub-
routines were used as for the range 0 _::: D _::: 10. For 
the 5:1 and 10:1 spheroids the computations were 
terminated respectively at ka = 7 5 and ka = 55. OWing 
to the increasingly oscillatory nature of HR and HI in 
(3.5.10) with increasing ka and eccentricity, the 
computations became excessively laborious. For instance 
a:b = 10 at ka = 60 the integral in (3.5.9) had not 
converged sufficiently after 2 15 divisions of the 
interval, which took 30 min. CPU time on the Univac 1106. 
This is also the reason for the relatively few values 
of a(sc)/a0 computed for the thinner spheroids. 
The range of values of ka for which a(sc)/a 0 was computed 
is well within the range of values of kp for which 
BESJ (pp. A6 - A8) accurately computes the spherical 
Bessel functions. For instance, for a: b = 5 at ka = 80, 
20_:kp_:40. 
Looking at the curve of a(sc)/a0 for the 2:1 spheroid, 
the oscillations become progressively damped with 
increasing ka, and the end of the resonance region is 
reached at ka"" 60, when the curve is practically level. 
For a:b = 2:1, a(sc)!a 0 - 2,4 for ka= 80 can be inferred 
from the graph. This is a failing of the method of 
spherical currents but is about the same as the maximum 
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amplitude ratios measured in section (3.5). 
As the eccentricity increases the minima tend to 
increase at a slowe~ rate and the oscillations retain 
their regularity for larger values of ka. This is 
consistent with the model of two individual, interfering 
sources of scattering situated on the axis which 
produces regular oscillations and becomes more applicable 
with increasing a:b 
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CHAPTER IV 
AXIAL BACKSCATTERING FROM HARD FINITE CONES. 
(4.1) Rayleigh scattering - Siegel's empirical formulae for 
hard flatbacked cones and cone spheres. 
Consider a finite, closed, acoustically hard body, 
surface S, illuminated by a plane wave 
~(i.) ik.U~Xi.: X (XlJ == «'.'.: --- ( 4. 1. 1) 
The incident field may be expanded as a power series in 
k. 
P(l.) . (X·) =-. . (., 
--- ( 4. 1. 2) 
( i) ( ) In (4.1.2) ¢0 = 1, ¢/ = n .x., etc. 1.- 1.-
A similar expansion can be made for the scattered field 
(see Kleinman (1965), pp. 848 -849). 
0(\ 
~(~(·) ==- Lcdt)~ f~~d 
' !ht=- C> IYt.-
--- (4.1.3) 
This series has a finite radius of convergence as a 
function of k. The total field ¢(t) = ¢(i) +¢(s) 
may now also be represented by a power series expansion. 
--- (4.1.4) 
For a sound hard obstacle the boundary condition is: 
0 
--- (4.1.5) 
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The Rayleigh series (4.1.3) is essentially a near field 
result. In order to determine the far field the 
problem resolves itself into two parts: firstly the 
determination of the near field terms, and secondly 
their extension to the far field. Here we merely 
wish to prove one of Rayleigh's scattering laws, i.e. 
that the scattered field varies inversely with 
the square of the wave length. 
to Senior (1973). 
The procedure is due 
On substituting the expansions (4.1.3) and (4.1.4) 
into the Helmholtz equation and equating like powers of 
k it is found that <Pcis), <Pis), @cit) and <Pit) satisfy 
Laplace's equation. From (4.1.5) it follows that 
or'k (t) J ~ 11-t. - 0 
--- - ) o~ s 
d 't · ·1 shown that ~ 0(s)1's h an i is easi y  zero everyw ere, 
hence <P6t) = 1. 
The coefficient of the next term of (4.1.4) is found 
by utilizing the integral equation (2.l.20h) for the 
surface field on a hard object. In this equation the 
fields and eikR/R are expanded in powers of ·k, and like 
powers of k are equated. For the terms in k we get: 
(4.1.6) f 
where a I an = n. a I an . and R = Ix. - n ·I . 
'/, '/, '/, '/, 
The extension to the far zone is achieved with the aid 
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of the integral representation (2.l.18h) for the scattered 
field. If, in this equation, we use (4.1.5), the 
expansion (4.1.3) and the asymptotic expansion (2.6.2), 
we get: 
;+";(S) ~kr fl yC~L) "\_./ ~ S-ltol re. llJ. - ~(f). Jn r t{°f 
/.f-7f r ~L ~ '-- l (., X ,c ~ l > deJ 
s 
+ higher order terms in k } 
(4.1.7) 
The far field amplitude S(8,¢) is defined by the 
. (s) ikr 
equation ~ = e S/kr. From the preceding it 
therefore follows that s will have a power series 
expansion 
--- ( 4 • 1. 8) I 
IM. =o 
where the coefficients fm are functions of the angular 
variables e and ¢, the body parameters and the incident 
field. Since S is a dimensionless function the 
coefficient of each power of k must be proportional to 
a like power of a body dimension. 
For sufficiently small values of k S may be approximated 
by the leading term, and ~t follows from (2.2.23) that 
the so-called Rayleigh cross section is then given by 
--- (4 .1. 9) 
For axially symmetric bodies with axial incidence Siegel 
(1959) devised a method for the estimation of lf 0 1 in 
the backscattered direction. At wavelengths large 
compared with the greatest linear dimension of the 
obstacle, the obstacle appears as a singularity to the 
wave and shape factors appear as essentially second 
order corrections in !fol. It follows from (4.1.8) 
that f 0 must have the dimensions of volume, and 
consequently lfol is taken as p~oportional to the volume 
of the obstacle in (4.1.9). 
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--- ( 4. 1. 10) 
In (4.1.10) C is a pure proportionality constant, Vis 
the volume and F a dimensionless correction factor 
that takes into account the dependence of the cross 
section on the shape. The shape correction factor 
F for elongated bodies is now determined by examining 
its form for the spheroid, of which the exact result 
for f 0 is known [Rayleigh (1897)]. As the flatness 
of the scatterer increases the approximation is 
expected to get worse as an infinitely flat body like 
a disc has a zero volume but a non-zero cross section. 
It turns out that for the spheroid 
F= -~ t + e /ll!J 
--- (4.1.11), 
and c I/Tl 
--- (4 .1.12) 
In (4.1.11) y = b/a, the ratio of the semi-minor axis 
to the semi-major axis. In the electromagnetic case 
C = 4/n owing to the presence of a magnetic dipole 
in addition to the electric dipole. Hence, for a 
hard prolate spheroid, the Rayleigh backscattering 
cross section is giveri by 
--- (4.1.13) 
With a= b we get for the sphere 
compared with the exact result obtainable from (2.2.2lh), 
( 2 . 2 . 8 ) and ( 2 . 2 . 2 3) : 
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(j ==- d§_ . 1=! ( !1:__ -11 tt3 );;<., 
/6 1T 3 . 
IJ ~ls k <t V ~/ rr 
Siegel now assumes that ( 4. 1. 10) with C = 1/-rr (for hard 
obstacles) and F defined by (4.1.11) is a valid 
approximation of the Rayleigh cross section in the 
backscattered direction where y is a constant times a 
length-to-width ratio, where length is associated with 
the maximum dimensions of the body in the direction 
of propagation of the incident wave and width is 
associated with maximum dimensions of the body in a 
direction perpendicular to that previously mentioned. 
Hence for the on-axis excitation of bodies of revolution 
--- (4.1.14) 
Consider the case of the right circular cone (flat-
backed) of hight hand base radius a. From (4.1.14): 
- r ~I ;;i_c;._ J :i..,, +e 
-----lfr ~/:l..o... 
(4.1.15) 
To compensate for the loss of accuracy as the body 
becomes flatter, Siegel requires that 
(4.1.16)_, 
the backscattering cross section of a hard circular 
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disc of radius a. 
and we find r = ~ . 
This enables us to calculate r 
Hence from (4.1.15) 
co,,. e. - _ Ta. n_ I + e V. - kt ( TT .1- J):i_[ - i,,,/q.o._ J ;i__, 
-rr 7T-..,--lt. -I 'fa.-_ 
--- ( 4. 1. 1 7) 
On putting a/h = tanB we have from (4.1.17) 
--- (4 .1.18) 
a. 
2 
a /na was computed using program SIEGl (p. A29) 
cone 
and is shown as a function of ka for B = 12°, 45° and 
60° in Fig. (4.1). 
For the cone sphere the Rayleigh backscattering cross 
section was derived by Siegel (1963). Here the 
hemispherically capped cone is used to calculate the 
cross section of the cone sphere on the grounds that 
in the long wavelength limit the matching of the first 
derivatives at the join of the hemisphere and the cone 
has no bearing on the first term in the Rayleigh series 
in view of the consideration that the body as a whole 
appears as a singularity to the wave. 
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It should be noted however that the difference in 
volumes between hemispherically capped cones and cone 
spheres with the same base radii and total lengths 
increases with decreasing length. 
Firstly Siegel calculates the Rayleigh cross section 
for the hemispheroid, semi-major axis b and semi-minor 
axis a. 
a 
a 
From (4.1.14) we have for the hemispheroid 
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The factor r can be found by requiring that lim a = 
b-+O 
crd. • lSC 
It follows (using 4. 1. 16) that r = 1. 
Hence, for the hemispheroid 
Next, the Rayleigh cross section is found for the cone 
spheroid. 
From ( 4. 1. 14) 
(4.1.19) 
In this case however y is not found by putting it 
equal to r. (b + h) /2a and then requiring that in the 
limit as h-+ 0 and b-+ 0 the crpss section must equal 
that of the disc of radius a. Rather it is noted 
that with y = (h + 2b)/4a in (4 .1.19) the cross section 
of the flatbacked cone is found with b = 0 and that 
of the hemispheroid is found with h = O. 
The cross section of the cone sphere (hemispherically 
capped cone) is obtained from (4 .1.19) by putting b =a 
with y =(h + 2b)/4a. 
v - -, lj- J..[ -( '1.--t~J/44]~ 
Cone sphere- ~ ( ka...) ( l-t +do._) ( -j- 4- a._ e_ . 
1f( ~+.!k_) 
With a/h = tans we have 
cr;_one sphe<e 
--- (4.1.20) 
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a h /rra 2 was computed using progra.m 
cone sp ere 
SIEG2 (p. A30) and is shown as a function of ka for 
f3 = 12°, 45° and 60° in Fig. (4.1). 
(4.2) Scattering by a hard flatbacked cone - the method of 
spherical currents. 
Consider a right circular cone of base radius a and 
altitude h. Choose a Cartesian system of axes with 
3-axis coinciding with the axis of symmetry of the 
cone, origin at the apex and the base intersecting 
with the 3-axis at x 3 = -h. Let n, e', ~·be the 
spherical polar coordinates of a point on the cone. 
The equation of the cone in these coordinates is given 
by 
$-- 1 = t9o - Tf- (3 
--- ( 4 • 2 • 1) 
a 
3 
a 
Let the cone be sound hard and illuminated by an on-
-ikx 
axis incident plane wave e 3, then the far field 
amplitude is given by the equation 
--- (4.2.2) f 
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where C(8,¢) is the contribution of the conical part 
and D(8,¢) is the contribution of the flat disc of 
radius a. The contribution C(8,¢) cannot be calc~­
lated by means of (2.6.4h) as in this case n is not 
a function of e•. 
e• replaced by n. 
In (4.2.3) 
11.
1 
= l ~ 90 G,scj/ 
~.i_ ~ 1 ~-'9-0 5~1' 
1~ = 1 Grueo 
and 
However, (2.6.3h) may be used with 
--- (4.2.3) 
--- ( 4 • 2. 4) 
is 
the unit outward normal to the conical part. F(n) 
is the surf ace field on the conical portion and is 
defined by (2.4.8). In this case we have for the radius 
p of the representative sphere 
--- (4.2.5) 
This follows from (2.4.21) or directly from the geometry 
of the cone. Here the angle between the normal n. 
'[, 
and the direction of propagation of the incident wave 
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is 3n/2 - 80 • Hence, from (2.4.8): 
--- (4.2.6) 
With the choice of coordinates (4.2.4) it follows that 
C is independent of ¢ and (4.2.3) becomes: 
\Jc(+~ 
Cc s )= -~:r l ('_ ..: I<. 'l G.:.eC.,"t C.,e- s:.;_ e. T, - 5..:eC,,s,T~ JR t!~ fl, 'la 1 
0 . 
--- (4.2. 7), 
where 
.:i rr1 . 
i , = J ect. i <>-:.e~e.Cn(,P-f~<V ~ -.Jrr if ~~~.~oi ~ ~~ii.y-.1. 
0 11\.-=-1 
and 
as shown in Appendix B. 
In the backscattered direction ( 8 = 0) we get from 
(4.2. 7): 
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--- ( 4 • 2 • 8) ' 
where F(n) is defined by (4.2.6). 
The contribution D(8,~) of the circular base of the 
cone can be obtained from (2.6.4h) with 
"k~ 
and FCe') = 2 El: 
--- (4.2.9) 
--- (4.2.10), 
f ram ( 2. 4. 6) . It follows that D is independent of 
~ and is given by: 
--- (4.2.11), 
where I 1 is defined in Appendix B. 
Integration w.r.t. 8 1 is easily carried out by introducing 
the variable r = -h tan8' . We get 
. k'( ~. ) 00 "l .:l11.-J.. J) (e) = -cl\i. ~ e c llL !+~e ~ (- 1) - f ktl. S:...:e) 
- e. Ln. ((11-1)!).2.\ T ') 
a_ 111. ==- I 
--- (4.2.12) 
In the backscattered direction 
--- (4.2.13) 
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Hence, from ( 4 . 2. 2) , ( 4 . 2. 8) and ( 4 . 2. 13) , the 
following expression for the far field amplitude of 
a flatbacked cone is obtained: 
(4.2.14) 
For computational purposes the variables B and z were 
introduced to the expression forC(O) defined in 
(4.2.8), where 
B = 7T - 80 and z = kn. 
With ka = D, ( 4. 2. 14) now becomes: 
--- (4.2.15), 
where, from (4.2.6) 
--- ( 4. 2. 16) . 
The integrand of the integral ip (4.2.15) was computed 
by means of subroutine GRAND, p. A31, source module 
name CONEFl. This subroutine calls,.,on POTAS (p. AlO} 
; ... ,,.. 
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to produce the real and imaginary parts of G(z) 
after supplying, POTAS with -SinS and z tans as input. 
G(z) is then multiplied by -(i/2)Sin 2 s eizCosB to give 
FR and FI, the real and imaginary parts resp. of the 
integrand, as output of GRAND, source module name 
CONEFl. The integral in (4.2.15) is computed by 
subroutine GREAT, p. A32, which calls on GRAND (p. A31) 
to provide FR and FI as input and has as its output 
TR and TI, resp. the real and imaginary parts of the 
integral. 
The main program, MAIN2, p. A33, computes cr(sc)/na 2 , 
where a(sc) is the backscattering cross section of 
a hard f latbacked cone for axial incidence according to 
the method of spherical currents. 
From (2.2.23) we have 
hence 
--- ( 4. 2. l 7) , 
with D= ka and S(O) defined by (4.2.14). MAIN2 calls 
on GREAT (p. A32) to provide the real and imaginary 
parts TR and TI of ((O), adds to this resp. UR and UI, 
the real and imaginary parts of l>(o) = C:Jy;i· e.'.l.C:.D/fA......(3 
~ 
2 
and computes a(sc)/na. according to (4.2.17). 
In Fig. (4 .1) a (sc) /na 2 is shown as a function of D = ka 
0 0 0 for B = 12 , 45 , 60 . For 0 ~ ka ~ l the graph is a 
straight line, as it should be in the Rayleigh region, 
and the slope is approximately 3, i.e. l less than 4 
predicted by the fourth power law of the Rayleigh cross 
section. Apart from this difference in slope the cross 
section preqicted by the method of spherical currents 
is considerably larger than the Raleigh cross section. 
With increasing B there is a shift to the right of the 
graphs, that is for fixed ka, cr/na 2 decreases with 
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increasing f3. Hence the two methods discriminate 
between the different cones in qualitatively the 
same way. There is therefore a reasonable correspondence 
between Rayleigh theory and the method of spherical 
currents in the range 0 ,::: ka < 1. 
For ka> 1 the method of spherical currents gives 
results which deviate from Rayleigh theory in a correct 
way. The curves of a(sc)/na 2 begin to oscillate, 
indicating the low frequency end of a resonance region. 
(4.3) Scattering by a hard cone sphere - the method of 
spherical currents. 
Consider a cone sphere of semi-vertex angle 8 and base 
radius a. A system of axes is chosen with origin at 
the centre of the spherical base and 3-axis coinciding 
with the axis of symmetry such that the vertex points 
in the positive direction. 2 
We now calculate the far field for a hard cone sphere 
in the backscattered direction for nose-on incidence 
of a plane wave. 
amplitude, then 
Let S(sc) (8) be the far field 
SCG) = CCe)-+ 8Ce) 
(SC) --- (4.3.1) I 
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where C(8) is the contribution of the conical part 
(0:'.:8' =::rr/2-B) and B(8) is the contribution of the 
Spherical part (rr/2 - f3:: 8 1 :: TI). 
The parametric equations of the conical part are 
tL 1 = 1ce1 )~e'Cn¢>r 
l1.). -= 1Ce') ~d ~4>' 
13 = LC&')&., e' 
with L = Cc ~(e'+f3) 
--- (4.3.2) 
On using these equations in (2.6.4h) we get: 
Tij',t-~ 
C (e)"' ;;~ Jt l,Cne~+I.l-~C,.,(< r e_lkiG.o&~~~'l' 5:.:e't!e' 
0 
--- (4.3.3), 
with r 1 and r 2 defined by (2.6.5) and (2.6.6). The 
total surface field F(8') is defined by (2.4.8) in 
which p and Cosa have to be expressed as functions 
of e'. 
From (2.4.18) and (4.3.2), or by direct inspection, 
we have: 
--- ( 4 . 3. 4) 
The radius of the representative sphere may be 
obtained from (2.4.21), or can be obtained directly 
from the figure above. We find 
--- ( 4 • 3. 5) ' 
where n is given by (4.3.2). 
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Hence (2.4.8) becomes: 
(4.3.6), 
where pis defined by (4.3.5). 
In the backscattered direction ( 8 = 0) we have from 
(4.3.3): 
1f/;_- ~ . 
. v,:z.c . f -. k {¥.,17' . C ( o) = - c.. K. O'Wl.~ e c t F (_ ~1) 1.13 k e' t{ r;.' 
:l..o... L 
0 
--- (4.3. 7) 
The contribution B(8) of the spherical part of the 
cone sphere is given by (2.6.4h) with n =a. Hence 
--- ( 4 . 3. 8) . 
In ( 4. 3. 8) 
(4.3.9) 
This result follows from ( 2. 4. 8) with p = a and 
~cl= - Cnf!/ 
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In the backscattered direction we have from (4.3.8) 
--- ( 4. 3. 10) 
From (4.3.1), (4.3.7) and (4.3.10) we get the following 
expression for the far field amplitude in the back-
scattered direction with Cose' = z: 
--- ( 4 • 3 • 11) 
In (4.3.11) G(z) = F(8') where F(8') is defined by 
( 4. 3. 6) for 0 < e I s 1T I 2 - B and by ( 4. 3. 9) for 
rr/2-8<8'.s_rr. 
With the input integer JJ=l subroutine GRAND, p. A35, 
source module name CONES, computes the real and imaginary 
parts of the integrand of the first integral in (4.3.11). 
GRAND calls on STRAL, p. A34, to provide kp and kn as 
functions of the variable z and the parameters D = ka 
and B. With Cosa = -SinB the necessary input for 
POTAS, p. AlO, is provided, and GRAND calls on POTAS 
for the real and imaginary parts of G(z). G(z) is then 
multiplied by l·~/3 eL°k1_L(k )$ 
;;.. (ez "L 
to give FR and FI, the real and imaginary parts of the 
integrand. The first integral in (4.3.11) is then 
computed by subroutine GREAT, p. A32. GREAT, with 
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input integer JJ = 1, calls on GRAND to provide the 
real and imaginary parts of the integrand as input. 
The integrand of the second integral in (4.3.11) is 
also computed by means of subroutine GRAND, p. A35, 
source module name CONES, by putting input integer 
JJ = 2. With kp = ka and Cosa = -z GRAND calls on POTAS 
(p. AlO) to provide the real and imaginary parts of 
G(z). Multiplication of G(z) by - (__ k._La...Lz_ e. ~~(.,z. 
gives the real and imaginary parts of the integrand as 
output of GRAND with JJ = 2. · The second integral in 
(4.3.11) is also computed by subroutine GREAT by 
setting JJ = 2. 
By consecutively putting JJ = l and 2 the main program, 
MAIN3 (p. A36), calls on GREAT to give the real and 
imaginary parts of the contribution to the far field 
in the backscattered direction of respectively the 
conical and spherical parts of the cone sphere. These 
are then added together and (4.2.16) is used to compute 
2 
cr(sc)/na . 
2 . 
In Fig. (4.2) cr(sc)/na for the hard cone sphere is 
shown as a function of D = ka for B = 12°, 45° and 60°. 
For 0 ~ ka < l the grapn is a straight line very closely 
adhering to the fourth power law. Moreover the values 
of the cross sections.calculated by means of the two 
methods are much closer than in the case of the hard 
flatbacked cone, the greatest difference being the case 
B = 12°. As ka approaches unity cr(sc)/na 2 deviates 
from the Rayleigh law in the desired direction and 
begins to oscillate for ka > l, indicating the low 
frequency end of a resonance region. 
As in the case of flatbacked cones, the Rayleigh law 
discriminates between cones of different B in that the 
c~oss section for fixed ka decreases with increasing B. 
2 This is also evident from the graphs of cr(sc)/na 
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against ka in the Rayleigh region, but to a less 
marked degree than in the case of flatbacked cones. 
Using Rayleigh theory and in particular Siegel's 
results as a criterion it is clear that the method of 
spherical currents gives a better prediction of the 
behaviour of cone spheres than of flatbacked cones. 
From the viewpoint of the method of spherical currents 
the main difference between the flatbacked cone and 
the cone sphere for nose-on incidence is the surf ace 
fields used on the surface in the shadow region. 
As the edge of the f latbacked cone has a negligible 
effect at long wavelengths, this could imply that 
the method used to assign the surf ace field at points 
at which both principal radii of curvature tend to 
infinity is unsatisfactory irrespective of the position 
of the point on the surface. On the other hand it 
may point to the surf ace on the shadow side as being 
the critical one as far as assigning boundary values 
according to the method of spherical currents is 
concerned. 
Finally it should be pointed out that the Rayleigh 
cross sections are the same for both nose-on and base-on 
incidence. This result has been experimentally verified 
for radar cross sections in the low-frequency range. 
For the hard cone sphere for B = 
2 O ~ ka < 1, the graph of a (sc) /rra 
is virtually coincident with the 
12°, 45° and 60°, 
for base-on incidence 
2 graph of a(sc)/na 
for nose-on incidence. Only for ka > l does the 
difference between the two graphs become apparent. 
In the case of hard f latbacked cones however the graphs 
of cr(sc)/na 2 for nose-on and base-on incidence do differ 
2 in the range 0 < ka < 1. In the range 0 < ka < l a (sc) /rra 
for base-on incidence is actually numerically closer 
to the Rayleigh cross section cr/rra 2 , and the best 
2 2 
agreement between the three graphs of cr/rra , a(sc)/rra 
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2 for nose-on incidence and a(sc)/na for base-on 
incidence in the range 0 < ka < l is found for f3 = 12°. 
Now the ratio of the.areas of the flat part of the 
flatbacked cone to the conical part is equal to SinS; 
hence in the case of ~ = 12° the approximation of the 
surf ace field as twice the incident field is used over 
the smallest part of the total surface. 
The good numerical results obtained for the hard cone 
sphere for both nose-on and base-on incidence indicate 
that the position of the point at which the approximation 
is made (i.e. whether the point is in the illuminated 
region or shadow region) is of negligible importance 
in the Rayleigh region. The poorer results for the 
f latbacked cone indicate that the method of approximation 
at points where both principal radii of curvature tend 
to infinity is unsatisfactory, at least in the Rayleigh 
region. 
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CHAPTER V 
THE SCATTERING OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES BY AN IDEALLY 
CONDUCTIVE CONVEX BODY ACCORDING TO THE METHOD OF 
SPHERICAL CURRENTS. 
(5.1) The integral representation of the field at points 
exterior to an ideal conductor. 
The fundamental equations of electromagnetic theory 
are Maxwell's equations. In differential form for 
stationary media they are: 
--- (5.1.1) 
--- ( 5. 1. 2) 
where the symbols have their usual meaning. 
On using the equation of continuity 
0 --- ( 5. 1. 3) 
we get from (5.1.1) and (5.1.2) 
(5.1.4) 
--- (5.1.5) 
With a given current density j . the two vector 
1.,. 
differential equations do not form a soluble system -
they must be amplified by the material equations which 
for homogeneous isotropic media have the form 
(5.1.6) 
(5.1. 7) 
Here E is the dielectric constant and µ the permeability 
of the medium. In the case of a conducting medium we 
have in addition to (5.1.6) and (5.1.7) ji = aEi' 
where a is the conductivity. 
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If a time dependence of exp(-iwt) is assumed and then 
eliminated, ( 5. 1. 1) and ( 5 .1. 2) become: 
£ ~ ~ 1t a 0 ~It = - i w t c: + }(., 
£c.:~k 6a- ER- = i c.u Be.: 
(5.1.8) 
(5.1.9) 
The field vectors in (5.1.8) and (5.1.9) are now 
independent of the time. 
Let S be a closed surf ace interior to which the current 
and charge densities are zero, then the field at points 
x. interior to Smay be represented i.t.o. their values 
i. 
on S by the following equations: 
--- (5 .1.10) 
µ. ·ltL)=-J_ (rt fl . G- LJ . f' 
l, tf-Tr JF lt~1-n'\..t.<-kp0p +-ni Oi,&-tw l:r ec.'.i)t. DR,]d..:f} 
--- ( 5. 1. 11) 
In (5.1.10) and (5.1.11) df. is the vectorial surface 
.J 
element, :. df. = n.df where n. is the unit normal 
i. i. . i. 
pointing away from the interior of S. 
G-
dt!XC:-'l_i:I 
=- ~ 
----
and 
IX~-'Z,i:l 
n. is a point on s. 
i. 
, where 
Equations (5.1.10) and (5.1.11) may be derived by using 
(5.1.8) and (5.1.9) with ji = 0 and a vector analogue 
of Green's Theorem, or see Jones (1964), pp. 43 - 55. 
We now apply (5.1.10) and (5.1.11) to the region 
exterior to S but inteiior to the closed surface I. 
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Let 
Aq ==-£1e.it-E'i-£L.kp2>~G--r EJoi:G-+i<.v G-cc:..c:p .. Bk. 
--- ( 5. 1. 12) ' 
then 
f i <re)= tTr §li.:j Mr -d.Jr 1 )'.).:tl"M.r 
s I 
--- (5.1.13) 
H ~ ( r 1:) ~ ~ ~ Pc:> i 1 a ::f-J- - tir f ~ c: ~ tt.-:f J-
s .J1: --- ( 5 • 1. 14) 
The normal to S points away from the interior of S, 
and the normal to E away from the interior of E. 
If S is the surface of a scattering object and the 
field in (5.1.13) and (5.1.14) is the scattered field, 
then the radiation conditions (Jones (1964), p. 57) 
apply: 
I~ fJ L k) I ft ~i I L K 
It( w £c,p~. e~ 6k + ~ E.i ) -3> o } 
fL(_tzz.iil e~ Ek. -iv~£.· ) ~o 
uniformly w.r.t. direction as R+oo. 
--- (5 .1.15) 
--- (5.1.16) 
Here E is chosen to be a sphere of radius R, R. is 1, 
the position vector of a point on E w.r.t. its centre 
R 
and e . = R . IR. 
1, 1, 
Let R+oo in (5.1.13) and (5.1.14), then the integrals 
over E tend to zero, and these equations become for the 
scattered fields E~s) and H~s): -
1, 1, 
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--- ( 5 • 1 . 1 7) 
--- (5.1.18) 
We now apply (5.1.13) and 5.1.14) to the fiel.d incident 
on the surface S of the scatterer. This field is chosen 
to be a plane electromagnetic disturbance propagated 
in the direction u. with electric vector defined by 
'/, 
E _i_ '- k. u~x.: i =-i:.~e.. 
--- (5.1.19) 
The magnetic vector is then defined by 
--- ( 5. 1. 2 0) 
The vectors E., H. arid u. form an orthogonal triad. 
'/, 1.- 1.-
The plane wave does not satisfy the radiation conditions 
(5.1.15) and (5.1.16), and consequently the integrals 
over E in (5.1.13) and (5.1.14) do not vanish as 
R+oo. 
= 0 for the 
plane incident wave as this wave satisfies Maxwells 
equations in the region interior to S, and G has no 
singularity in this region - x. in (5.1.13) and (5.1.14) 
'I.-
is exterior to s. Hence the volume integrals vanish 
to which these surfaces integrals relate via the vector 
analogue of Green's Theorem. For the plane field 
(5.1.13) and (5.1.14) become: 
Ec.,C:; I ! l<J . C.>r'") = - - A .. d._ .f> 
'- 1+-rr <-; -tir 
l:.. 
--- ( 5. 1. 21) 
H(t') j lil {; ( X(.') ::: - .-L B .. 4. 4 
. t.J..1T <-J } 
L. 
--- (5.1.22) 
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Equations (5.1.21) and (5.1.22) may also be verified 
directly by integrating over the sphere E. 
The total field exte~ior to the obstacle is defined 
£~5) 
l 
J --- (5.1.23) = 
For the total field equations (5.1.13) and (5.1.14) 
become: 
(f-} £i> . ,e rt li:) ..p El. C<d = i ({(:) + ~ J .s; L} c{ T}-
(5.1.24), 
where we have used (5.1.17), (5.1.18) and the fact 
that the radiation conditions apply to the scattered 
field. 
The scattered field outside S can now be defined in 
terms of the boundary values of the total field. 
From ( 5. 1. 2 3) , ( 5. 1. 2 4) and ( 5. 1 . 12) we have with 
df. = n.df: 
J J 
E~)c~ -)- lir£ £~) E<eJ G- . G- (t)J 
c: L -J+-rrf; ~J,,ttJ ifc:~~o"&+~~J ai. -rLw ei:J"'YIJ£R a=? 
--- (5.1.25) 
--- (5.1.26) 
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Let S now be the surface of a perfect conductor, i.e. 
a body for which the total electric field tangential 
to the surface vanishes. 
--- (5.1.27) 
For a perfect conductor it can be shown (Stratton (1941) 
pp. 483 - 484) that: 
--- (5.1.28) 
The surface currents. is defined as follows: 
1, 
S . - L' . L '" I tlt-) (, - L.C.:~11... nJ- !Tit (5.1.29) 
Using (5.1.27), (5.1.28), (5.1.29) and the material 
equations (5.1.6) and (5.1.7) in (5.1.25) and (5.1.26), 
the following expressions for the scattered field of 
an ideal conductor are found: 
E(sJ l- ()ti:) 
(5.1.30) 
--- ( 5. 1. 31) 
By multiplying (5.1.31) vectorially by n. and then 
1, 
taking the limit x. ~ s· wheres· is a point on S, 
1, 1, 1, 
a vector Fredholm equation is obtained which may in 
principle be solved for the surface current Si. This 
solution may then be substituted into (5.1.30) which, 
after sc.alar multiplication by ni and taking the limit 
x. ~ S•i will yield an integral equation in n.E. = cr/£, 1, 1, . 1,1, 
where a is the surface charge density. Substitution 
of the surface fields into (5.1.30) and (5.1.31) will 
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yield the field vectors E. and H. at exterior points. 
'l, 'l, 
To find E. and H. at exterior points it is however 
'l, 'l, 
sufficient to knows. alone. 
'l, 
If S. is known, H. 
'l, 'l, 
is given by (5.1.31). The electric field may then 
be found from (5.1.8) With j. = 0. 
'l, 
(5.2) The surface current according to the method of spherical 
currents. 
S H(t-) We now calculate the surface current t -:::: £. c.J'A. ncf k. 
at the point P on the surface S of the convex ideal 
conductor according to the method of spherical currents. 
As in the scalar case, section {2.4), a representative 
sphere of radius p is constructed passing through P. 
The centre of the sphere is situated on the normal to 
the surface at P and p is the least of the principal 
radii of curvature. A Cartesian coordinate system 
s is chosen with origin at the centre of the represen-
tative sphere such that the incident plane wave has 
the following orientation w.r.t. S: 
( E~i') =- ( j kx~ ; o J 6 ) 
J --- ( 5. 2. 1) 
W.r.t. s the direction of propagation is defined by 
the unit vector u., 
'l, 
( {il,) = (_ o J o) I ) 
--- (5.2.2) 
The direction of propagation is therefore along the 
positive 3-axis. 
Let n . be the Cartesian coordinates of an arbitrary 
'l, 
point on the representative sphere, and in particular 
those of P, w.r.t. s. Spherical polar coordinates 
p, e, ¢ are now introduced by the following equations: 
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'l1=-f~~~t 
- - ~-~,i.. 
£11. ~ - -f tj- . 't' 
--- ( 5. 2. 3) 
vi,,= f ~ e 
Let S. be the surface current on a perfectly conducting 
'/., 
sphere such as described above. Then 
- e J; sf.., = eL. s e -t- ei... s ~ ( 5. 2. 4) 
(~_£..) == (. ~G.~-~ ( ~§~q:>/-~)J--- (5.2.5) 
< eJ = c-Si..:v 4> / ~ q, ) o ) 
89 is the component of the surf ace current in the 
direction of the parametric line ¢ = const, and S-¢ 
is the component of the surf ace current in the 
direction of the parametric line 8 = const. 
According to H5nl, Maue and Westpfahl (1961), p. 559, 
eq. 154.1, these components of the surface current 
on an ideally conducting sphere of radius p illuminated 
by a plane incident wave travelling along the positive 
3-axis are defined by the.equations: 
--- ( 5. 2. 6) 
In (5.2.6) the prime indicates differentiation w.r.t. 
kp and 
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rn.C~e>= - A-P~C~t>) ::=: - 4..~({~9J 
d._o 4-i-.. (5.2.7) 
rr~c~e) :=-~ P~(~e)= -~e ~~(4§) 
Let s be a Cartesian system of arbitrary orientation 
with origin in the region interior to the obstacle, 
and let points on the surface of the obstacle, in 
particular P, have coordinates n. w.r.t. S. Spherical 
1.-
polar coordinates are introduced in S by means of the 
equations 
1,. '1~e~4> 
V\.J_ = t ~·e ~ cp 
iib= '1,Ca9 --- (5.2.8) 
On the surface of the scatterer n = n(8,¢). A point 
Q with coordinates x. w.r.t. S has coordinates x. 1.- 1.-
w. r. t. S and these sets of coordinates are related by 
means of the orthogonal transformation 
,,.._a .. x_ +b· /\.. (, - Ld ~ . <- --- ( 5. 2. 9) 
In (5.2.9) a .. is the cosine of the angle less than 
1.-J 
TI between the positiye i-axis of S and the positive 
j-axis of s. The nine matrix elements are not 
independent - they satisfy the orthogonality relations 
--- (5.2.10) 
In (5.2.9) b. is the position vector of the origin of 
1.-
the representative sphere w.r.t. S. 
The surface current at P on the scatterer is now defined 
by (5.2.6) and (5.2.4) as a vector function of p, e and 
¢. We wish to find the coordinates s. of the surface 1.-
current, expressed as functions of 8 and ¢. 
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From (5.2.9) it follows thats. ands. are connected 
-z, -z, 
by the transformations 
--- ( 5 . 2 . 11 ) 
Hence, from (5.2.4) 
(5.2.12) t 
where the unit vectors e~ and e~ are defined by 
-z, -z, 
(5.2.5). In (5.2.12) p, 8 and¢ must now be expressed 
as functions of e and ¢. The least principal radius 
of curvature is found as a function of e and ¢ as described 
in section (2.4), and is defined by (2.4.21). The 
angles e and ¢ may be found as functions of e and ¢ 
from (5.2.3), (5.2.8) and (5.2.9), but it is simpler 
to proceed as follows. From (5.2.12), (5.2.5) and 
(5.2.6) it follows thats. depends one and¢ through 
-z, 
the functions Cose, Sine, Cos¢ and Sin¢. 
w.r.t. S the outward unit normal has coordinates n. 
-z, 
defined by: 
n, = ~- e Gr.,~ 
viJ-=~~ ~~ 
~\ =- ~ii 
--- (5.2.13) 
W.r.t. S the unit normal has coordinates n. defined 
-z, 
by ( 2 . 4 . 14 ) , i. e . 
N;,/N (5.2.14) t 
where N.. = £ .. L e_ 'l,j_ d 'lk (.. "'JI(., ~e- -Pep --- (2.4.13) 
and N ==- It{~\. 
From (5.2.9) it follows that the coordinates of the 
unit normal in the· two systems are related by the 
transformation equations n. =a .. n., br, making use 1, 1,J J 
of the orthogonality relations (5.2.10), 
--- ( 5 . 2 . 15) 
From (5.2.13), (5.2.14) and (5.2.15) we find: 
~~ = Vi.?.-== a..ui N;,/N 
~ s. = (r-en:i.f} )'h == C rv).. - ca~3 f'f"· )J..) 1; IV 
~~ == ~ == 4 ~,r(· = a~·, If~ 
~o ~§.N (IV).- (4.,,;. t(f) ~~ 
~cf==- ~ = a0;)_rl(,· =- t( (.~ rr~· 
~e ~eN (l'{~-(~il'ft.)J..)'/<L 
(5.2.16) 
- -In s 8 ands~ (5.2.6), we substitute for Cose, Coscj> and 
Sin~ according to (5.2.1~), and from (5.2.5) and 
(5.2.16) we get: 
--- (5.2.17) 
It now remains to relate the coefficients a .. to the 1,J 
directions of propagation and polarization of the 
incident wave. 
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Let the direction of propagation w.r.t. s be defined by 
the unit vector 
--- (5.2.18). 
If the 3-axis is rotated through y 3 about an axis 
perpendicular to the plane spanned by the vectors 
(el) = (0,0,1) and (ui) = (Cosy 1 , Cosy 2 , Cosy 3 ), then 
the 3-axis has the same direction and orientation as 
the 3-axis. The unit vector in the direction of the 
axis of rotation is 
e,:, = ~l'.itJ! llR, I 1 £c,'ol JJ uR. \ --- c 5. 2. 19) 
Now (£.'-~le. Jd Uk,) == (-~ Q.a.) &..,_!fr J 0) , 
. • I f "f- ea-(,\"'- l = ~·os , and 
--- (5.2.20) 
The rotation tensor D .. (e., y 3 ) mapping e~ onto u. 1,.J 1,. 1,. 1,. 
is given by the equation (see Duschek and Hochrainer 
1960, pp. 87 - 89) 
--- (5.2.21) 
3 
u. and e. are related through 
1,. 1,. 
--- (5.2.22) 
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From (5.2.20) and (5.2.21) we have: 
[J)L jJ ~ &,0~ + Cd'QJ-1+~03 
--- { 5 • 2 • 2 3) 
This rotation tensor may be used as an orthogonal 
transformation matrix to define a new Cartesian system 
S' related to S by the orthogonal transformations 
--- { 5. 2 • 2 4) ' 
where x~ are the coordinates of a point w.r.t. S'. 
"/, 
Should S' share the origin with S, then (5.2.24) has 
the form 
The 3-axes of S' and Shave the same direction and 
orientation. Assume that the angle less than TI 
between the positive directions of their !-axes is a, 
then the incident electric vector includes the angle 
a with the !-axis of S'. The axes of S' and Scan 
be made to coincide by a rotation th~ough a about 
the 3-axis of S'. Let this be achieved by the rota-
3' tion tensor a .. (e. ,a) where 1.-J "/, 
--- (5.2.25) 
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1 I 
The tensor d .. maps (e.) = (1,0,0) onto 
1.,J . 1., 
(t~) = (Cosa, Sina, 0). Here t~ is the unit vector 
1., 1., 
defining the direction of polarization of the incident 
electric vector - w.r.t. sit is cf.) = (1,0,0) and 
1., 
w.r.t. S it has coordinates ti [see (5.1.19)]. 
--- (5.2.26) 
:t' 
-I 
1' 
Hence, from (5.2.25) or by inspection from the figure: 
[dt:j] = ~ ct -~OZ. 0 
~oL ~ ol_ 6 
--- (5.2.27) 
0 0 
The equations connecting the coordinates of a point in 
S' and S are now given by 
--- ( 5. 2. 2 8) ' 
where it has been assumed that S' and S share a common 
origin. 
From (5.2.24) and (5.2.29) it follows that 
(5.2.29) 
Comparison of (5.2.29) with (5.2.9) yields 
--- (5.2.30) 
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The equations (5.2.30} define the a .. 's in (5.2.12}, 1-J 
(5.2.16} and (5.2.i7} as functions of the Yi and a. 
Explicitly we have, using (5.2.30}, (5.2.27} and 
(5.2.23}: 
a 11 = en o( ( esc, ~ + ~r~ ) - ~-«- ~r. ~r; 
1 + Cr.>r~ 1 + C.r.> a-j 
Cl1;t = - ~ ol. (C§a03 +-C,:oJ. )+ ~PlQ,01 Cnp 
. 1+Cno1 · 1+ ~os 
a_,~= Gra (), 
~, = -~ol~f,~~ + ~olc~r~+ &:r,) 
i-r- CA-~ i+~o-~ 
Cl;i) == - ~t><..~rr1~[~ + ~ol c~r?> + ~OJ J 
1-t- Cn ol 1+~~ 
ClJ-b = ~ Q.i. 
--- ( 5. 2 • 31} 
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The surface current (5.2.12), expressed as a function 
of e, ¢, y. and a is defined as the surface current of 
1.-
the perfectly conducting scatterer and denoted by s~sc). 
1.-
The unit vector t. in (5.1.19) defining the polarization 
1.-
of the electric vector may now be expressed in terms 
of they. and a. From (5.2.9) 
1.-
where (110;0) 
and the a .. 's are given by (5.2.31) 
1.-J 
--- (5.2.32) 
t / = a..,, l -C.,i =- a_.,1, and t 3 = Q..31 
or --- ( 5. 2 • 3 3) • 
The results obtained above are now specialized for an 
axi-symmetric perfect conductor for axial incidence. 
The system of axes are chosen such that n in (5.2.8) 
is a function solely of e [see section (2.4)]. 
Furthermore, the 3-axis is taken with positive direction 
in the direction of propagation of the incident wave 
and the incident electric vector is polarized in the 
direction of the 1-axis. 
Hence y 1 = y 2 = ~ , y 3 = 0 and a = 0 , and { 5 . 2 . 31) becomes 
--- (5.2.34) 
Equations {5.2.17) and {5.2.16) now become: 
(5.2.35) 
I (- N:i. 
( ~ ). '!,;.. ) N -N~) 
rv, } 0 ) 
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--- (5.2.36) 
N. and N = IN.I are defined respectively by (2.5.9) 
'i 'i 
and ( 2 • 5 • 1 0 ) : 
Using these expressions for Ni and N in (5.2.35} and 
(5.2.36) we find: 
and 
&.,9 = d..(t ~{))/de 
( 't,l + 1to1. ) 1/ ~ 
~cp ~ ~4> 
--- (5.2.37)' 
) ~{)- == - tl(t~e)/d~ 
c "l .2-+ ~ .1 ) v~ 
) ~ ~ = ~cp 
(5.2.38) 
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From (5.2.12) and (5.2.33) the surface current S~sc) 
1, 
is now defined by 
--- (5.2.39), 
- -
where e~ and e~ are given by (5.2.37), S§ and Si 
by (5.2.6) and the trigonometric functions by (5.2.3~). 
(5.3) The far field in the backscattered direction for an 
axially symmetric perfect conductor. 
Denote the magnetic field vector of the scattered field 
according to the method of spherical currents by Hi' 
then it follows from (5.1.31) that 
(5.3.1), 
where (xi) = (rCos¢, rSin8 Sin¢, rCos8) is a point 
exterior to S and 
is a point on S. 
The surface current S~sc) is defined by (5.2.39) as a 
1, 
function of 8' and¢', 
G= 
, and from (2.5.10) 
for the axi-symmetric obstacle we have 
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Hence (5.3.1) becomes: 
--- (5.3.2) 
For r>>n 
(5.3.3) 
In the backscattered direction (8 = 'If) I 
--- ( 5. 3. 4) 
Denote the magnetic far field in the backscattered 
direction vector byJ-tL 1 then it follows from (5.3.2), 
( 5 . 3 . 4 ) , ( 5 . 2 . 3 9 ) , ( 5 . 2 . 6 ) and ( 5 • 2 . 3 7 ) that 
j-1 ~ 0 
I 
--- ( 5 o 3 • 5) I 
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where 
and 
Cn ~ =- d..C ii, ~d JI dG-1 .. 
(_ t)-+ (1;;,)a) Voi. 
--- ( 5. 3. 6) 
--- ( 5. 3. 7) 
From (5.3.2) and (5.3.3) it follows that 
--- (5.3.8) 
-r 
where 
In spherical polar coordinates r, e, ¢ 
where the unit vectors are defined in (2.5.12). Hence 
it follows from (5.3.8) that 
--- (5.3.9) 
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From the Maxwell equation (5.1.8) with j. = 0 we have 
1, 
that 
E· = L 
hence, using (5.3.9) 
E~ ~ -c_v~ ~ ij k e6 H-Pv 
. . 
E, 
--- (5.3.10) 
(5.3.11) 
where£. is the far field electric vector in the LJ 
backsc~ttered direction. 
The radar cross section is also defined by (2.2.22): 
:. (f ::- li~ 
r_:;:, oO 
}/-TT r.,l I wcs; I 
I ltv' {l) l 
but here the power flux densities for the harmonic 
electromagnetic field are given by the time average 
of the Poynting vector ~R ( e: • • kE .H*k) , where R means 
1.-J J 
take the real part and the asterisk denotes the complex 
conjugate. Denote the radar cross section according 
to the method of spherical currents by a(sc), then 
--- (5.3.12) 
Here E.~ and:Jt.:. are defined by (5.3.5) and (5.3.11), 
and E~i) and H~i) are the incident electric and 
1, 1, 
magnetic field vectors. 
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From (5.2.1) in the backscattered direction, with 
directions of propagation and polarization as chosen 
above, · · 
(E O.J) = ( -i..k.r . e , o . ~ , ) 0) 
(5.3.13) 
By using these expressions for the scattered and 
incident fields in (5.3.12) we get 
.. ~ 
\J(SC-) = 4--rr I SClT)I 
R.. 2. 
where 
and U(8') is given by (5.3.6). 
(5.3.14) 
--- ( s. 3. 15) 
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parameters characterizing the surface of the obstacle. 
i 
In the electromagnetic case it is also possible to 
complete the integration w.r.t. one of the variables 
for axial incidence on bodies of revolution, and it is 
shown that in such case5 the far field in the backscattered 
direction has the same polarization as the incident field. 
It is a disadvantage of the method that it was not always 
possible to complete analytically the integration referred 
to above. This makes the physical interpretation of 
the results more difficult as the contribution of various 
scattering centres such as specular points, shadow 
boundaries, edges and vertices are not separately dis-
played. 
An advantage of the method is that it is not highly 
body specific. Apart from the outward unit normal, the 
least principal radius of curvature and the distance 
from the origin to the surface, which have to be found 
as functions of the surface parameters, the formulae 
for the fields referred to above are the same for all 
convex bodies. 
Another advantage of the method is that the integrands 
of the integrals in terms of which the exterior fields 
are expressed, always involve Legendre polynomials, 
spherical Bessel functions and the derivatives of 
spherical Bessel functions. This is a natural conse-
quence of the method, being based on the solution for 
the sphere. This leads to a standardization of 
computational techniques and subroutines. In addition 
methods of computation for these functions exist over 
a wide range of argument which in turn makes it possible 
to calculate the surf ace and scattered fields over a 
wide range of ka. At large values of ka (ka > 10) the 
integrands of the scattered field integrals oscillate 
very rapidly and consequently the integration becomes 
very time consuming. This may possibly be avoided if 
numerical techniques specifically designed to cope with 
rapidly oscillating integrands are employed. 
(6.2) Numerical results of surface- and backscattered fields 
from spheroids and cones. 
The numerical results obtained for the surface fields 
on hard spheroids according to the method of spherical 
currents compare well with those of exact theory. For 
the 2: 1 hard spheroid at c = 5 (ka = 5, 77) there is 
a close agreement in the surface field amplitudes on the 
illuminated side calcul~ted by the exact method and the 
method of spherical currents. The largest differences 
are found in middle portion of the shadow region. With 
increasing eccentricity the surface field activity 
according to the method of spherical currents drops 
more rapidly than in the case of exact theory, but on 
the whole the surf ace fields compare reasonably well for 
the thinner bodies. 
It should be borne in mind that the good correllation 
between the method of spherical currents and exact theory 
in the prediction of surf ace fields at c = 5 could be 
fortuitous. In section (3.5) it is pointed out that at 
c = 5 the normalized backscattering cross sections 
according to the method of spherical currents are 
relatively close to the values of exact theory. At 
other values of c the surface fields according to the 
two methods could differ far more than at c = 5. 
From the graphs of the surface field amplitudes it is 
apparent that the main difference in a qualitative sense 
between the surface fields according to·e~act theory and 
the method of spherical currents is that in the latter 
case there is a- relatively greater activity on the 
shadow side. This observation is best seen in the case 
of the 2:1 spheroid. 
The results obtained for the scattering patterns of hard 
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spheroids in section (3.4) tend to reinforce the con-
clusion drawn above. The best correspondence between 
the scattering patterns according to exact theory and 
those calculated by means of the method of spherical 
currents are obtained on the illuminated side of the 
scatterer for the lowest frequency. In addition it 
is found that on the whole, for all frequencies, there 
is stronger scattering in the forward directions 
according to the method of spherical currents than 
according to exact theory. 
The frequency response of soft and hard spheroids 
according to the method of spherical currents are shown 
and compared with the results of exact theory in section 
(3.5). Although the numerical discrepancy between the 
normalized backscattering coefficients calculated 
according to the two methods is large over the full 
range 0 S ka S 10 for soft spheroids, the method of 
spherical currents discriminates between soft spheroids 
of differing eccentricity in qualitatively the same way 
as exact theory. For a given eccentricity the 
normalized cross sections have a maximum at ka = 0 which 
decreases rapidly with increasing ka, and the separation 
of their maxima became more constant as ka increases. 
With increasing eccentricity the oscillations become 
more pronounced. 
As far as hard spheroids are concerned, both normalized 
backscattering coefficientscr(sc)/cr0 and cr/cr 0 tend to 
zero as ka-+ 0, and their numerical difference in the 
range 0,:: ka,:: 1 is relatively small - this difference 
also decreases with decreasing eccentricity and ka. In 
contrast with soft spheroids, the method of spherical 
currents gives a relatively good account of the back-
scattering behaviour of hard sphe~oids in the Rayleigh 
region. 
For 1,:: ka,:: 10 the numerical discrepancy between a (sc)/cr 0 
and cr/cr 0 is large, and incr~~ses with increasing 
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eccentricity. However, as described in section (3.5), 
the method of spherical currents gives qualitatively 
the same description of the frequency response as 
exact theory for a given hard spheroid, and also discrimi-
nates between hard spheroids of differing eccentricity 
in qualitatively the same way. 
It should be noted however that, especially in the case 
of the thinner bodies, the separation distance in ka 
between successive maxima for cr(sc)/cr0 is very nearly 
double that of cr/cr 0 . This fact is also discernible 
in the acoustically soft case. Extensive checks were 
made so as to exclude the possibility of residual 
manipulative or computational errors. The surf ace fields 
of hard spheres were compared with known results, and 
the backscattering cross sections for soft and hard 
spheroids were computed with b = a. These results com-
pared excellently with those obtained using the exact 
expressions for the backscattering cross sections of 
spheres. Furthermore, by considering spheroids close 
to the spherical shape, the results for such spheroids 
merge continuously with those obtained for spheres. 
A possible explanation for the abovementioned discrepancy 
is that for a given ka, where a is the semi-major axis 
of the spheroid, ka > kp, where p is the least of the 
principal radii of curvature of the spheroid. at an 
arbitrary point. Now p is the radius of the 
representative sphere of which the surface field is 
used to represent the surface field of the spheroid, and 
consequently relative to ka a lower frequency behaviour 
of spheres is used to describe the surf ace field on the 
given body by means of the method of spherical currents. 
The higher average values of cr(sc)/cr 0 than those of cr/cr0 
could be attributed to the relatively more intense 
surface activity on the shadow side predicted by the 
method of spherical currents. This could be caused by 
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the fact that the point on the representative sphere 
at which the surface field is taken to represent that 
of the given body is close,r to the shadow boundary of 
the representative sphere than the shadow boundary 
of the given body as measured along their respective 
surfaces. If creeping wave theory is used to explain 
the surface excitation on the shadow side, this implies 
that the surf ace field on the shadow side according to 
the method of spherical currents is relatively less 
attenuated than is the actual case. 
In section (3.6) the frequency response of hard prolate 
spheroids for axial incidence at high frequencies is 
discussed. Here the graphs of a(sc)/a0 plotted as 
functions of ka ( 10 ~ ka ~ 80) show in a correct way the 
dampening of the oscillations as ka increases for the 
2:1 body. The end of a resonance region is displayed, 
but an incorrect high frequency limit is indicated -
more than double that of the correct value of l for the 
normalized backscattering cross section. As the 
eccentricity increases, the method of spherical currents 
correctly shows that the oscillations retain their 
regularity over an increasing frequency range. 
At high frequencies the method of sphe·rical currents 
using a(sc)/a0 , discriminates between spheroids of 
different eccentricity which physical optics, using 
a(PO}/a0 , fails to do. The method of spherical currents 
also provides a better description of the backscattering 
behaviour of hard spheroids, in particular for the thinner 
bodies, than the geometric theory of diffraction. 
In sections (4.2) and (4.3) the frequency response of 
resp. flatbacked cones and cone spheres according to the 
method of spherical currents in the Rayleigh region is 
compared with Siegel's low frequency method. 
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In both cases the method of spherical currents discriminates. 
between cones of different semi-vertex angles in a 
manner similar to that of Siegel's method, and the 
curves of cr(sc)/na 2 deviate from the Rayleigh results 
at about ka = 1 in the correct way, indicating the low 
frequency end of a resonance region. 
The results obtained for the cone sphere are considerably 
better than those obtained for the flatbacked cone. For 
the cone sphere the method of spherical currents displays 
the fourth power law and for 0 < ka < 1 there is very little 
difference between nose-on and base-on incidence -
these results agree with those predicted by the Rayleigh 
cross sections according to Siegel's method. For the 
flatbacked cone cr(sc)/na 2 varies proportionally to about 
( 1 /A) 3 for 0 < ka < 1, and there is reasonable agreement 
. 
between base-on and nose-on backscattering only at 
very long wavelengths. 
From the low frequency results for finite cones we 
conclude that the method of approximation of the surface 
field on flat surfaces is unsatisfactory, _and that the 
better results for cone spheres is due to the spherical 
termination of the body. 
Combining the resu+ts obtained for spheroids and finite 
cones, one concludes that the best results according to 
the method of spherical currents will be obtained for 
those bodies over which the ratio of the principal 
radii of curvature remain fairly close to one. This 
conclusion is nearly self-evident, considering the nature 
of the method of approximation. It is also likely 
that the method of spherical currents gives a better 
description of the scattered field in the low frequency 
range. 
Numerical results are however obtainable over a wide 
range 6f frequencies, and even for relatively elongated 
bodies a qualitative insight into the behaviour of 
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scattered fields is obtainable by means of the method 
of spherical currents. 
(6.3) Conjectures on possible improvements of the method. 
In the light of the results given and the conclusions 
drawn in the previous section, a few ways suggest 
themselves by means of which the method of spherical 
currents may be improved. 
In spite of the fact that the choice of least principal 
radius of curvature for the representative sphere leads 
to a good approximation of the surface fields on hard 
spheroids for c = 5, the frequency response may improve 
if a larger quantity (such as the Guassian curvature) 
is used as radius for the representative sphere. This 
would incorporate more of the higher frequency behaviour 
of spheres into the surface field of the body, and 
could possibly lead to a relatively less excited shadow 
region as creeping waves would suffer more attenuation 
on larger spheres. 
At those points on the obstacle at which one of the 
principal radii of curvature becomes infinite, the 
surface field on an infinite circular cylinder might be 
used in a way analogous to that used for spheres in the 
method of spherical currents. The theoretical results 
of Wait (1955) for tne scattered fields of infinite 
cylinders for oblique incidence can be used as a basis 
for this method. 
Another method, which could be considered a generalization 
of the method of spherical currents, would be to use 
spheroids to approximate the surface field of a convex 
body at all points at which both principal radii of 
curvature are different but finite. Such a method is 
however more complex, and would also be computationally 
more laborious than the method of spherical currents, 
owing to the presence of spheroidal wave functions. 
---------------- ------------
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A much better insight into the method of spherical 
currents can be obtained if its results could be 
compared with other theoretical and also experimental 
results of a wider choice of bodies and fequency ranges. 
In this study for instance no conclusions regarding . 
the effect of an edge could be drawn by using the method 
of spherical currents, as results for the flatbacked 
cone were interpreted only in the Rayleigh region. 
A much more comprehensive test of this approximation 
method can be carried out by using equations (5.3.14) 
and (5.3.15) to calculate the radar cross sections 
in the backscattered direction for axial incidence 
for a variety of shapes for perfect conductors. 
Theoretical and experimental results are available for 
perfectly conducting spheroids, flatbacked cones, cone 
spheres, ogives, double-backed cones and double-rounded 
cones over a wide frequency range. 
Recent exact theoretical results on the electromagnetic 
scattering of spheroids are those of Sinha and MacPhie 
(1975) and Asano and Yamamoto (1975). Many results 
concerning scattering from prolate spheroids are 
contained in the report of Sleator (1964), and Moffatt 
and Kennaugh (1965) have applied the method of impulse 
analysis to obtain the frequency response in the 
backscattered direction of a perfectly conducting prolate 
spheroid. 
For the cone sphere shape results on the backscattering 
radar cross section have been published by Senior (1965a), 
and Moffatt and Kennaugh (1962), have applied impulse 
analysis to the cone sphere. 
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The report by Kleinman and Senior (1963) is a comprehensive 
survey of results, both theoretical and experimental, on 
the scattering behaviour of a variety of cone shapes. 
Bechtel (1965) evaluated the ability of the geometrical 
theory of diffraction to predict the radar cross section 
of a perfectly conducting f latbacked cone by comparing 
computed results with measured values, and Hong and 
Borison (1968) published experimental measurements of 
short-pulse scattering by a slightly blunted flat-
backed cone. 
Experimental measurements of the nose-on backscattering 
radar cross sections of ogives, double-backed cones, 
double-rounded cones and cone spheres were made by 
Blore (1964), and compared with Rayleigh theory, impulse 
analysis and Adachi's extension of physical optics. 
The reviews of Crispin and Maffett on radar cross 
section estimation also contain many results with which 
the method of spherical currents may be usefully compared. 
A better evaluation of the limits of applicability of 
the method of spherical currents is possible by comparing 
its predictions on radar cross sections with the results 
mentioned above. 
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DODOJb 
JOOO'.l7 
JCOOJ8 
OOJOJ9 
000010 
DIFF..SPHo\S 
RLla7J J6/21f~J9:49:28-(J,) 
·000011 
ooooi2 
000013 
000014-
000015 
aoao 16 
300017 
000018 
000019 _-
000020 
000021 
0_000 2 2, 
000023 
0000211 
000025 
0000?6' 
00:1027 
000028 
000029 
000030. 
'000031 
000032 
D00033; 
JOJ034 
JCJ03S 
'.lQJ036 
JC0037 
000038 
'JC0039 
OOJ040 
000041 
0000112 
'100043 
0000114 
JCJ045 
0000"16 
000047 
OOJ048 
000049 
ENO ELT. 
~HOG SPSl 
OOJ SU3RJUTINE POTAS(X,Y,CR,Ql) 
JOJ DI~ENSION FC20Jl,Gt2J0),0PSlt200l,lZ~TAC2QJ) 
JOJ IFtX.GT.J.Jll 30 TO lfO 
JO] QR:1+c.s~.ssSSS6•P~E313~Yl>•X•X+(~l25-.2S•PLEG(2,YI 
JOJ $-,J3J8&4•PLE513,YJ+.J17113•PLE6CS,Yll*X**4 
JOJ 01:1.S•PLE5i2.r1•x-t.33l333~.ll6;67•~LEGt4,Yl)•X••3 
JOJ RETURN 
JO J 
JO l 
JOJ 
JOJ 
JOl 
rlOJ 
!JO) 
00) 
JOJ 
JO l 
JOJ 
00) 
00) 
:103 
)0) 
OOl 
OO_J 
OO_l 
00 J 
jo J 
JOJ . 
oa-J-
oo J 
00) 
JO l 
')0 J 
JO J 
DO J 
!JOJ 
00) 
)0) 
JOl 
JOl 
00 J 
JOJ 
JO l 
'.JO.l 
JO J 
lJO l 
JO J 
JO J 
JOJ 
4J NN:INT~t9•X+l2J)/7) 
CALL BESJtx •• 5,N'll,F> 
CALL BESJtX~.5,-'llN,Gl 
CALL 03ES (Q,.N'll,X,FiS,OPSI,OZETAr 
SR:O,; 
s1=0. 
DO_ 43 N=l,NN _ 
A:t2•N-ll*PLEG(N,YJ 
iJ:QPSI tN) 
v:ozETAOU 
R:l/ tu•U•V*V) 
wu:u•R 
ilV:v•R : . -
l(:/tQO(N,i+>+l 
30 lo t411,lf5,'l!aol+7>,I( 
41f F"R=wu 
Fl:""'WV 
·SO TO lf8 
4 s FR:w1r · 
FI:WU 
GO _TO 48 
4 & rn:-wu -
n:wv 
GO TO 48 -
47-FR:-· .. v 
- r1: ... wu 
4·.3- UH= A•FR 
TI 1::A*F'I 
SR:SR+TRl 
s1=s1+ri1 
Ifl~~EQ.11 GD TO sa -
E~=IABS(TR11+A3SCT~2>11A3S(SR) 
. EI:iABStTlll+A3SCTI211/AaStSI> 
IFlER.LE.1.E-5.ANO.EI.LE.l.E-51 GOT'.> !12 
SJ TR2:TR.l -
n2=n1 
4_3 CONTINUE 
42 B=l/lXOl 
·;rn:B•SR 
;n:B•SI -
RE TU RN 
mo 
J )> 
..... 
0 
SPUT 
OIELT.L DIFF.SP:JT 
ELTOT7 RLIB7J J6/2l-J9:119:32-(J,l 
OOJO'.ll JO] SUBROUTINE P:JT 1x.v.JR,Qil 
OOJOOZ 
0000]3 
0000]4 
'.JOJO'.l5 
JO'.l006 
OOJOJ7 
OOJOJ6 
!JCJOJ9 
000010 
000011 
'.JOJO 12 
OOJ013 
0000111 
000015 
OOQ016 
000017 
OG0018 
000019 
000020 
000021 
000022 
000023 
'.l0002q 
:10002s 
000026 
OO:J027 
000026 
000029 
JQ'.J030 
:!G JO 31 
000032 
CIO'.l033 
OOJO 34 
OGJ035 
JG JO 36 
J:: J(J 3 7 
JC. JO 39 
JO'.JO'~Q 
G:JOD'I 1 
'.l000'12 
iilHOG $;(AO 
JO J 
JD J 
JO J 
JO J 
JO J 
'.JQJ 
JO) 
JOJ 
DO J 
'.JO J 
JDJ 
JO J 
JO J 
JO J 
JOJ 
JOJ 
JO J 
JO J 
JOJ 
JO J 
JOJ 
JOJ 
JO J 
'.JO J 
JOJ 
JO J 
JDJ 
JOJ 
JO J 
'JO J 
JO J 
JO J 
'.iOJ 
JO J 
JO J 
JJ] 
JC J 
JO J 
JOJ 
JO J 
JO J 
SR=O. 
SI =o. 
00 43 N=l,20'.l 
A=l2•N-l l*PL:OGCN,Y l 
Ll=PSI<N.Xl 
V=ZETAIN,Xl 
wu=o. 
riV=l/V 
llU=Cll/:.11**2 
CA LL 0 \IE RF L P11 
IFCM.E~.ll GO TO 9'.l 
llU=ll<J+VU•Ul 
illl=l I I 11+\//VUJ 
9CI K='100CN,lll+l 
GO TO (4'1,~5,4~.~7J,K 
"" FR:wu 
FI=-wv 
50 TJ 148 
45 FR=wll 
FI=llU 
SO TO !!8 
45 FR=-wu 
FI=wv 
SO TO 48 
4 7 FR =-ii.~ 
FI=-wu 
ll'3 TRl=l•Ff.I 
TI l=l*Fl 
SR=SR+TRl 
SI:SI+Til 
IFtN.EO.ll GO TO 50 
~R=<lBS<TRll+A~SCTR2Jl/ABSISRl 
~I:tlBSITill+A3SCTI2ll/A3SCSil 
IFIER.LE.t.(-5.A~O.EI.LE.1.E-Sl 30 TJ ~2 
SJ TR2=TR1 
TI2=Tll 
43 ::O'HIN'.JE 
42 ~R=svx 
:H:SI/X 
RETURN 
END 
DUE 0621176 ?A SE 
)> 
...... 
N 
BLK REC C:JNTR:>L 
001398 12 3 
001398 181 
001398 22] 
001399 J:J 5 
]01399 JZ-. 
J01399 JSl 
001399 Je li 
'J01399 l!JS 
001399 133 
001399 152 
001399 171 
001399 19!> 
OIJll.!JO JDS 
JO 111 JO J3B 
JO 14'.JO Jb 7 
001'1::10 092 
'.JO 1'100 117 
001'100 139 
001400 16 2 
00 lli O:J 185 
301401 JDS 
0014:Jl 04 9 
001401 ]93 
0014'.ll 1117 
JC 14 J l 171 
JD14Jl 192 
0014-:Jl 217 
0014)2 JDS 
OG14J2 ')2 lj 
00 l4J2 J'I It 
:0"1"'011D OPERAND RE::o~o 
SJBROJTPE SPSIX.Y.PR.PIJ 
s ;:(:;]. 
s r= a. 
DJ lj 3 ;~=l,2)0 
A:IZ*~-ll•PLE3!~,Yl 
U::PSI IN.XI 
V ::.z E ·T 4 ( N • X l 
FR:: J • 
FI= :J. 
Vu=CVIU>*n 
CALL OVERFLCM > 
IFC'1.~0.ll ;o Tj 90 
FR= (V/Ul/Ci+VLJ> 
FI=ll<l+VJ> 
90 T!U=A•FR. 
Til::A*fI 
SR=SR+TRl 
SI=SI+Til 
IFCN.EC.ll 30 T:> SO 
ER=CABSCTRll+•BS<TR21l/4BS<SRl 
EI=(A8S(TI1 >+•BSITI2> I/ASSISI I 
IF<ER.LE.l.E-S.ANO.EI.LE.l.E-51 
so TR2 :TRl 
TI2::TI1 
!t3 CONTINUE 
li2 PR=~R 
PI: SI 
RC: T:.JRN 
ENO 
HP£ 
SOR 
G'.> TO 42 
?A GE # OJ39 
OAT[ TIME 
5::>5 J4/H/76 
010\;)0Jl 0 
0 JO JO J2 0 
0)0JOJ30 
OJOJOJ40 
OJO'.ln15J 
OJOJOJ60 
010JOJ70 
OJOiJOQ80 
.OJOil0090 
OJOJOlOO 
0)0':1011[} 
OJOJ0120 
OJOJ013Q 
OJClJOlllO 
O:JO:J0150 
OJO'J0160 
OJ000170 
OJOJOlBO 
0)0J0190 
OJOJ0200 
01000210 
0 JO 0022 0 
OJOJ0230 
0)000240 
0]000250 
OJO J026 0 
0)000270 
00000280 
OJOJ0290 
1s.1s 
)> 
...... 
w 
BLK REC CONTROL CO~MAND OPERA~D RECORD 
:JOJ3?'1 133 
'JOJ324 191 s BROJTil\I:: RA3!:.qA,E,I.RHO.ETA.CANl 
000325 JDS R CRO:l/SJRTll-aA•BAl 
JD0325 J'I J z RECRO•EISJRT!RECRO•RECRD~l+::•::l 
JOJ325 J8 7 ENU:l+IRA••~-ll*Z•Z 
JGD32S 12 J DEN=l+(3A•BA-ll*Z*Z 
000325 153 BRAK=ENJ/ '.>EN 
OOJ325 179 G:l TO 132,33,31">,I 
[]00325 211 31 RHO=C•RECRO/B1*SORT(SRAK**3l 
D00326 005 G:l TO 36 
'.JOQ326 'J2 7 32 RHO=C•RECRO•BA*SORT(BRAKl 
DC0326 369 GO TO 3& 
000326 )91 33 RHO=C•RECRO•BRAK 
000326 124 36 ETA=C•BA•RECRD/SORTIOENl 
000326 165 CAN=ll/SCRTIENUll•l-8A*3A*Z> 
000326 207 RETURN 
JOJ326 22 7 ENO 
TtPf 
SOR RAG 
PA GE" # Ol?.5 
DATE TIME 
12/B/75 
010J01J [) 
OJOJOJ20 
OJOJOJ30 
OJO'.lOJ40 
OJOJOJSO 
0'.10'.lOQ&O 
OJO'.JOJ7J 
OJOJOJ80 
OJO'JOJ90 
OJO!JOlOQ 
OJOOOllO 
O'JOJ0120 
rJJOJ013il 
OJOJ014J 
OJ000150 
OJ0'.10160 
12.'lf> 
)> 
SRAO 
i»ELT.L 
El TOT7 
0000)1 
000002 
000033 
000004 
ooooas 
000006 
000007 
JOJOJ8 
OOOOiJ9 
DIFFoSRAD 
RLIB7J Jb/24-J9:49:34-(J,) 
JOJ SUBROUTINE RAD (Q,BA,Z,RHO,ETA,CAN> 
OOJ EN~ : lo + (BA**~ - 1.>*Z**2 
OOJ OEN : lo + (BA••2 - l.J•Z••2 
JOJ BRAK : ENU/OEN 
JOJ RHO : D*BA•SORT(3RAK) 
OOJ ETA : O•BA/SQRT<OEN> 
JOJ CAN : Cl./SQRT<EftfU))*C-BA••2•Z> 
JOJ RETURN 
00 J E:NO 
END ELT~ 
iMHDG SSCAPA 
OA TE 0624 76 35 
):> 
-(J'1 
SMASH DATE 0621176 PA 'iE . 31 
aELf.L DlFF.SM"SH 
ELTOT7 RLIB70 J6/24-l9:49:Z7-CJ.> 
~OODJl. JOJ SUBROtiTINE HASHCD.BAoZoTHE.HR.Hil 
000002 · JCJ :ALL RADCO.RAtZo~Hl.r.CANl 
000003 JO] oo:.Jl74S3Z9Hi-IE 
jQQOJ4 JOJ Al:S~RT<l-Z*Zl•SINfbD> 
JODOJS )Q] a1=z•CJSCDDI 
000006 JOJ A=t•Al/2 
oo:rnn·. ooJ s=r'°'31 , 
DOOOJ8 JO] rrcs1:NE~o.1 GJ TQ 21 
000009 JOJ . AL~=.J·. , 
000010 JOJ • . GO TO 51 
000011'. OOJ 21 Sl=-1~ 
JOOD12 )OJ ss:s1 
000013 noJ DO 41 N=l.lOJ 
00001~ DOJ 51:-Sl•A•AICN*NI 
aooo1s ooa ss:ss+s1 
.000016 OOJ IFCSS.Eo.o.) .GJ TO 41. 
a0Jo11 aoJ . E=Aes·cs11sn·. 
OCJ018 OOJ·. . lFfEeU:. l;E~S·l GJ TO H 
!Jl10019 . JOY. . II 1 CONTINUE 
JOJ020 ]QJ. 11 ALP:•SHSS 
.'.lOOD21 QQ.).. 51 IFCA191'4E•_O.> GJ TO 13 
DuD022 JO l. BE f:j. 
JOJ023 ·JOl. GO. TO 14 
.ooaoz4 JOJ 13 s1:-A 
. a c o 02 s JP J . s s : s l 
'.lOJ026: . JOJ. 00 42 N:=l.100. 
~(J:[J027 JO.J s1:-SUA*A/Ollll"+'O 
~o'.1022 JOJ ss:Ss+si 
DQ'.J02«i'. JO.) IF<ss.::c.0.1 G)·To 42' 
·::ioJ03G JOJ E:ABSCSl/SS> .. 
000011 QOJ lfCE.L:..1.E:-5> G·J TO 12 
DG!l032 '.iOJ 42. ::ONTINJE 
JG JG 33 JQ J lZ q E T = ~ 1 * S S/ C B 1\ * 3 A > 
JGCG34 JGJ l~ :os:t*•41C2•0•J> 
ooJ035. JOJ · :s:cosca~ 
DDJ036 JOJ SB:SINtB> 
J!:JJ037 '.>OJ HR:COE*fBEhCB-AL·P•SBI 
aoob3a JO~ Hl:-COE"1(ALP•C3+3ETlllSB> 
000039 JOJ RETURN . 
)> 
.... 
O'> 
000040 '.JO) tNO 
.ENO ~LT. 
~HD·~ SPOTAS 
... , 
PAGE 0001 DATE 76/07/J7 
SUBROUTINE GREAT<D.BA.THE.A.B.S> 
E VR:O. 
ODR=O. 
EVI=J. 
oor=a. 
CALL sqINO(D,BA,A,THE.AFR,AFil 
CALL GRINDIO,BA,S.THE,SFR,BFII 
N=l 
00 41 I= 1. 20 
M=N 
N=2*N 
EVR=ODR+EVR 
EVI=ODI+EVI 
C:(S-Al/N 
ODR=O• 
oor=o. 
00 61 J:l,H 
Z=A+C*(2•J-ll 
CALL GRINDID,BA,Z,THE,XR,XIJ 
ODR=ODR+ XR 
61 ODI=ODI+XI 
TRl=C•IAFR+BFR+2•EVR+4•0DRl/3 
Til=C•CAFI+BFI+2•EVI+4•00il/3 
SSl=TRl•TRl+Til•Til 
WRITEIS,ll N,TR1,rr1,ss1 
l FORMATl1X.·N='·l9,' TR1=•.E12.6, 1 Tit=•.E12.&. 1 sst='.El2.5l 
IFCI.E:J.11 G'.l TO 41 
IFCABSCS51/S)2-1J.LE.l.E-3J GO T'.l 51 
41 ss2=ss1 
s1 s=ss1 
RETURN 
ENO 
):> 
-CX> 
BLK REC C:>NTRJL C0'1MAN!) 
:;:J JU S6 JP~ 
OCJO 56 14 2 
]0]056 182 
000056 201 
'.!00056 22] 
DGOQ57 '.JCS 
JCJD57 )3'.I 
OUOU57 )6 2 
)0)057 )8 7 
00)057 1 '):. 
!)Q'.)057 12& 
DODO 57 151 
00il057 179 
000057 212 
000058 ODS 
000058 J32 90 
0000 58 061 
oooo5e ]9!> !\4 
000056 118 
]00058 138 
000058 160 !\5 
OC0058 182 
000058 201 
000058 223 46 
000059 JDS 
JC' JO 59 J21f 
000059 )4 !> 117 
000059 J69 
JCJ059 ]89 !\8 
000059 11 If 
J00059 130 
0fJ0059 159 
OC!Ji:l59 1il 2 
00'.WoO J05 
0000&0 JI! 9 
000060 :J93 
iJOOOoO 147 50 
:rnoo&o 171 
JO'.W&O 192 ~3 
JGJubO <'.17 ~2 
JOJO&l JG5 
JO JU bl J2 ~ 
00'.lO&l J't:, 
OPERA~D RECORD 
SJGROJTUi;: =>LJ T <x.v.o::<.:111 
SR= J • 
SI=J. 
DO 43 N=l.2JO 
A=<2•N-ll•PLE51N,YI 
U=PSIIN,XI 
v=zEU<'ll.O 
wJ=J. 
\ol 11= l/ 11 
VJ=tll/UIU2 
CALL J\IERFLIM> 
IFPl.EO.ll 50 TJ 90 
wu=111u+11HJ> 
W 11=1/( \/+VI \IJ l 
K=t\JO(N,41+1 
GJ TO (114,45,46,471,K 
f R= WU 
F r=-w 11 
GJ TO 48 
f'R=wv 
f'I=WU 
GO TO 48 
FR=-WJ 
f I= ill II 
GO TO 4B 
f R=-W_\I. 
FI=-wu 
TRl=A•FR 
Til=A•FI 
SR=SR+T'H 
SI=SI+Tll 
IF.IN.Ei.:.11 50 0 50 
ER=<ABS<TU l+4BSITRZ> l/llBSIS-Rl 
EI=IAoSITI1>+4BS<TI2ll/ABSISil 
IFIER.LE.l.E-5.4ND.EI.LE.l.E-;J 
TR2=TR1 
TI2=TI1 
CONTINUE 
Ql<=SR/X 
QI= SI IX 
RETJRN 
END 
HPF: 
PJT 
G 0 TO 42 
?AGE# OJ21 
OATE TIM~ 
10/70./75 
OJOJ0111 
OJOJOJ?D 
0]000030 
01000040 
OJOJOJ50 
0 JO JO J6 0 
OJOOOJ70 
0]010)80 
OJOJOJ90 
OJOJOlOQ 
OJOJOllO 
OJOJ0120 
OJOll0130 
0)000140 
OJOQOlSO 
OJOJ0160 
OJOJ0170 
OJ00018tl 
0)0)0190 
OJ0()0200 
n JO J02 l 0 
OJOJ0220 
OJOJOZ30 
0)000240 
0)000250 
O.JOJ0260 
0)000270 
OJOJ0280 
OJ0'.10290 
OJCJ0300 
nJ0'.10310 
o Jrnn 32 o 
Oln10330 
010 JO 34 i1 
flJOJ035() 
OJ0'.)0380 
0)0)0391 
0Jn10400 
010J0!41 [] 
OJO:J0420 
OJOJ043rJ 
OJOJOi.40 
l'!. 50 c 
)> 
SHUR I 
@£LT1L' 
~L TOTil 
ooooj1 
ooaon 
DOJOJ3 
JOOOJ4 
000005 
JQOOJ6 
DIFF.SHJR! 
Ru a 1 J Jo 12 ~ - l9: 4 9: 2.1 - 1 J .i 
JO) SU3RJUTI~E HJRitD,3A,~.HR,HI> 
JOJ CALL RADIO,BA,Z,RH~.~.~AN) 
JQ) A:Y•~3/C2•D•D•3A•aA~ 
· JoJ s=r'n 
OOJ HR:A•CJS<S> 
DOJ HI=-A•SINCS> 
. DCiJOJ1 ')OJ RETURN 
iJOOO'.l8 ao 1 mo· 
END 3:LT. 
-~HOG SLEG 
DH~ 062476 PAGE 25 
)> 
"' ·o 
-~~ ~~~~~~~~~===-~-~-~~-=-=-=-=-=~~-=-====~·==-·~-=-=----==------.-.. .......... ~-----------.......................................................... iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii•------------·-·-........ .. - ----~- -
SFAR 
~ELT.L DIFF.SFAR 
ELTOT7 RLia7J J6124-J9:q9:16-(J.) 
OGJCJl JO] SU3RQUTINE ASHto.s~.Z.HR.Hl) 
DCDCJ2 JOJ CALL RADt0 0 BA.Z.RHQ 0 Y,CAN> 
OOOOJ3 JO) ~=-Y•*4*Z/C2•D•Dl 
DOOOJq 
OOOOJ5 
0000% 
JQJOJ7 
JOOO'.l8 
END ELT. 
~HOG SGRANO 
JD J 
)0) 
JO J 
JOJ 
JC J 
s=Y*Z 
i·IR=A•SINCSl 
YI:A•C:>5lSl 
RE TURN 
::ND 
DA TE 0624 76 
.20 
)> 
"' N 
SGRAND 
iiE.L f,L 
EL TOT7 
'JCJQJl 
OOJOJ2 
0000'.)3 
OOOOJ4 
000005 
000006 
OOOOJ7 
J00008 
OIFF.SGUNO 
RLI37J J6/24-J9:49:17-IJ,l 
!JOJ SU3R'.>UTINE GRA'lD l0 9 9A,Z.FR.FI> 
JOJ :A~L RAD CD,3A,z.x.ETA,Y) 
)OJ :ALL PJTASCX,Y,C~.~I> 
lOJ :ALL ASHCO,BA,Z,AR,AI> 
JOJ FR:QR•AR-OI*Al 
JOJ FI:OR*AI+OI*AR 
JOJ RETURN 
JO J END 
END ELT. 
mHOS SGRATE 
DA TE 062416 ?A'.iE 21 
SGRAtE 
~ELT,L DIFF.SGRATE,.SGRATE 
ELTCT7 RLI37J J6/2~-J9:49:18-tl.J) 
OOJOJl JOJ SUBROUTINE GRATE(O,BA,A,3,SJ 
::rn:rnn 
OD DO J 3 
ao ao J4 
000005 
JOOOJ6 
00£JOJ7 
CW JO J8 
O::J'.JOJ9 
OOJG 10 
000011 
!JOJ012 
000013 
000014 
CJD '.JO 15 
003016 
JOQ017 
CJO!JOlA 
JGOC19 
000020 
:)00021 
DQJ022 
~~0)023 
J(JJ024 
QC,J02~ 
JUJG26 
~CJJ27 
')OJU28 
JOJU29 
'.JOJO 30 
J['JQ 31 
J0'.)0 32 
END ELT. 
~HD5 S:>REAT 
JOJ 
JO J 
JO J 
JO J 
'.10'.I 
JO J 
JO J 
JO J 
'.JO J 
JOJ 
JD J 
JOJ 
JO J 
JO J 
JO J 
JO J 
JO J 
JO J 
JO J 
JO J 
JO J 
JO J 
JO J 
QO J 
JO J 
)Q) 
JJ) 
JO) 
JO J 
JC J 
JOJ 
EVR=J. 
ODR=J. 
::vr=J. 
OOI=J. 
:ALL GRAND I0,3A,A,AFR,AFI) 
CALL GRAND (J,3A,B,BFR,BFJ) 
N= 1 
DO 41 1::1,20 
11= N 
N=2*N 
EVR::OOR+EVR 
EllI=ODI+£VI 
C=tB-Al/N 
OOR=J. 
oor::a. 
DO 6 1 J:: 1, "I 
l= A+C* <2 *J-1 J 
:ALL GRA~D (0,3A,Z,XR,XIJ 
ODR= ODR+ XR 
61 001=001+xr 
TRl=C*lAFR+8FR+2•EllR+4*0DRl/3 
Til=C*lAFI+BFI+2•EVI+4*0Dil/3 
~RIT£(5,ll N.T~1.r11.ss1 
1 FO~MAT(lX,'N=•,19,• TR1=•.E12.~.· TI1=•.:12.:..• sst=•.::1?.Sl 
ss1::TRl*TRl+Til•TI1 
IFII.EJ.l> GO TO 41 
IFIABSt5SllSS2-lJ.LE.l.E-3) 30 T) 51 
lfl ss2=ss1 
s1 s=ss1 
~ETLiRN 
ENO 
DlTE Ob'247b ;>ASE 22 
BLK 
ooa698 aos 
QOJ&gs J63 
000638 091 
QOJb'rn 115 
JlJQ688 175 
J006S8 201 
000638 221 
000699 )05 
0006S9 J3;, 
DOG6S9 J61 
300699 )91 
OOJ6S9 129 
000699 154 
000699 172 
P~OGR~M P1Y50P 
WiHTEl3,2l 
RECORD 
2 FJRl1ATl'0',3X,'!J'.lJX,'CRJS5',7l(,'LJG::Ros;•) 
DJ 41 J=l,71 
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PA Sf # OJ33 8 L;< :~c: C JNTRJL :0'1"10.i() OPERAND RE::ORD HPF ~A "E r>ATE TIM:: 
'.JOOB3 JO 5 SOR GREER 03/12176 1?.. 3S c 0007!33 J6 3 F\JNCTlON 3R::EiHI.A.B.3AJ oJo-oocn o 00078 3 101 EVR:Q. OJOIJ0".120 JOOB3 12 1 ODR=o. 0!)000)30 000733 14 1 CALL ELLI~<I,A,3A,AFRJ OJOJOJ40 OOiJ7B3 177 CALL ELLIP<I,9,BA,&FR> OJOOO'JSQ ]00783 213 N=l OJO!JOJ60 000794 JCS 00 !H Kt<=l,11 OJ0'.:10070 000784 032 M:N 
oJoaooso OO:l784 J49 N:2•N OJO'J0090 tlOJB4 ]68 EVR=ODR+EVR OJOOOlOO JOOB4 J93 C:CS-Al/N OJOOOllO 0007134 1 Hi 0 DR :Q. OJO'J0120 0007311 13& DO 01 ..1:1,M OJOJ0130 000784 161 z:A+C•CZ•J-1) OJOOOl'ID 000784 188 CALL ~LLIPCI.Z,BA,XR> OJOOOlS'J DOOB4 22 3 &l ODR:ODR+XR OJOJ0160 000785 JDS TRl=C•CAFR+9FR+2•EVR+!t*O~Jl3 OJ0'.10170 iJOCl79S J4!3 lF (Kl{.::C.l) 30 TO in 0)0)018[) 000785 '.18 3 IFCTR2.EC.O.) GJ TO 41 OJOJ0190 000785 119 OR:ABSCTR1/TR2-1) 0)000200 000785 lSJ IFIOR.LE.1.E-!JJ GO TO 51 OJOOOZlO 300785 188 ,.1 TR2:TR1 O'.lO JO 22 0 OO'.l785 212 51 GRE ER:TRl OJO'J0230 0007!36 DOS RETURN 0)000240 000786 ns ENO OJOJ0250 
BLK RE::: CJNTROL 
000786 04 2 
000 7S6 10 J 
000786 l '12 
000796 16) 
lJU0786 184 
0007B6 201 
000786 233 
000787 005 
000787 J33 
000787 J57 
000787 091 
000787 12 3 
00078 7 162 
000787 204 
000787 229 
'.100788 JDS 
000788 04 4 
000788 J84 
Ou0798 104 
:::0'1MAND OPERA NO RE cairn 
SJSROUTHE AMPLI<D.BA,SR,SI> 
A=o. 
B=l.57079;. 
I =l 
fl=GREER(l,A,B,BAJ 
BA2=BA*BA 
Al=SORH1-BA2J 
A2=CBRHD> 
C=A2•CBRTIBA2>•f11Al 
Cl=EXPl-l.'IJ057*C> 
C2=2*D+l.J47198+.808617•C 
C 3= 5. 43'.1336 U 2/ CBRTf B A2 *B A2) 
C4=.S•O*BA2 
cs=Cl*C3•C4 
SR=C4•COSl2•D>-CS•COSCC2J 
SI=-C4•SI~C2•D>-CS•SINCC2f 
RETURN 
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TtPE 
SOR 
PAGE # OJ3ti 
NA'4E DATE TIME' 
A~PLI 03124176 
01000010 
0')000020 
OJOOOHO 
OJOJOJ40 
OJOJOJSO 
OJOOOJ60 
01000070 
0J000080 
0')000090 
0)000100 
O:JOOOllO 
OJ000120 
OJ000130 
OJ000140 
OJOJOlSO 
00000160 
OJ000170 
00000180 
1?. 30 c 
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IV 
00 
BLK REC CJNTRJL :o~M~ND OPERAND ~ECORD 
001635 178 
001636 JDS 
001636 032 
001636 JS9 
001636 J8S 
JOlb36 1 H 
001636 157 
001636 181 
001637 305 
001637 J3Z 
001637 055 
001637 109 
001637 129 
001637 lS!f 
O.Ol637 176 
001637 20J 
001637 226 
001638 005 
001638 Jlfl 
001638 lOJ 
001638 121J 
001638 llf z 
·-' 
PRO:iRAH SCEH 
REAOlltl> SVA 
FORl'!AT<FlJ.J) 
W iH TE ( 3, 2 J S VA 
2 FORl'!ATl2bX,' SVA =',F&.2> 
WRITE C 3, 3 > 
3 FORMATt•o•.13x,•o•.1ox,•ss•,1]X,'OL'.llX.'SSL') 
T=.Jl 71fS3•S>O. 
H:TUl(f) 
F = ( 1 +If* TA •EXP ( -1 / (If• U J ) I 3. l If 15 9 > I I 3* TA J 
FF:F•F 
DO CJ 1:1,1.a 
o=. ns•I 
ss:FF•D••lf 
DL:ALOGlO lD J 
SSL:ALOGlJlSSJ 
WRITEf3,5) o.ss.oL.SSL 
5 FORMATllOX,F6.2,2x.E1z.6,2x.F10.~.2x.::12.~> 
If CONTINUE 
STOP 
ENO 
TfPE 
SOR 
PAGE" II OJ41 
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0Jf'JJ0'.13D 
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OJOJ0090 
010il0100 
OJOJOllO 
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OJOIJ0140 
OJ000150 
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00000180 
0)000190 
OJOJ0200 
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09.30 c 
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"' tO 
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001638 
001638 
001639 
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001639 
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001639 
001640 
30161t0 
0016110 
0016110 
001640 
001640 
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001640 
001640 
001641 
00161tl 
001641 
:J01641 
001641 
REC CJNTROL :o~M~ND OPERAND RECORD 
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154 
217 
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028 
05& 
110 
13J 
155 
177 
201 
227 
005 
041 
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12 It 
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PROGR~H SIE:i2 
REAOlltll SVA 
1 FORMATtFlJ.J) 
WRITEl3,2J SH 
2 FOR~AT<26X,' SVA :•,F&.2> 
WRITE<3,3l 
3 FORMATt•o•.13x,•o•.1ox.•ss•.1Jx.•oL•,11x.•ssL•> 
T:.Jl7453•SVA 
T3:TAN<Tl 
TA=TB/(1+2•TB> 
f: < 1+4 •TA •EXP ( -1 / < 4 •T fl l >I 3. 1415 9 l I C 3• TA> 
ff:F•F 
00 q 1:1,110 
o:.02s•r 
ss:FF•D••tt 
DL: ALOG 10 (0) 
SSL: A LO 51 l I SS l 
WRITEC3,S) o,ss,DL.SSL 
5 FORMAT<lOX,F6.2,2X,E12.&,2X,Fl0.6,2X,E12.~J 
4 CONTINUE 
STOP 
END 
TYPE 
SOR SIE.32 
OASF It OJ42 
OATF. TIME 
J4 / 15176 
OJOJOJlO 
0)000'.120 
OJOJ0030 
0')000040 
0 JO'JOOSO 
OJOOO'l60 
OJO!JO!l70 
OJOOOIJ80 
OJOJOJ90 
0)0)0100 
OJOOOllO 
0')000120 
0 JO !JO 130 
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OJOJ0160 
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OJO'.l0180 
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OJOJ0200 
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0)000220 
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0 
SCONE Fl 
iELlwL 
ELTOT7 
DODDDl 
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000003 
OOODO!t 
000005 
000006 
DODDD7 
000008 
000009 
000010 
000011 
000012 
DIFf.SCONEF1 •• scONEFl 
RLIB7D 07/26-14:57:21-&3,0) 
ODO SUBROUTINE 6RANOCJJ 9 0 9 SVAwZwfR 9 Fl> 
000 X=TAN&SVAt•Z 
DOD Y=-SINtSVA) 
ODO CALL POTAStx.v.oR.QJ) 
DOD A=Z•COSISVA> 
ODO AA=.S•Z•Y•Y 
DOD HR=AA•SINfA> 
DOD HI=-AA•COSIA) 
ODO FR:QR•HR-OI•Hl 
ODD FI=OI•HR+OR•HI 
ODO RETURN 
DOD END 
END ELT. 
AHO& SCONES 
DATE 012676 PAGE 
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w 
...... 
JS 
SGREAT 
iELleL 
EL TOT7 
000001 
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DODOO• 
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ODDOlO 
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RLI870 07/26-14:57:36-11.0J 
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000020 
000021 
000022 
000023 
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000025 
ODDD26 
000021 
DDOD28 
ODOD29 
ODDD3D 
OOOD31 
000032 
000033 
ENO ELJ. 
iHD6 SGRIND 
DOD SUBROUTINE GREAJCJJ.o.svA.A,B.TR.TI• 
DOO EVR:O. 
ODO OOR:O. 
ODO EYI:D. 
000 001=0. 
DOD CALL 6RANDCJJ 9 D,SVA 9 A9 AFR 9 Afll 
ODD CALL 6RANDIJJ.o.svA.B.BFR.BFIJ 
ODO N:l 
ODO DO Ill I=I.20 
000 ":N 
DOD N=2•N 
ODO EVR=ODR•EVR 
ODO EVI=ODI•EVI 
ODD C=Ul-AJ/N 
ODO ODR:D. 
ODO ODI=O. 
ODO DO 61 J:l.H 
ODD Z:A•C•t2•J-ll 
ODO CALL GRANDCJJ,o.svA.z.xR.XIJ 
ODO OOR:ODR•XR 
ODO 61 ODl=ODI•Xl 
000 TR l:C• UFR•&FR•Z•E VR•••ODR a/ 3 
ODO Tll=C•.IAFI•BFl•Z~Vl•••ODU/3 
ODO SSl=TRl•TRl•Til•Tll 
DOD WRITEIS.lJ NeTR1.111.ss1 
DOD 1 FORHATc1x.·N=•.19.• TR1=•.E12.6.· TI1=•.r12.6.· ss1=•.E12.6J 
ODO IFCl.EQ.11 60 TO 41 
DOD IFIABStSSl/SS2-lJ.LE.l.E-31 GO TO 51 
ODO ~1 ssz=ss1 
ODO 51 TR:TRl 
ODD Tl:Tll 
ODO RETURN 
ODO END 
OATE 012676 PA6f 
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iEL:T,L 
ELTOT7 
000001 
000002 
000003 
00000-
00000 5 
000006 
000007 
000008 
000009 
000010 
_000011 
000012 
000013 
000014 
DD.OOUi 
000016 
000017 
000018 
000019 
000020 
000021 
000022 
000023 
·oooa21t 
000025 
000026 
000027 
DIFF.S"AIN2,.S"AIN2 
RLIB70 07/26-14:57:qa-13eOJ 
ODO READl8,1J SVA 
000 1 FORHATCFlD.OJ 
ODD WRITEl5 9 ZI SVA 
ODO 2 FORHATl26Xe' SVA :•,F&.21 
000 WRITEIS,31 
ooo 3 FORMAT1•0•,13x,•o•,1ox,•ss•.1ox,•oL•,11x.•ssL•1 
000 T=.017qS33•SVA 
000 SN:SINtll 
000 DO q 1:1,JS 
ODO 0:1+.2•1 
O.DD A:O. 
ODO 8:0/SN 
ODO CALL GREATIJJ,E,T,A,8,TR,111 
ODD Al:D•D/2 
000 AZ=2•D/lANCTI 
000 UR=-Al•SINIAZI 
ODO UI=Al•COSIA21 
ODD SR:tR•UR 
000 sr=tI•UI 
000 ss=••ISR•SR•SI•SIJ/ID•DJ 
ODO OL:AL061DIDJ 
000 SSL:AL0610CSSJ 
000 WRITECS,51 o,ss,oL,SSL 
ODO 5 FORKAlllOX,F6.2,2X,~12.6,2X,Fl0.6,2X,El2.6J 
ODO It CONTINUE 
ODO STOP 
ODD END 
END El T. 
IHDG S"AIN3 
DATE 012676 
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UCrJl,ltib •. H uou 
SSTRAL 
iELt,L 
ELTOT7 
000001 
000002 
000003 
000004 
000005 
000006 
000007 
000008 
DIFF.SSTRAL 
RLl870 07/26-14:58:00-(0 9 ) 
000 SUBROUTINE STRAlf0 9 SVA.Z.RH0 9 ETA> 
000 s=sINCSVA) 
000 C=COSCSWAI 
000 sz=~QRTll-Z•Z> 
DOD ETA:O/lZ•S+SZ•CI 
000 RHO=SZ•ETA/C 
000 RETURN 
000 END 
END ELT. 
iH06 SSY"INT 
l)Al[ 072676 PAGf 
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SCONES 
ilELT,L 
EL TOT7 
000001 
000002 
000003 
OOOOO't 
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000006 
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000008 
000009 
000010 
000011 
000012 
000013 
DODO llJ 
µ0001s 
000016 
000017 
000018 
DIFF.SCONES,.SCONES 
RLIB70 08/09-17:10:07-ll.O> 
ODO SUBROUTINE GRANOlJJ,O,SVA,Z,FR,Fil 
000 IFCJJ.GT.1> GO TO l 
000 CALL STRALtO,SVA,Z,RHO,ETA> 
000 S=SINtSVA) 
000 AA=.S*S•ETA••310 
000 AR=-AA•SINtZ•ETA> 
000 AI=-AA•COSlZ*ETA> 
000 CALL POTASlRHO,-S,QR,QI> 
000 GO TO 2 
000 1 CALL POTASCO,-Z,QR,Qll 
ooo oz=o•z 
000 ooz=-.S•D•DZ 
000 AR=DDZ•SINCDZ> 
000 AI=DOZ•COSCOZ> 
000 2 FR:QR*AR-QI•AI 
000 FI=QR*AI+QI•AR 
000 RE TURN 
000 END 
END ELT. 
&HOG SDSES 
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16 
SHAIN3 
iELT.L 
ELTOTl 
000001 
000002 
000003 
OOOOOlf 
000005 
000006 
000007 
000008 
000009 
000010 
000011 
000012 
000013 
OOOOlll 
000015 
000016 
000017 
000018 
000019 
000020 
000021 
000022 
Olff.SKAIN3••SMAIN3 
RLIB70 07/26-llf:57:51-t3e01 
000 READl8.l) SVA 
000 1 FORMATtFl0.0) 
ODO WRITEl5e21 SVA 
ODO Z FORKAT(26X•' SVA :• 1 F6.2) 
ODO WRllEf 5 9 31 
ooo 3 FORMAt<•o•.13x.•a•.1ox.•ss•.1ox.•oL'.11x.•ssL•1 
000 t:.Ol71f533•SVA 
ODO Sl=SINCTJ 
000 00 q t=l.15 
DOD D=l•.2*1 
000 CALL GREATt1.o.1.s1.1 •• 1R.TI) 
000 CALL 6REATt2.o.r.-1 •• s1.uR.Ul) 
ODD VR:TR•UR 
000 Vl=TI•Ul 
000 ss=lf•CVR•VR•Vl•Vl)/(O•DJ 
000 DL=AL0610CDJ 
000 SSL=ALOGlOISSJ 
ODO WRITErs.st o.ss.oL,SSL 
DOD 5 FORMATllOX,F6.2 9 2X,ElZ.6 1 2X.Fl0.6•2X1El2.6) 
000 If CONTINUE 
ODD STOP 
ODD END 
END ELT. 
iHDG SMASH 
J 
DATE 072676. PAGf 
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APPENDIX B 
From section (2.6) we have 
I = (:i."-'-R~Ccf-C/>') 
I cJo ~ ti._ cpl 
--- ( 1) 
r" =- f ?cq,- cf>'J et11 c..-,r e>-<t>'~ cP, ( 2) 
( 3) 
= - L. r"""' 
. . 
--- ( 4) 
By putting a = ~· - ~ and using the periodicity of the trig. 
functions it can be shown that 
. 
--- ( 5) 
-;r 
:. r, "' J. f ch ( ri 4:,ff) d_if' 
--- ( 6) 
0 
In (6) we use ~ X ~ f_ ( - f) 11.- ')(_ ~ 1l... 
h =o ( ~ 't_) ! 
and interchange the order of the integration and the summation. 
Bl 
On integrating by parts this gives 
Tl 
T ""- == s c Iv.. - I ) Ce, s cp"I' - 2- ),.:.,._.)_ 1' I d. 4 I 
0 
--- (7) 
= c "-<-I) f'~ ~I \.tf I - (....__I) f' c. "'¢' 41 
0 0 
.·. 3 ""'-. ==- (tM.-1) ""T~-2.. -(""'--1) -:r~ 
or T 11;\. i" ..t = IM..-+ i . ~ ""'- . 
W\.+:L 
As ~ = O J T ~ = o for m odd. 
• • --- ('8) 
using J 0 = n, we get 
-. 
--- ( 9) 
:. from (7) and (9) 
--- (10) 
From (4) and (9) we have 
--- (11) 
B2 
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